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An exemplary athletic experience and a degree for every student-
athlete to prepare them for lifelong success.
Our Mission
The Lynn University Athletics Department's mission supports the
university's mission to enable the student-athlete to realize his/her








•Provide a structure and the resources for student-athletes to excel
academically.
•Enhance and develop intercollegiate athletic programs that earn
recognition at the national level.
•Engage the greater community.
•Commit to continuously improving the student-athlete
experience.
SPORTS INFORMATION
The Office of Sports Information at Lynn University, under the
direction of Chad Beattie, is responsible for the day-to-day publicity
efforts of its 11 NCAA Division II sports for men and women. The
primary functions of the Lynn University Sports Information Office
are to service and accommodate the media in its coverage of the
entire intercollegiate athletics department.
The Sports Information Office, located in the de Hoernle Center,
handles a myriad of press services, including, but not limited to,
the issuance of credentials, the publication of media guides, game
programs and press notes as well as maintaining statistics and
upkeep of the website.
Members of the Sports Information Office will assist you with any
day-of-game needs, including player and coach information, in-
game statistics and post-game notes and quotes.  Journalists and
media covering Lynn University Athletics benefit from working in
a professional and comfortable environment.  
Members of the Sports Information staff are on call virtually every
day of the year, ‘round the clock in an effort to enhance the
coverage of Lynn University athletics.
Please kindly adhere to the following guidelines when covering
Lynn University athletics during the 2010-11 academic year.
Credits
The 2010 Lynn University Men’s Golf Media Guide is a product
of the Lynn University Sports Information Office.  The Guide was
written and produced by Chad Beattie.  All Studio Photography by
Brad Broome and action shots by JC Ridley.  Layout and design




Location  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Boca Raton, Fla., 33431
Founded  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1962
Enrollment  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,224
Nickname . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Fighting Knights
Colors  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Royal Blue and White
Affiliation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NCAA Division II
Conference  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..Sunshine State (1997)
Home Field. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .McCusker Sports Complex
ADMINISTRATION
President  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Dr. Kevin M. Ross 
Senior Vice President  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Gregory J. Malfitano 
Athletics Director  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Kristen Moraz
Assistant Athletics Director . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jeff Schaly
Assistant Athletics Director  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Jon Lobbe
Senior Woman Administrator  . . . . . . . . . . . .Sara Quatrocky
STAFF INFORMATION
Head Coach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Rudy Garbalosa
Record at Lynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .312-240-1 (10 Years)
Career Record  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Same
SSC Record  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .112-114
National Championships/Last  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1/2009 
Asst. Coaches  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Donovan O’Dowd
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Beau McMillan
Athletic Trainer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Ryan McRae
Sports Information Contact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Chad Beattie
TEAM INFORMATION
2010 record  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .16-37-1
SSC record/finish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6-18/8th
National/Regional Ranking  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .N/A 
Field Starters Returning/Lost:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2/6
Pitchers Returning/Lost:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .6/7
Letterwinners Returning/Lost:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15/14
All-Time Record  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .778-609-5 (.561)
All-Time SSC Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .128-161 (.443 )
SSC Regular Season Titles/Last  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .n/a 
NCAA Appearances/Last  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2/209
All-Time Post-Season Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12-6 (.667)
SPORTS INFORMATION
SID  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chad Beattie
Beattie’s email address  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .cbeattie@lynn.edu
Beattie’s Office Phone  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(561) 237-7341
Assistant SID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Steve Kramer
Kramer’s Email. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .skramer@lynn.edu
Kramer’s Office  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(561) 237-7279
Sports Information Fax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .(561) 237-7409
Overnight Address:
Sports Information
3601 North Military Trail
Boca Raton, FL 33431-5598
FIGHTING KNIGHTS MEDIA OUTLETS
Media Outlet Phone Fax Contact Person
Associated Press-Miami (800) 824-5498 (305) 594-9265 NA
Miami Herald (800) 866-3375 (305) 376-2295 Sports Desk
Palm Beach Post (800) 432-7595 (561) 820-4481 Sports Desk
Sun-Sentinel (800) 776-6979 (954) 356-4676 Sports Desk
WPTV-Channel 5 (561) 653-5730 (561) 653-5719 Ryan Lieber
WPBF-Channel 25 (561) 694-2525 (561) 624-1089 Jim Abath
WPEC--Channel 12 (561) 882-0818 (561) 881-0731 Pat Murphy
ESPN Radio (561) 697-8353 (561) 697-8525 Lance Davis
Collegiate Sports (561) 570-5726 (561) 393-6376 Dan Dzurnak
The Office of Sports Information at Lynn Univer-
sity, under the direction of Chad Beattie, is respon-
sible for the day-to-day publicity efforts of its 11
NCAA Division II sports for men and women.
The primary functions of the Lynn University
Sports Information Office are to service and accom-
modate the media in its coverage of the entire in-
tercollegiate athletics department.
The Sports Information Office, located in the de
Hoernle Center, handles a myriad of press services,
including, but not limited to, the issuance of creden-
tials, the publication of media guides, game pro-
grams and press notes as well as maintaining
statistics and upkeep of the website.
Members of the Sports Information Office will as-
sist you with any day-of-game needs, including
player and coach information, in-game statistics and
post-game notes and quotes.  Journalists and media
covering Lynn University Athletics benefit from
working in a professional and comfortable environ-
ment.  
Members of the Sports Information staff are on call
virtually every day of the year, ‘round the clock in
an effort to enhance the coverage of Lynn Univer-
sity athletics.
Please kindly adhere to the following guidelines
when covering Lynn University athletics during the
2010-11 academic year.
Gameday Services
Prior to all home contests, members of the media
will be supplied with the latest information including
up-to-date statistics, current rosters, media guides
and game notes when applicable.  At halftime and
following each contest, statistics will be furnished as
well.  Media members needing space to file post-
game stories will be provided a desk and phone
lines somewhere in close proximity to the site of the
event.  A fax machine will also be provided to mem-
bers of the media as well.
Gameday Interview Procedures
Following the NCAA-mandated 10-minute cooling-
off period Lynn University coaches and student-ath-
letes will be made available to address the media
post-game.  Members of the media should inform
a Lynn University Sports Information representa-
tive as to whom they wish to speak with following
the game to make the process flow smoothly.  As a
general rule, all Lynn coaches and student-athletes
will be unavailable for comment on gamedays prior
to the start of competition.  The interviews will gen-
erally take place in a pre-determined area adjacent
to or in the immediate proximity of the particular
team’s locker room or bench area.  Every effort will
be made to make visiting coaches and student-ath-
letes available to the media as well.  All locker room
facilities and the training room are off limits to the
media at all times.
Non Gameday Interview Procedures
All interviews with Lynn University coaches and stu-
dent-athletes will be arranged through the Sports In-
formation Office with at least 24 hours notice given.
Coaches can normally be contacted in their offices
during the mornings while interviews with student-
athletes are encouraged to be conducted either
prior to or following practice. Media wishing to at-
tend practice must make arrangements at least 24
hours in advance but are subject to closure at the
discretion of the head coach or athletics administra-
tion.
Credentials
Credentials for all Lynn University home contests
are available to members of the working print and
electronic media.  Simply contact the Sports Infor-
mation Office to be credentialed.  For members of
the local media, all-sport credentials will be issued.
In Cyberspace
Lynn University athletic information including, but
not limited to rosters, schedules, statistics, releases
and game notes can be accessed through the Uni-
versity’s official website at www.LynnFight-
ingKnights.com. Information of Lynn University’s
Sunshine State Conference opponents can be ac-
cessed through the SSC’s official website at
www.sunshinestateconference.com.
NCAA Guidelines and the Media
Media members should be aware of several NCAA
Rules that apply to student-athletes.  If there is ever
a question if any media-related activity or event in-
volving a Lynn University student-athlete could
evolve into a possible NCAA violation, contact the
Office of Sports Information for an interpretation.
Areas of concern include:
Coaches and University Officials cannot make com-
ments on prospective student-athletes until they sign
a National Letter of Intent.  A coach cannot com-
ment on a prospective student-athlete who verbally
commits to an institution.  Moreover, the Office of
Sports Information cannot release any information
of prospective student-athletes until a signed Na-
tional Letter of Intent is received.
Coaches and athletic staff are not permitted to write
guest columns for publications.
Do not ask student-athletes to endorse products.
Commercial photographers cannot provide student-
athletes or their families with images free of charge.   
Student-athletes may not be used in advertisements
or endorsements of products, including media-re-
lated publications or on radio.
Student-athletes are not permitted to conduct inter-
views for 1-900 services.
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MEDIA POLICIES
Lynn University teams have won 19 national titles: eight NCAA Championships and 11 NAIA
National Titles
Lynn has finished in the top-20 of the Director’s Cup six times and top-10 four times since 1996
Seven different Lynn programs (baseball, men’s and women’s golf, men’s and women’s soccer
and men’s and women’s tennis) have won national titles
Four different Lynn programs (women’s golf, women’s soccer, women’s tennis and men’s soccer)
have won multiple national championships
All 11 programs at Lynn have reached the NCAA Tournament
Since becoming a full-fledged member of the Sunshine State Conference for the 1998-99
academic year, the Fighting Knights have taken home 26 SSC Titles
Five LU sports (men’s soccer, men’s basketball, men’s golf and men’s and women’s tennis) have
claimed multiple league titles
Lynn University became the fifth school in Sunshine State Conference history to win the SSC
Mayor’s Cup Men’s Division in back-to-back years
Lynn University became the first school in Sunshine State Conference history to win back-to-
back men’s and women’s tennis titles simultaneously
Lynn University has accumulated 342 All-America selections since beginning intercollegiate
athletics play in 1984
The Fighting Knights have garnered 428 All-Sunshine State Conference selections since the 1997-
98 season, the first Lynn was eligible to earn all-conference honors
Lynn has accumulated 57 Sunshine State Player or Coach of the Year accolades
The Blue and White succeed not only on the field but in the classroom.  Since 1996, 3,000
student-athletes have turned in grade-point averages of 3.0 or better.  On the average, 107 LU
student-athletes produce GPA’s of 3.0 or better each semester
Lynn University has earned 103 Academic/Scholar All-America honors in its history
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ATHLETICS POINTS OF PRIDE
There are plenty of fresh faces practicing at the
McCusker Sports Complex baseball field, many of
which were not on Lynn University’s national
championship team just two years ago.  Head
coach Rudy Garbalosa hopes this accumulation of
talent gets the Fighting Knights back to the na-
tional stage to compete for another NCAA Division
II crown.
“With this recruiting class, I was really looking for
guys who were passionate about baseball, who
could be Lynn guys and who would really em-
brace the sense of camaraderie that being on a
baseball team brings.
“I think we’ve done that with the 23 new guys on
this team.  Is there going to be an adjustment pe-
riod?  No doubt.  But that’s where we as coaches
must excel and bring these guys together.  With
so many new players, they are going to need time
to gel.  But I’m excited about the enormous poten-
tial of this team and the journey they are going to
take me on.”
With so many new athletes, it could be easy to
overlook some of the pieces already in place.  The
Fighting Knights have solid middle relief with the
return of Sam Jones, who set the program record
for appearances, while the offense welcomes
back five of the top-seven hitters, including Dane
Derstine (second on the team with a .363 batting
average) and Patrick Roedel (tied the program
record with a 23-game hitting streak).
Pitching
•  Just six pitchers from last season’s squad re-
turns: seniors Sam Jones and Carl Gorman, jun-
iors Andrew Fabian and Ted Quinn and
sophomores Ryan Digiose and Eric Pfefer
•  Jones broke the 12-year old program record for
appearances in a season with 31
•  Nearly half of the roster is made up of pitchers
with 17 of 38 players slated to take the mound
•  Eleven of the 17 pitchers are new to the team
with eight juniors and three freshmen
Garbalosa’s View…
“We have such great depth and experience on the
mound.  There are plenty of proven guys on our
staff who have come in with talent and will only
develop into better pitchers as the season goes
on.  We have a great mix of right and left-handed
pitchers that we’ll be to use for match-ups that we
haven’t had in the past.
“Our starters do a great job of keeping hitters off
balance by throwing a variety of different types of
pitches.  They all have starting experience from
their previous school and I would say there are 6-
7 guys fighting to be in our rotation.  
“Middle relief starts with Jones but guys who don’t
get into the rotation will be asked to take up roles
in relief.  A lot of players would shy away from this
role but the players on our team are relishing the
chance to help out in any way they can.
“When it comes down to closing down the ninth, I
really think that Jason Whelan is going to be the
guy.  He’s had success as a closer and has the
mentality and make-up for a guy who needs to
come in with the game on the line and shut down
the opposing team.”
Outfield
•  Outfielders Leo Carrillo and Richie McVey get
help in the form of Alex Bello, Phil Mannelly and
Austin Smith
•  Last season’s outfielders recorded the fewest
stolen bases in the Garbalosa era
•  Fighting Knight’s outfielders contributed 16 out-
field assists last year
Garbalosa’s View…
“We are back to having speed in the outfield this
season.  Our outfielders are going to cover a lot of
ground in our cavernous field, and that is going to
also benefit our pitching staff.  With new bats that
have more gap than home run power being used
in Division II this year, defense becomes more im-
portant.  Our outfield has the ability to take away
normal hits while limiting would-be doubles and
triples into singles and doubles.
“On the flip side of the bat issue, these guys are
table setters that will stretch singles into doubles
and doubles into triples.  They have great plate
discipline, aren’t afraid to take pitches, draw walks
and steal bases.”
Infield
•  Just three infielders, Johnny Broderick, Jazz
Machin and Matt Noble, return inside the diamond
•  Of the six incoming student-athletes, five (An-
thony Boza, Mike Diorio, Eric Herrera, Kyle
Radzewski and Wes Soto) are juniors and one
(David Lee) is a freshman
•  Both Herrera (New Mexico State) and Soto
(Florida International) have NCAA Division I expe-
rience
•  Last season, 25 of team’s 43 home runs came
from infield players
Garbalosa’s View…
“This area of our team is the one with the most
versatility.  Nearly every infielder can play multiple
positions, with some even having experience at all
four stops.  These guys know the game and their
great speed defensively allows for them to have
great range.  
“Our speed up the middle is going to be a benefit
on the offensive end as well.  I can’t say enough
about our team’s speed because it’s the biggest
difference than from previous years.  It is going to
allow us to get back to the way we played in the
past by testing opposing team’s defenses.  There
are guys who are going to beat out routine ground
balls.  
“That doesn’t mean that they aren’t going to hit for
power because we have several guys around the
diamond that can mash the ball out of the yard.
First and third have traditionally been our power
positions and that should continue this year while
our middle infielders will be our speed guys, with a
hint of power.”
Catcher
•  Least experienced position due to the fact Dane
Derstine and Patrick Roedel platooned behind
Gold Glover Kyle Holloway
•  Derstine and Roedel combined to throw out
28% of base runners last season
•  Roedel tied the school record held by George
Branch and Matty Wess with a 23-game hitting
streak
•  Derstine was second on the team with a .363
batting average
•  Danny Herzog was the top pinch hitter with LU,
batting .333 in that role
Garbalosa’s View…
“You know, we’ve got three guys who can do it all
behind the plate.  Dane and Patrick both proved
last season they could handle the pitching staff
and Danny did a great job getting clutch base hits
when we needed them most.
“I like the fact that all have been here a year but
don’t have the wear and tear that a catcher would
have.  That’s the benefit of having a Gold Glove
caliber catcher here the past four years.  These
guys, though, are all great defensive catchers, are
very accurate and have the field general mentality
when they are behind the dish.  Dane, Patrick and
Danny can all hit and it’s a great problem to have
with three extremely capable catchers at your dis-
posal.
Schedule
•  Seven of the Fighting Knights opponents are
ranked in the top-30 of the nation
•  Lynn goes on two big road trips: one to South
Carolina where they face top-25 programs Mount
Olive and Grand Valley State; and another at
West Alabama, a perennially nationally ranked
team
•  Five teams from the Sunshine State Conference
advanced to the NCAA South Region Tournament
•  Lynn has home series’ against Rollins, Florida
Southern, Eckerd and Nova Southeastern and hits
the road for Saint Leo, Tampa, Florida Tech and
Barry
•  New opponents on the schedule this season are
Lander, Mount Olive, Grand Valley State, Hillsdale
and Wilmington
Garbalosa’s View…
“I say this every year but we are taking on a very
ambitious schedule.  Our two major road trips
come right out of the gate and will pit us against
some of the top competition in the nation.  Two
teams are ranked in the top-10 in separate na-
tional polls while our other two opponents have
reached the NCAA Tournament in seasons past.
“The Sunshine State Conference speaks for itself.
I would argue that it is the most difficult Division II
conference in the nation.  That’s why I make our
non-conference schedule so hard; to prepare us
for battle in the SSC and for the postseason.
“I think we have a winning formula here this sea-
son with the talent we have assembled coupled
with the passion for baseball that burns inside
these guys.  The foundation was set with our re-
turners and our new players are going to help us
take off.  We will mesh and grow together and get




Rudy Garbalosa begins his 11th season
as the skipper of the Lynn University base-
ball team.  The program’s all-time win-
ningest coach, he added much more to his
legacy in 2009 when he guided the Fight-
ing Knights to their first NCAA Division II
National Championship and the school’s
19th overall.  Garbalosa holds an all-time
record of 312-240-1 (.565) and 112-114
(.496) in Sunshine State Conference play.
Prior to him being named head coach, he
served two years as an assistant under
former LU mentor Greg Kilby.  
Garbalosa is also the only coach in the
school’s history to tally six years of 30+
wins in his career.  Lynn has recorded 30+
victories in 11 of the program’s 27 sea-
sons.  The man known as “Garbs” has
coached three Sunshine State Conference
Player-of-the-Year selections, 28 All-SSC
and 25 All-South Region honorees and
five All-Americans.
The 2009 season was special from the start
as the Blue & White boasted 14 seniors.
Lynn shattered 15 records under the direc-
tion of Garbalosa, including posting a school
mark of 46-16 overall.  The Knights became
the first team since Tampa in 2006 to go un-
defeated through NCAA regional and national
play while going 25-7 against teams that
were nationally ranked.  In addition, the
ABCA/Rawlings National Coach of the Year
oversaw the development of SSC Pitcher
and Male Student-Athlete of the Year Dan
Wright, who lead the NCAA in victories with
15, as well as Kansas City Royals draftee
Gabe MacDougall.
Boasting one the top offenses the program has
ever seen in 2008, Garbalosa watched as his team mashed a school record 83 home runs while scoring 425 runs, second
most at LU.  The defense also soared to new heights as it committed the fewest errors (78) and recorded the best fielding
percentage (.960) in the Knights history.  Adding icing to the cake was Lynn finishing first in the nation in double-plays per
game (1.15) for the second time under his watch.
In 2007 he posted a third consecutive winning record (32-24) and narrowly missed a return trip to the NCAA South Re-
gional Tournament.  The Fighting Knights had many positives through the season, including winning their first SSC series
against two-time defending NCAA Division II National Champions Tampa, earning a program-tying five SSC Players of the
Week and having Nicolas Boisvert named the program’s first Rawlings/ABCA and Daktronics First Team All-American.
Always known for its stellar defense, Lynn finished fourth in the nation in double-plays per game (1.09), marking the sec-
ond consecutive year it finished in the top-five.
Head Coaching Record
YEAR OVERALL PCT. CONF. PCT. NOTE
2010 16-37-1 .305 6-18 .250
2009 * 46-16 .742 14-10 .583 National Champion
2008 33-19 .635 12-10 .545
2007 32-24 .571 13-11 .542
2006 34-23 .596 11-13 .458 NCAA South Region App.
2005 35-21 .625 14-10 .583
2004 23-31 .426 7-14 .333
2003 35-20 .636 13-8 .619
2002 29-26 .527 12-9 .571
2001 29-23 .558 10-11 .476
TOTALS 312-240-1 .561 112-114 .496
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Although the record was consistent with year’s past, 2006 proved to be Garbalosa’s most successful season as he led the
Fighting Knights to their first ever NCAA post-season appearance and victory, a 12-7 win against Albany State.  
Lynn led the nation in double-plays per game (1.21), set season records for triples (17) and total bases (931) and finished
in the top-five in school history in hits (2nd-594), RBI (2nd-370), walks (2nd-286), home runs (3rd-65) and doubles (5th-
108).  The Knights were also the only team in the nation to beat NCAA Division II National Champions Tampa twice during
the season.
Garbalosa rebounded in 2005 after a difficult 2004 season to tie his career-high in victories and set a new program record
for Sunshine State Conference wins, helping the Blue and White finish 35-21 overall and 14-10 in the SSC.  
The 2005 squad finished fourth in the Sunshine State Conference, swept the season series against NCAA Division II Na-
tional Champions Florida Southern and saw five members earn SSC Player-of-the-Week honors, tying a program record.
In 2003, Garbalosa led the Knights to 35 wins and 13 SSC wins, the highest totals since 1996 when the team won 41
games.  The 13 wins set a then-program record for the most conference wins in a season. 
A 1990 Long Beach State graduate with a degree in mathematics, Garbalosa lettered with the 49er for three seasons as a
second baseman.  The Los Angeles-area native began coaching right away, serving as the head coach at his alma mater,
Bishop Montgomery (Calif.) High School for four seasons before becoming a Division I assistant at Loyola Marymount.
There, he spent two seasons as the Lions’ third base coach and academic advisor.  
Garbalosa moved to El Camino (Calif.) College in 1997 where he spent one season as the top assistant coach for the War-
riors.  The 36-year old Garbalosa then relocated to the east coast, serving as the head coach at LaSalle High School
(Miami, Fla.) before coming to Lynn in July 1998.  After two seasons as the Knights’ recruiting coordinator he was named
head coach when Kilby departed to become an assistant at Maryland.  
During the past four seasons, Garbalosa has served as the South Region Chairman for the American Baseball Coaches
Association All-American Committee and most recently was named the national chair for the ABCA All-America Committee.
Born Rudy Garbalosa on September 26, 1967 in Los Angeles, he is married to the former Cristina Cuevas.  The Garbalosa




HEAD COACH YEARS RECORD PCT. RECORD PCT.
HARRY CHRISTIANSEN 1984-86 82-61-1 .573 0-0
JIM LYTLE 1987-88  31-49-1 .388  0-0
JOE DIBENEDETTO 1989-91  95-39 .660  0-0
PAUL TURNER 1992 37-10 .787 0-0
SAL GIARDINA  1993 28-23 .549 0-0
TONY CASAS  1994-96 90-79-1  .533 0-0
GREGG KILBY  1997-00 103-108-1 .488 16-47 .254
RUDY GARBALOSA 2001-PRES  312-240-1 .561 112-114 .496
TOTALS 1984-PRES 778-609-5 .561 128-161 .443
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Donovan O’Dowd is in his sixth season
with the Lynn University baseball team
and third as the top assistant. In addition
to his duties working with catchers, aiding
with in-game strategies and coaching third
base, he is in his third year as the Fighting
Knights recruiting coordinator. Prior to
taking his place in the dugout and helping
LU win a National Championship,
O’Dowd played two seasons as a catcher
for the Blue and White.
During his time as a coach, the Knights
have become one of the premier
defensive teams behind the plate in the
Sunshine State Conference.  Under his
tutelage catcher Kyle Holloway led the
SSC in baserunners thrown twice,
gunning down 56% of stolen base
attempts (52-of-93) in that time, almost
double the amount of the next catcher.
A career .309 hitter, O’Dowd batted .342
his first season with the Knights before
battling through injuries in 2005.  The
Torrance, Calif., product reached base
safely in his first 22 games and in 28 of the 32 games he played as a senior.  He improved his fielding percentage
to .990 and caught 31.6% of base stealers.
Born Donovan Wesley O’Dowd on June 23, 1983 in Culver City, Calif., he graduated from Lynn University
with a degree in Communications in June of 2006 and is currently pursing a Masters in Business Administration. 
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Beau McMillan is in his third season on
the bench with Lynn University following
stints in the minor leagues and
independent baseball. In addition,
McMillan is one of the top offensive
players in Knights’ history after four
highly successful years with the Blue and
White led to him being drafted by the
Florida Marlins in the 39th round of the
2004 draft. With Lynn, McMillin is
responsible for first-base and hitting
coaching duties while helping with the
development of both the infield and
outfield. 
In his first year with LU, he oversaw eight
team offensive records shattered as LU
won its first national title.  The Knights
broke marks for at-bats, hits, runs batted
in, total bases, runs, walks, on-base
percentage and sacrifice flies while also
finishing in the top-three for doubles,
slugging %, sacrifice hits, batting average
and home runs.
The only player in program history to
garner First Team All-Sunshine State
Conference accolades twice, McMillan left LU with program records for doubles (49), total bases (394), runs
scored (200) and stolen bases (77).  He also finished in the top-five for games played (196) and started (194),
hits (251), at-bats (758), triples (8), home runs (26) and runs batted in (119).  
McMillan began his professional career with the Gulf Coast League Marlins before being twice promoted to the
Jamestown Jammers of the New York Penn League and the Greensboro Grasshoppers of the South Atlantic
League.  Before his playing days were through, he had advanced to the Marlins Triple-A affiliate, the
Albuquerque Isotopes.
Following his playing career, he worked with Perfect Competition, a company that promotes performance
enhancement, skill and professional development and sports nutrition.
A 2004 graduate with a degree in business administration, McMillan resides in Delray Beach.
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Baseball was the first intercollegiate sport at Lynn University as the Knights hit the diamond in February of 1984, going 28-22
Lynn’s best season came in 2009 when it went 46-16, setting the school record for wins, while claiming the programs first national
championship.  The Blue & White’s previous best season came in 1996 when they went 41-19 and advanced to the NAIA playoffs
The Fighting Knights went 34-23 in 2006, reaching the NCAA South Regional Tournament for the first time in school history.
Lynn defeated Albany State 12-7 in picking up its first NCAA Tournament victory
Lynn has averaged over 32 wins per season since head coach Rudy Garbalosa took over in 2001
The Blue & White shattered 14 team records in its run to the 2009 NCAA Division II national crown.
Tommy Kahnle was named NCAA South Region and National Tournament Most Outstanding Player
In 2007, Nicolas Boisvert became the first baseball player in program history to earn First Team All-America honors.  Boisvert
was selected as a member of the Rawlings/American Baseball Coaches Association, Daktronics and National Collegiate Baseball
Writers Association All-American teams
Nicolas Boisvert, Enrique Baca and Dan Wright are the only baseball players in program history to have earned Sunshine State
Conference Player and Pitcher of the Year accolades
In 2008, Gabe MacDougall joined Nicolas Boisvert as the only baseball players in program history to earn First Team All-
America Honors.  MacDougall garnered Rawlings/American Baseball Coaches Association honors and was named a Daktronics
Second Team All-American
In 2009, Dan Wright became the first pitcher in program history to garner First Team All-America honors.  He also joined
Nicolas Boisvert as the only two players in school history to be honored as a First Team All-American by three publications
(Rawlings, Daktronics and NCBWA)
Enriques Baca was the first pitcher at Lynn to earn All-America accolades, earning second team recognition in 2002.
Gabe MacDougall’s athletic achievements stretched into the classroom as he was named the CoSIDA/ESPN the Magazine NCAA
Division II Academic All-American of the Year as well as earning First Team Academic All-American honors, becoming the
first baseball player in program history to earn this distinguished honor
Rudy Garbalosa is the first head coach in program history to record five consecutive years with at least 32 victories
Nicolas Boisvert was selected as the Sunshine State Conference Male Student-Athlete of the Year in 2007, becoming the fourth
student-athlete from Lynn to earn Athlete of the Year honors and second male to win this prestigious accolade
Dan Wright was honored as the Sunshine State Conference Male Student-Athlete of the Year in 2009, marking the fifth student-
athlete from Lynn to garner Athlete of the Year recognition, third male to win this honor and second player from Lynn in the
last three years to receive this accolade
Gabe MacDougall was selected as the Sunshine State Conference Male Scholar Athlete of the Year, becoming the first baseball
player and second student-athlete from Lynn to be named Scholar Athlete of the Year
Nolan Mulligan is the highest drafted baseball player in program history.  He was selected by the Philadelphia Phillies in the
26th round of the 2007 Major League Baseball Amateur Draft
Gabe MacDougall was picked by the Kansas City Royals in the 27th round of the 2009 Major League Baseball Amateur Draft.
He was the first draftee for the Fighting Knights since Mulligan in 2007
Fighting Knights assistant coach Beau McMillan was the first player drafted in the Major League Amateur Draft in the Rudy
Garbalosa era.  McMillan was selected by the Florida Marlins in the 39th round
Knights have produced nine First Team All-SSC players and 11 All-American selections
Lynn tied a program record set in 2005 with 14 Sunshine State Conference wins in 2009.
In 2009, Dan Wright led NCAA Division II in victories with 15 becoming the second player in program history to accomplish
that feat.  Donnie Bivins first achieved this act in 2003 with 13 wins.
In 2008, Daniel Flores led NCAA Division II in doubles per game (0.56) while the team finished No. 1 in the nation in double
plays per game (1.15)






No. Name Pos. B/T Ht. Wt. Cl. Hometown/Previous School
1 Alex Bello OF L/R 5-9 150 Jr. West Palm Beach, Fla. / Palm Beach State College
2 Mike Diorio INF L/R 5-9 160 Jr. Mascotte, Fla. /Seminoles State College
3 Jazz Machin INF L/R 5-2 140 Sr. Miami, Fla. / University of  Tampa
5 Leo Carrillo OF R/R 5-5 150 Jr. Miami, Fla. / Florida Christian HS
6 Johnny Broderick SS R/R 6-2 230 Sr. Plantation, Fla. / Broward College
7 Phillip Mannelly OF L/R 5-10 195 Jr. Minden, Nev. / New Mexico State
8 Kyle Radzewski INF R/R 5-10 175 Jr. Miami, Fla. / Broward College
10 Dane Derstine C R/R 6-1 190 Sr. Sarasota, Fla. / Central Florida CC
11 Austin Smith OF L/L 5-11 185 Jr. Winter Springs, Fla. / State College of  Florida
14 Patrick Roedel C R/R 6-0 195 Sr. West Palm Beach, Fla./Palm Beach CC
15 Matt Noble INF R/R 5-8 175 So. Palm Coast, Fla. / Flagler Palm Coast HS
16 Carl Gorman P R/L 6-1 200 Sr. Miami, Fla. / Miami Country Day School
17 Collin McGowan P B/L 6-4 215 Jr. Stratford, N.J. / Seton Hall University
18 Andrew Virgili P R/R 6-2 200 Jr. Tampa, Fla. / Hillsborough CC
19 Sam Jones P R/R 6-1 190 Sr. Bradenton, Fla. / The Pendleton School
20 Danny Herzog C L/R 5-10 185 So. Boca Raton, Fla. / Spanish River HS
21 Richie McVey OF L/R 6-3 195 Sr. Mission, Texas / University of  Vermont
22 Wes Soto INF R/R 5-8 180 Jr. Sarasota, Fla. / Polk State College
23 Jason Beaumont P R/R 6-5 210 Jr. Honeoye Falls, N.Y. / Monroe CC
24 Jason Whelan P R/R 6-3 165 Jr. Boca Raton, Fla. / Hillsborough CC
25 Shawn Kale P R/R 6-4 215 Jr. Oldsmar, Fla. / Central Florida College
26 Andrew Fabian P L/L 6-0 215 R-Jr. Queens, N.Y. /  Xaverian HS
27 Corey Adelman P L/L 6-1 200 R-Jr. Boynton Beach, Fla. / Tallahassee CC
28 Lou Viamontes P R/R 6-0 190 Jr. Jensen Beach, Fla. / Indian River SC
31 Adam Stahoviak P R/R 6-2 190 Fr. Lake Mary, Fla. / Lake Mary HS
33 Kyle Wolfe P R/R 6-0 240 Jr. Jupiter, Fla. / Palm Beach SC
34 Chris Piperno C R/R 5-7 185 So. Seaford, N.Y. / General Douglas MacArthur HS
35 Ryan Marrow C R/R 5-10 160 Fr. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. / Highlands Christian Academy
36 Ted Quinn P L/L 6-1 185 R-Jr. Chapel Hill, N.C. / East Chapel Hill HS
37 Ryan Digiose P L/L 5-10 190 So. Holtsville, N.Y. / Sachem East HS
38 Carlos Mateos P R/R 5-7 165 Fr. Fairfax, Va. / Paul VI Catholic HS
39 Anthony Boza 1B R/R 5-10 225 Jr. Miami, Fla. / Broward College
40 David Lee INF R/R 5-9 150 Fr. Palmetto HS / Miami, Fla.
41 Eric Herrera INF R/R 5-9 180 Jr. San Francisco, Calif. / New Mexico State
42 AJ Falleta P R/L 6-4 180 Fr. Monsignor Donovn HS / Island Heights, N.J.
44 Steven Fernandez UT L/R 5-6 160 Fr. Westminster Christian / Miami, Fla.
57 Eric Pfefer P R/R 5-10 175 So. Cypress Bay HS / Weston, Fla.
Head Coach: Rudy Garbalosa
Assistant Coaches: Donovan O’Dowd and Beau McMillan
Team Manager: Jesse Kopp
Front Row (L-R): Ryan Marrow, Wes Soto, Chris Piperno, Mike Diorio, Carlos Mateos, Steven Fernandez, Leo Carrillo, Jazz Machin; Second Row (L-R): Eric Pfefer, Lou Viamontes, Phil Mannelly, An-
thony Boza, Alex Bello, Austin Smith, David Lee, Kyle Radzewski, Eric Herrera; Third Row (L-R): Team Mgr Jesse Kopp, Asst. Coach Beau McMillan, Carl Gorman, Johnny Broderick, Ted Quinn, Dane
Derstine, Patrick Roedel, Andrew Fabian, Kyle Wolfe, Danny Herzog, Asst. Coach Donovan O’Dowd, Head Coach Rudy Garbalosa; Top Row (L-R): Jason Beaumont, AJ Falleta, Shawn Kale, Jason Whe-
lan, Richie McVey, Adam Stahoviak, Corey Adelman, Andrew Virgili, Sam Jones, Asst. Athleitc Trainer Ryan McRae
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Junior (2010): Played and started 52 games…
batted .292 with seven doubles, four triples, 25
runs scored and 28 runs batted in…was 5-of-7 in
stolen base attempts…led the team in triples and
fielding assists (136)…logged 13 multi-hit and
seven multi-RBI games…recorded first hit as a
member of the Blue & White in a 2-for-4 perform-
ance against 12th-ranked Delta State (2/5)…bat-
ted .700 with five runs scored and three RBIs in a
three-game series against No. 6 South Carolina-
Aiken (2/12-14)…drove in a career-high four runs
after going 2-for-3 with a double, triple and two
walks against Concordia (N.Y.) (3/3)…went 4-for-
4 with a double and three RBIs in final game of
Saint Leo series (3/14)…added three more runs
batted in 9-6 upset of seventh-ranked Franklin
Pierce (3/17).
Prior to Lynn: Played two years at Broward Col-
lege under Bob Deutchman…batted .291 with four
doubles, three triples, 27 runs batted in and nine
stolen bases in nine attempts as a sophomore…
was tied for fourth in RBIs…teammates with cur-
rent Fighting Knight Christian Chavez.
High School: Played for Ricky Wolfer at Piper
High School…three-year letterwinner with the
Bengals…batted .320 with three home runs and
30 runs scored as a junior…hit .385 with six home
runs and 20 RBIs as a senior in being named all-
county.
Personal: Born Johnny William Broderick on Feb-
ruary 12, 1987 in Plantation, Fla…son of John
and Barbara Broderick…has two sisters, Christine
and Jackie…elementary education major…enjoys
spending time with family, listening to music and
going to the beach in his free time…describes
himself as a hard-worker and ambitious.
#6 SHORTSTOP
6-2, 230 LBS., SENIOR





Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .292 52-52 171 25 50 7 4 0 28 65 .380 14 4 39 .360 0 6 5-7 78 136 22 .907
Total .292 52-52 171 25 50 7 4 0 28 65 .380 14 4 39 .360 0 6 5-7 78 136 22 .907
Junior (2010): Played in all 54 games making 52
starts…only player to see action in every game…
batted .363 with 17 doubles, four home runs, 28
runs batted in and 44 runs scored…was second
on the team in average and third in runs scored
and doubles…notched 20 multi-hit and eight
multi-RBI games…in his first game as a Knight,
went 1-for-2 with three walks against No. 12 Delta
State (2/4)…was 4-for-5 with a double, run scored
and RBI at Georgia Southwestern (2/26)…came
on as a defensive replacement but smacked his
first home run against Concordia (N.Y.) (3/3)…un-
loaded in the final game against Saint Leo (3/14),
going 3-for-4 with a pair of doubles, a home run,
three runs scored and a career-high five runs bat-
ted in…notched another four-hit performance at
Florida Southern (4/9), logging two doubles, two
RBIs and three runs scored…ended the season
on a six-game hitting streak where he batted .500
(11-for-22) with four runs scored and four RBIs.
Prior to Lynn: Played two years at Central
Florida Community College under Marty Smith…
as a sophomore, started 46 of 48 games played 
batting .444 with 15 doubles, three triples, 49 runs
scored and 50 runs batted in with a .997 fielding
percentage…led the Patriots in hitting and was
third in doubles and fourth in RBIs…as a junior
batted .356 with eight doubles, two triples and 22
RBIs…second on the squad in hitting.
High School: Played for John Sprague at
Riverview High School…four-year letterwinner in
baseball and football…three-time all-area selec-
tion in baseball and second team all-state for foot-
ball as a senior…member of the junior and senior
student government board and key club.
Personal: Born Michael Dane Derstine on August
19, 1988 in Pennslyvania…son of Rodney Ders-
tine and Bambi Famous Kaine…has three sib-
lings, Dan Kaine, Judy Kaine and Katelyn
Derstine…business administration major…enjoys
spending time with family and friends away from
the diamond…lists Michael Jackson and Kanye
West as his favorite musical artists and Stand By
Me and Goonies as his favorite movies.
#10 CATCHER
6-1, 190 LBS., SENIOR





Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .363 54-52 193 44 70 17 1 4 28 101 .523 18 7 28 .432 2 8 4-6 119 11 8 .942
Total .363 54-52 193 44 70 17 1 4 28 101 .523 18 7 28 .432 2 8 4-6 119 11 8 .942
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Junior (2010): Made 10 appearances on the
mound with six starts…set a new career-high in
starts and tied his personal best in appearances…
was 1-2 with eight strikeouts and a 16.47 earned-
run average in 19.2 innings of work…struck out a
season-high three batters against Mercyhurst
(2/23)…best start came against Concordia (N.Y.)
(3/3) where he went 5.2 innings and allowed three
runs to pick up the victory.
Sophomore (2009): Made seven appearances on
the mound with three starts…went 1-1 with a 4.84
earned-run average and 12 strikeouts in 22.1 in-
nings pitched…picked up his only victory of the
season after tossing six innings of eight-hit ball
against Molloy (3/17), allowing four runs with four
Ks.
Freshman (2008): Appeared in 10 games, mak-
ing two starts on the mound…went 2-0 with one
save, a 5.75 ERA and 15 strikeouts in 20.1 in
nings pitched…in his first career start, tossed six
scoreless innings, allowing four hits with a career
high six K’s for the win (2/2)…picked up his first
career save at Eckerd (3/8), throwing three score-
less innings with three hits, three walks and three
strikeouts.
High School: Played for Chuck Sennett at Miami
Country Day School…four-year letterwinner…
posted a 5-3 record with a 2.50 earned-run aver-
age and 90 strikeouts in 45 innings as a senior…
selected as team MVP…three-time Miami-Dade
County honorable mention honoree.
Personal: Born Carl J. Gorman on September 26,
1988 in Miami, Fla…son of Michael and Ann Gor-
man…has two siblings: Gen and Paul…business
management major…lists Led Zepplin and Lynard
Skynard as his favorite bands and steak as his fa-




BATS: R THROWS: L
MIAMI, FLA.
MIAMI COUNTRY DAY SCHOOL
Career Pitching STATISTICS
Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2008 5.75 2-0 10 2 0 0/1 1 20.1 24 14 13 18 15 1 0 4 101 .300 4 1
2009 4.84 1-1 7 3 0 0/0 0 22.1 28 14 12 10 12 3 0 5 104 .311 2 0
2010 16.47 1-2 10 6 0 0/0 0 19.2 43 39 36 21 8 10 0 5 123 .457 5 4
Total 8.81 4-3 27 11 0 0/1 1 62.1 95 67 61 49 35 14 0 14 328 .360 11 5
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Junior (2010): Made 31 appearances on the
mound, all in relief…his 31 appearances on the
year established a new program record, breaking
a mark that had stood for 12 years…posted a 3-2
record with 36 strikeouts and a 5.91 earned-run
average in 35 innings pitched…allowed just 16 of
42 inherited runners to score…came into the
game with the bases loaded and less than two
outs on five occasions and allowed only three
runs to cross home plate…had 17 scoreless ap-
pearances…pitched 1.2 scoreless innings against
Mercyhurst (2/23) to pick up his first win of the
season…earned his first career save after tossing
two scoreless innings in the first game of a dou-
ble-header at Eckerd (4/24)…trails the school’s
all-time appearance record by 21 heading into
senior year.
Sophomore (2009): Made 17 appearances on
the mound, all in relief…posted a 1-0 mark with a
5.31 earned-run average and nine strikeouts in
20.1 innings pitched…went four consecutive ap-
pearances from 2/28-3/11 without allowing a 
run…tied his career-best strikeout total with two at
Saint Leo (3/21)…earned his first career victory
against Palm Beach Atlantic (4/7)…had best
game of the season when he tossed a personal
best 3.2 innings against No. 10 Belmont Abbey
(5/28) in the NCAA National Tournament, allowing
one run on four hits with two strikeouts.
Freshman (2008): Appeared in five games, all in
relief…went 0-0 with a 0.82 ERA and five strike-
outs in 7.1 innings pitched…in his first career ap-
pearance, threw 1.2 innings at 
USC Aiken (2/15)…struck out a career-high two
batters against Palm Beach Atlantic (4/8).
High School: Played for Cris Moore at The
Pendleton School…four-year letterwinner…
helped the Panthers to a 21-7 record as a senior
while posting a 2-1 record and 0.53 earned-run
average in 17 innings pitched and batting .299
with two home runs.
Personal: Born Sam Darrell Jones on January
11, 1989 in Detroit, Mich…son of Wayne and
Shelly Jones…has two siblings, Mat and Stevie…
business administration major…most satisfying
part of collegiate athletics is the challenge…de-
scribes himself as hard, focused and tough.
#19 PITCHER
6-1, 190 LBS., SENIOR




Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2008 9.82 0-0 5 0 0 0/0 0 7.1 15 11 8 4 5 3 0 4 43 .395 0 1
2009 5.31 1-0 17 0 0 0/0 0 20.1 30 12 12 3 9 3 0 1 97 .333 2 3
2010 5.91 3-2 31 0 0 0/0 1 35.0 44 24 23 17 36 5 2 1 164 .317 1 1
Total 6.18 4-2 53 0 0 0/0 1 62.2 89 47 43 24 50 11 2 6 304 .333 3 5
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Junior (2010): Played in 10 games mostly as a
defensive replacement…batted .071 with a walk
and run scored…was 0-for-1 with a walk and run
scored in first game with Blue & White against
Concordia (N.Y.) (3/3)…earned first career hit
against UMass-Lowell (3/15).
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons under Mark
Johnson on the University of Tampa’s JV squad…
batted .390 with one home run and a .560 on-
base percentage as a sophomore.
High School: Played for Alex Hernandez at
South Miami Senior High School…four-year letter-
winner…helped the Cobras to the 2007 6A State
Championship…was a 2006 All-Dade County
honorable mention selection and 2007 Miami Her-
ald First Team All-Dade County and Third Team
All-State honoree when he batted .575 with two
home runs and 20 runs batted in.
Personal: Born Jazmany Machin on November 5,
1988 in Miami, Fla…son of Enrique and Niurka 
Machin…has one sibling, Kristie…business ad-
ministration major with an emphasis in market-
ing…enjoys spending time with friends and family
and going to the gym in his free time…lists the
Sandlot as his favorite movie and loves to eat
white rice with black beans and churrasco steak…
describes himself as determined, hardworking,
family oriented and passionate.
#3 INFIELDER
5-2, 140 LBS., SENIOR




Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .071 10-0 14 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 .071 1 0 3 .133 0 0 0-0 5 5 4 .714
Total 0.71 10-0 14 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 .071 1 0 3 .133 0 0 0-0 5 5 4 .714
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Junior (2010): Played in 46 games making 43
starts…batted .349 with 16 doubles, four home
runs, 26 runs scored and 28 runs batted in…was
fourth on the team in doubles…logged 18 multi-hit
and eight multi-RBI games…opened the season
with a six-game hitting-streak where he hit .484
with five doubles and nine RBIs…was 4-for-5 with
a double and career-high four runs batted in
against No. 6 South Carolina Aiken (2/12)…had
another 4-for-5 outing, this time against Concordia
(N.Y.) (3/3) while also scoring a career-best three
runs…his final four-hit performance game at Eck-
erd (4/24) while he also drove in two runs…went
3-for-3 with three doubles against Barry…ended
the season on a six-game hitting-streak where he
batted .458 (11-of-24) with seven doubles.
Prior to Lynn: Spent 2009 at the University of
Vermont but was redshirted…played two seasons
under Travis Lallemand at Crowder College where
he helped them win a Region XVI champi-
onship…was a teammate of former Fighting
Knight Douglas Toro…earned NJCAA Scholar All-
American recognition as a sophomore and was
the recipient of the 2008 James T. Payne Achieve-
ment Award as the top academic student-athlete
at Crowder…batted .354 with 15 doubles, two
triples, two home runs and 21 runs batted in…was
third on the team in batting average and dou-
bles…posted a .286 average with two doubles, a
triple and two home runs with 19 RBIs as a fresh-
man.
High School: Played for J.R. Folds at Lakeside
High School…three-year letterwinner…helped the
Rams to back-to-back conference titles…as a
senior, named to Arkansas-Democrat-Gazette All-
Arkansas Team and was a 4A SW All-Conference
selection while batting .548 with 12 doubles, four
triples and a home run…member of the National
Honor Society.
Personal: Born Richard Alan McVey on Decem-
ber 1, 1987 in Hot Springs, Arkansas…son of Tim
and Kaye McVey…has one sibling, Jackie…busi-
ness administration major…enjoys lifting weights
and traveling in his free time…listens to Blink 182
and enjoys scallops…describes himself as posi-
tive, motivated and personable.
#21 OUTFIELDER
6-3, 195 LBS., SENIOR




Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .349 46-43 169 26 59 16 0 4 28 87 .515 12 3 26 .400 1 0 2-2 69 4 5 .936
Total .349 46-43 169 26 59 16 0 4 28 87 .515 12 3 26 .400 1 0 2-2 69 4 5 .936
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Junior (2010): Played in 47 games making 46
starts…hit .303 with four doubles, three home
runs, 16 runs scored and 29 runs batted in…tied
the program record by recording a hit in 23 con-
secutive games, batting .393 (35-for-89) with 19
RBIs…he raised his average from .100 to .339
during the 23-game streak…logged 14 multi-hit
and six multi-RBI games…was 2-for-6 with a
home run, three runs scored and a career-high six
runs batted in against Concordia (N.Y.) (3/3)…tied
his career-best with three runs scored versus
Saint Leo (3/14)…had a personal-high four hits in
five at-bats against Tampa (3/20).
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons under head
coach Alex Morales at Palm Beach Community
College…batted .336 with eight doubles, six home
runs and 29 RBIs as a sophomore…hit a team-
high .380 as a freshman with nine doubles and 20
RBIs.
High School: Played for Russ Millican at Forest
Hill Community High School…four-year letterwin
ner with the Falcons…earned all-county and all-
state accolades and was selected for the Dick
Howser All-Star game…named to the Palm Beach
Post All-Area First Team…high the highest batting
average in Palm Beach county when he hit .532
with one home run, 28 runs batted in and 13
stolen bases.
Personal: Born Patrick Ryan Roedel on June 29,
1989 in West Palm Beach, Fla…son of Michael
and Patricia Roedel…has two siblings, Michael
and Shane…criminal justice major…says BBQ
chicken is his favorite food and Alaska was his
best vacation…enjoys fishing and going to the
beach in his free time.
#14 CATCHER
6-0,195 LBS., SENIOR
BATS: R THROWS: R
WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
PALM BEACH CC
Career Hitting STATISTICS
Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .303 47-46 178 16 54 4 0 3 29 67 .376 7 2 34 .337 0 0 0-0 22 10 3 .914
Total .303 47-46 178 16 54 4 0 3 29 67 .376 7 2 34 .337 0 0 0-0 22 10 3 .914
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Sophomore (2010): Appeared in 45 games mak-
ing 42 starts…batted .209 with five doubles, three
runs batted in and 14 runs scored while going 6-
for-7 in stolen base attempts…logged four outfield
assists…had four multi-hit games…went 2-for-3
with a run scored, RBI and stolen base against
No. 6 South Carolina Aiken (2/12)…set a career-
high with three hits versus Molloy (3/18)…scored
a career-best two runs at Eckerd (4/24).
Freshman (2009): Made 20 appearances…one
of top utility players on the squad as he played all
three outfield and one infield position…batted
.167 with two runs batted in, two walks and four
runs scored…went 1-for-1 with a run scored in his
first career appearance at home against St.
Thomas (2/1)…was 0-for-1 with two walks, a run
scored and RBI against Bloomfield (3/11).
High School: Played for Ernie Padron at Florida
Christian High School…four-year letterwinner…
helped the Patriots to a District, Regional and 2A
State Championship in 2005…batted .567 with 31 
runs batted in and 21 stolen bases as a senior,
earning Miami Herald First Team All-Dade and
second team all-state honors…hit .480 with 15
RBIs and five SBs his junior year…played for the
club team Linedrive Baseball…member of the Na-
tional Honor Society.
Personal: Born Leo Carillo on November 7, 1989
in Miami, Fla…son of Leo and Sylvia Carillo…has
one sibling, Alex…business administration
major…describes himself as dependable, trust-
worthy and outgoing…lists Rudy as his favorite
movie and picadillo with white rice and a fried egg
on top as his favorite meal.
#5 OUTFIELDER
5-5, 155 LBS., JUNIOR




Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2009 .167 20-0 18 4 3 0 0 0 2 3 .167 2 1 5 .286 0 0 0-0 10 1 0 1.000
2010 .209 45-42 129 14 27 5 0 0 3 32 .248 9 2 23 .271 0 7 6-7 101 4 1 .991
Total .204 65-42 147 18 30 5 0 0 5 35 .238 11 3 28 .273 0 7 6-7 111 5 1 .991
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R-Sophomore (2010): Appeared in seven
games, all in relief…posted a 38.57 earned-run
average and four strikeouts in 4.2 innings of
work…struck out a career-high two batters
against West Alabama (2/19).
R-Freshman (2009): Appeared in two games,
both in relief…made his first career appearance at
Georgia Southwestern, pitching 0.1 innings.
Freshman (2008): Did not participate, redshirted.
High School: Played for Dennis Canale at Xaver-
ian High School…four-year letterwinner.
Personal: Born Andrew Fabian on August 24,
1989 in Queens, N.Y…son of Manuel and Jill
Fabian…has two siblings, Alex and Amanda…
sports and recreation management major…de-
scribes himself as funny, easy going and honest…








Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2008 Did not play - Redshirted
2009 30.86 0-0 2 0 0 0/0 0 2.1 7 8 8 7 1 3 0 1 20 .583 1 0
2010 38.57 0-0 7 0 0 0/0 0 4.2 18 21 20 6 4 7 0 4 40 .667 3 3
Total 36.00 0-0 9 0 0 0/0 0 7.0 25 29 28 13 5 10 0 5 60 .641 4 3
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R-Sophomore (2010): Made 11 appearances, all
in relief…was 0-0 with a 10.80 earned-run aver-
age and eight strikeouts in 10 innings of work…
had five scoreless appearances…struck out a ca-
reer-high three batters against Molloy (3/18).
R-Freshman (2009): Appeared in three games on
the mound…posted a 0-0 record with a 4.50
earned-run average and three strikeouts in two in-
nings of work…made first career appearance
against Winona State (3/1)…struck out two bat-
ters in a scoreless inning against Bloomfield
(3/11).
Freshman (2008): Did not participate, redshirted.
High School: Played for Phill Woodell at East
Chapel Hill High School…four-year letterwinner
for the Wildcats…three-time all-conference selec-
tion…batted over .330 his sophomore and junior
years with 18 stolen bases while playing out-
field…made the switch to the mound as a senior,
posting a 2-2 mark with a 3.10 earned-run aver
age and 31 strikeouts in 36.1 innings pitched…
also played for the American Legion Post 6 team
for two years.
Personal: Born Edward Eugene Quinn on June 7,
1988 in New York, N.Y…son of Roger and Jody
Quinn…has one brother, Billy…sports & recre-
ation management major…aspires to work in mar-
keting or public relations…describes himself as
outgoing, a hard worker and a leader…lists Glory
as his favorite movie and mashed potatoes as his
favorite food. 
#36 PITCHER
6-1, 185 LBS., R-JUNIOR
BATS: L THROWS: L
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.
EAST CHAPEL HILL HS
Career Pitching STATISTICS
Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2008 Did not play - Redshirted
2009 4.50 0-0 3 0 0 0/0 0 2.0 4 1 1 0 3 0 0 0 11 .400 0 1
2010 10.80 0-0 11 0 0 0/0 0 10.0 16 20 12 6 8 2 0 4 54 .348 1 2
Total 9.75 0-0 14 0 0 0/0 0 12.0 20 21 13 6 11 2 0 4 65 .357 1 3
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Freshman (2010): Appeared in 15 games, all in
relief…was 0-1 with two saves, a 7.06 earned-run
average and 17 strikeouts in 21.2 innings
pitched…led the team in saves…had 10 scoreless
appearances…made first career appearance
against Newberry (2/6), allowing 10 hits and
seven runs in a career-high 3.2 innings pitched…
struck out two batters in a scoreless inning of
work to earn the save at Georgia Southwestern
(2/26)…pitched two scoreless innings at Eckerd
(4/23), striking out two in earning his second save.
High School: Played for Kevin Schnupp at
Sachem East High School…four-year letterwinner
as a pitcher and first baseman…at the plate, bat-
ted over .350 with 76 runs batted in and 23 stolen
bases…posted a 6-4 record and three saves for
his career with his best season coming as a sen-
ior when he went 3-4 with a 1.90 earned-run aver-
age in 45 innings pitched.
Personal: Born Ryan Joseph Digiose on June 28,
1991 in Stonybrook, N.Y…son of Anthony and 
Deborah Digiose…has two siblings, Nicole and
Eric…business administration major…enjoys
restoring his 1977 Chevy Nova and cooking in his
spare time…lists Saving Private Ryan as his fa-
vorite movie and enjoys traveling anywhere with a
beach…hopes to own his own business following








Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2010 7.06 0-1 15 0 0 0/0 2 21.2 21 19 17 15 17 2 0 3 104 .250 1 3
Total 7.06 0-1 15 0 0 0/0 2 21.2 21 19 17 15 17 2 0 3 104 .250 1 3
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Freshman (2010): Appeared in 19 games, mak-
ing two starts…batted .304 with two runs batted
in…had one multi-hit game…earned first career
plate appearance against No. 12 Delta State
(2/5)…recorded his first career hit when he
smacked a pinch-hit single versus 18th-ranked
West Alabama (2/20)…did not disappoint in his
first career start, going 2-for-4 with an RBI at
home against St. Thomas (Fla.) (3/23).
High School: Played for Bill Harvey at Spanish
River High School…four-year letterwinner…
earned first team all-conference and second team
all-county as a senior when he batted .417 with
three home runs…named second team all-confer-
ence and all-county honorable mention as a jun-
ior.
Personal: Born Daniel Wayne Herzog on January
16, 1991 in Miami Shores, Fla…son of Wayne
and Ann Herzog…has two sisters, Connie and
Angie…biology major…enjoys fishing in his spare
time…lists Black Hawk Down as his favorite 
movie…lists BBQ pulled pork as his favorite
food…describes himself as easy going and deter-
mined.
#20 CATCHER
5-10, 185 LBS., SOPHOMORE




Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .304 19-2 23 0 7 0 0 0 2 7 .304 0 1 7 .333 0 0 0-0 19 2 1 .955
Total .304 19-2 23 0 7 0 0 0 2 7 .304 0 1 7 .333 0 0 0-0 19 2 1 .955
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Freshman (2010): Played and started 48
games…batted .308 with nine doubles, one triple,
five home runs, 20 runs batted in and 31 runs
scored…fourth on the team in runs scored…
notched 17 multi-hit and four multi-RBI games…
opened the season with a 10-game hitting-streak
where he batted .500 (18-for-36) with eight RBIs,
nine runs scored, five doubles and a home run…
earned the opening day start against No. 12 Delta
State (2/4), going 2-for-3 with a double, run
scored and RBI…had a career day in the first
game of a double-header against Newberry (2/6)
with a 2-for-5 day at the plate, including a career-
high three RBI and three runs scored while hitting
his first home run…logged three more runs batted
in in the second game of the DH versus New-
berry…logged the first three-hit game of his ca-
reer against No. 18 West Alabama (2/20)…had a
six-game hitting-streak where he batted .565 (13-
of-23) with nine runs scored, four RBIS, three
doubles and two home runs…was 3-for-3 with
three runs scored against Concordia (N.Y.) (3/3)…
bashed two home runs and added a double while 
driving in three and scoring two more against
Winona State (3/7)…tied his career-high with
three RBIs against Palm Beach Atlantic (3/27).
High School: Played for Dustin Sims at Flagler
Palm Coast High School…four-year letterwin-
ner…helped the Bulldogs claim the 2008 District
Championship…as a senior, named First Team
All-Five Star Conference, First Team F.A.C.A. All-
District, First Team All-Area, First Team F.A.C.A.
Academic All-State while earning varsity offensive
and defensive player of the year accolades…bat-
ted .385 with six doubles, three triples, six home
runs, 22 runs scored and 29 runs batted in.
Personal: Born Matthew Aaron Noble on Decem-
ber 31, 1990 in Ormond Beach, Fla…son of
William and Fran Noble…has two siblings, Shaun
and Chelsea…biology major…enjoys fishing,
wakeboarding and exercising in his free time…
lists seafood as his favorite food and St. Martin as




BATS: R THROWS: R
PALM COAST, FLA.
FLAGLER PALM COAST HS
Career Hitting STATISTICS
Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .308 48-48 169 31 52 9 1 5 20 78 .462 16 6 37 .387 0 1 2-3 33 81 20 .851
Total .308 48-48 169 31 52 9 1 5 20 78 .462 16 6 37 .387 0 1 2-3 33 81 20 .851
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Freshman (2010): Appeared in eight games,
making one start on the mound…was 1-3 with a
5.06 earned-run average and 14 strikeouts…
pitched a scoreless inning while striking out one in
his first career appearance versus UMass-Lowell
(3/15)…came on in relief at Palm Beach Atlantic
(4/6) but pitched a career-high 7.2 innings while
recording a personal-best four strikeouts to earn
his first career win…made his first start at St.
Thomas (Fla.) (4/20), going 6.2 innings and allow-
ing six runs, two of which were earned.
High School: Played for Mike White at Cypress
Bay High School…four-year letterwinner for the
Lightning…guided his team to a 20-6 record and a
district title as a senior…earned second team all-
county honors and was selected as a Broward
County All-Star…boasted an 8-2 record with a
2.08 earned-run average and 66 strikeouts in 71
innings pitched while holding opponents to a .168
batting average…member of American Govern-
ment and Economy clubs.
Personal: Born Eric Morris Pfefer on April 20,
1991 in New York, N.Y…son of Michael and
Sherri Pfefer…has one sibling, Mark…sports and 
recreation management major…lists the Hang-
over as his favorite movie and disturbed as his fa-
vorite band…describes himself as respectful,
dedicated and trustworthy.
#57 PITCHER
5-10, 175 LBS., SOPHOMORE




Year ERA W-L App GS CG Sho SV IP H R ER BB SO 2B 3B HR BF BAvg WP HBP
2010 5.06 1-3 8 1 0 0/0 0 21.1 33 23 12 8 14 5 0 7 106 .340 0 0
Total 5.06 1-3 8 1 0 0/0 0 21.1 33 23 12 8 14 5 0 7 106 .340 0 0
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Freshman (2010): Appeared in eight games…
batted .200 with one run scored…earned first ca-
reer plate appearance against Newberry (2/6)…
got his first career hit as a pinch hitter at Eckerd
(4/24)…scored his first career run against Barry
(5/1).
High School: Played for Steve Costello at Gen-
eral Douglas MacArthur High School…four-year
letterwinner in baseball, football and wrestling…
earned all-county and all-conference honors in
baseball and was a three-time all-conference se-
lection in wrestling…batted .358 with two home
runs and 16 runs batted in as a senior…hit .337
with seven doubles and 23 RBIs as a junior…
member of the World Language Honor Society.
Personal: Born Christopher Joseph Piperno on
May 29, 1991 in Long Island, N.Y…son of Gregg
and Carol Piperno…has one sibling, Jen…busi-
ness administration major…aspires to become a
sports agent…says Stepbrothers is his favorite
movie and Hilton Head Island is his favorite vaca
tion spot…describes himself as outgoing, down to
earth and talkative.
#34 CATCHER
5-7, 185 LBS., SOPHOMORE
BATS: R THROWS: R
SEAFORD, N.Y.
GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR HS
Career Hitting STATISTICS
Year Avg GP-GS  AB R H 2B  3B HR RBI TB Slg% BB HBP SO OB% SF SH SB-Att. PO A E    Fld%
2010 .200 8-0 10 1 2 0 0 0 0 2 .200 0 0 4 .200 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 N/A

















WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE
BATS: L THROWS: R
Prior to Lynn: Played for Mike Mc-
Cleod at Tallahassee Community
College…in his only season with the
Eagles, made 19 appearances while
posting a 5-0 record with a 4.50
earned-run average and 30 strikeouts
in 35 innings pitched.
High School: Played for Brian Joros
at West Boca Raton High School…
helped the Bulls to a 22-3 record in
his senior season while earning all-
county honors.
Personal: Born Cory Michael Adel-
man on February 11, 1988 in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla…son of Gregg and
Silvia Adelman…has three siblings:
Sean, Eric and Troy…international
relations major…career ambition is to
get into politics…enjoys reading,
watching movies and going to the
beach in his spare time…describes
himself as adventurous and easy
going.
Prior to Lynn: Played for Mike Kelly
at Monroe Community College for two
seasons…was 6-7 with a 5.91 earned-
run average and 56 strikeouts in 77.2
career innings pitched…was second on
the team in IP (50.2), wins (5) and
strikeouts (31) as a sophomore.
High School: Attended Honeoye Falls
Lima and played for Dan Hoyt…four-
year letterwinner in baseball, basketball
and football…helped his team to a Liv-
ingston County Championship for
baseball, basketball and football as a
senior…as a senior, posted a 1.07 ERA
with 95 Ks in 72.1 innings of work
while also batting .462 with four home
runs and 47 runs batted in…earned
First Team All-Livingston County and
First Team All-Greater Rochester for
all three sports…named first team all-
state in baseball and second team all-
state in football.
Personal: Born Jason Robert Beau-
mont on September 7, 1990 in
Rochester, N.Y…son of Bruce and Di-
anne Beaumont…has one sibling,
Chelsey…education major…enjoys
playing golf and basketball in his free
time…lists The Departed as his favorite
movie and BBQ ribs as his favorite
food…describes himself as ambitious,
confident and competitive.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Palm Beach State College under
Alex Morales…batted .372 with 14
doubles, four triples, three home
runs and 44 runs batted in with 15
stolen bases in 18 attempts…best sea-
son came as a sophomore when he
hit .384 with 10 doubles, three
triples, 31 runs scored and 30 RBIs…
two-time First Team All-Southern
Conference selection…was third on
the team in average and fourth in
doubles…teammates with current
Fighting Knight Kyle Wolfe.
High School: Played under Scott
Benedict at Palm Beach Central
High School…four-year letterwin-
ner…had batting averages of .360,
.386 and .420 from his sophomore
through senior years…named a Palm
Beach Post All-County Honorable
Mention selection as a senior.
Personal: Born Alex Bello on Janu-
ary 26, 1990 in West Palm Beach,
Fla…son of Leo and Mayra Bello…
sports and recreation management…
enjoys relaxing and working out in
his spare time…lists the Hangover as
his favorite movie and 1017 Brick
Squad as his favorite band…describes









BATS: R THROWS: R
#2 MIKE DIORIO
5-FOOT-9, 160 LBS
JUNIOR SECOND BASEMAN 
MASCOTTE, FLA.
SEMINOLE SC OF FLORIDA






BATS: L THROWS: R
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Broward College under Bob
Deutschman…batted .411 with 17
doubles, five home runs, 28 runs
scored and 36 runs batted in as a
sophomore…led the team in average,
RBIs and HR, was second in hits
(60) and third in runs.
High School: Played under Manny
Fernandez at Braddock High
School…was a Miami Herald First
Team All-Dade County selection as
a senior when he batted .533 with six
home runs and 39 RBIs…teammates
with current Fighting Knight Kyle
Radziewski.
Personal: Born Anthony Raul Boza
on January 17, 1989 in Miami, Fla…
son of Raul Boza and Ximoara
Canovas…has one older sibling;
Yoniel…sports and recreation man-
agement major…describes himself as
funny and active…enjoys eating all
Cuban food and lists the Hangover
as his favorite movie.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons for
Chris Hayes at Seminole State Col-
lege of Florida…batted .302 with four
doubles, 37 runs batted in and 39
stolen bases in 42 attempts…as a
freshman, led the squad with 22
swipes in 23 attempts…improved his
fielding from .921 as a freshman to
.958 as a sophomore.
High School: Played for David Bul-
tema at East Ridge High School…
four-year letterwinner…batted .333 in
his career while helping the Knights
to a district title as a senior.
Personal: Born Michael Richard
Diorio on July 19, 1990 in Detroit,
Mich…son of Michael and Jackie
Diorio…undecided major…has one
sibling, Nikolas…lists Baseketball as
his favorite movie and Lil’ Wayne as
his favorite musical artist…describes
himself as hardworking, independent
and outgoing.
High School: Played for Emil Castel-
lanos at Westminster Christian
School…four-year letterwinner…
helped the Warriors to the 2010 2A
District, Regional and State titles…
named Miami Herald First Team
All-Dade…batted .394 with 12 dou-
bles, eight home runs and 46 runs
batted in as a senior.
Personal: Born Stephen Eric Fernan-
dez on October 31, 1991 in Miami,
Fla…son of Manny and Lourdes Fer-
nandez…has one sibling; Katia…un-
decided on major…loves all Cuban
food and lists Angles in the Outfield
as his favorite movie…describes him-




















COLLEGE OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
BATS: R THROWS: R
High School: Played for Paul Murray
at Monsignor Donovan High
School…four-year letterwinner…
earned Third Team All-Ocean
County.
Personal: Born Anthony Joseph Fal-
letta on October 29, 1992 in Prince-
ton, N.J…son of Beth Falletta…has
one sibling; Kristina…sports and
recreation management major…en-
joys going to the beach in his spare
time…lists Bench Warmers as his fa-
vorite movie and pizza as his favorite
food…describes himself as deter-
mined and loud.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons
under Tony Lucca at Canada Col-
lege in Redwood City, Calif…was a
two-time All-California League selec-
tion…hit .353 with four home runs,
17 stolen bases and 29 runs batted in
as a sophomore.
High School: Played for Brian Mor-
gan at Sacred Heart Cathedral…four-
year letterwinner…batted .390 with
two HR and 10 SB as a senior.
Personal: Born Eric Benjamin Her-
rera on July 8, 1989 in San Francisco,
Calif…son of Rigo and Alicia Her-
rera…has one older sibling; Rigo…
liberal arts major…favorite movie is
the Sandlot and loves sushi.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons for
Marty Smith at the College of Cen-
tral Florida…went 6-6 with a 7.18
earned-run average and 89 strikeouts
in 84 innings of work…missed 2009
season due to injury but came back
to record 56 Ks in 39 innings pitched
in 2010.
High School: Played for Rob Francis
at East Lake High School…four-year
letterwinner…helped the Eagles to a
25-11 record as a senior.
Personal: Born Shawn Robert Kale
on July 24, 1988 in Dunedin, Fla…
son of Bill and Sharon Kale…has two
older siblings; Brian and Justin…
communications major…enjoys play-
ing golf in his free time…likes Pearl
Jame and the movie Inception…de-





















BATS: R THROWS: R
High School: Played for Danny
Smith at Miami Palmetto Senior
High School…four-year letterwin-
ner…batted .354 with three triples,
two home runs, 26 runs and 30 runs
batted in while earning Miami Her-
ald All-Dade Honorable Mention…
helped the Panthers claim the 2009
Miami Dade County 16-6A District
championship…graduated Cum
Laude.
Personal: Born David W. Lee on
January 10, 1992 in Miami, Fla…son
of Jeff and Laurie Lee…has three sib-
lings, Shannon, Kelley and
Jonathan…undecided on major…en-
joys fishing in his free time…lists
BBQ as his favorite food and the Ba-
hamas as his top vacation location…
describes himself as active, caring
and understanding.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Feather River College under Terry
Baumgartner…helped the Golden Ea-
gles to back-to-back Golden Valley and
NJCAA Regional titles…in two years at
FRC, played in 73 games making 65
starts while batting .381 with 23 doubles,
seven triples, one home run, 73 runs
scored and 71 runs batted in with 33
stolen bases in 37 attempts…two-time
All-GVC selection…led his team in hit-
ting as a freshman when he batted .392.
High School: Played for John Glover at
Douglas High School…four-year letter-
winner in baseball and football…mem-
ber of a pair of tiger Sierra League
Championships…three-time All-Sierra
League selection…member of the Na-
tional Junior Honor Society.
Personal: Born Philip Matthew Man-
nelly on October 21, 1988 in Hunting-
ton Beach, Calif…son of John and Karyl
Mannelly…has two siblings, Johnny and
Paul…finance major…career ambition is
to own a sports agency…enjoys fishing,
longboarding, swimming, playing Wii
and traveling in his free time…lists
Dumb and Dumber as his favorite
movie and salmon and rice as his fa-
vorite food…cousins with Chicago
Bears’ long snapper Patrick Mannelly…
describes himself as dedicated, easy
going and adventurous.
High School: Played for Bruce
Charlebois at Highlands Christian
Academy in Pompano Beach, Fla…
four-year letterwinner…helped the
Knights to district and regional titles
during his time there…as a senior,
batted .354 with two home runs, 20
runs scored, 27 runs batted and 11
stolen bases…member of the na-
tional honor society.
Personal: Born Ryan Frank Marrow
on July 25, 1992 in Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla…son of Bryan and Cathy Mar-
row…has one sibling; Austin…busi-
ness administration major…career
ambition is to become a firefighter…
lists steak as his favorite food…de-
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BATS: R THROWS: R
High School: Played for Billy Emer-
son at Paul VI Catholic High
School…four-year letterwinner…was
a Third Team All-Washington
Catholic Athletic Conference as a
senior…helped his team to a 22-7
record and a WCAC title.
Personal: Born Carlos Rafael Mateos
on July 9, 1991 in Bergen County,
N.J…son of Luis and Maribel Ma-
teos…has two older siblings; Jillian
and Jenille…business administration
major…plays Xbox in his free time…
enjoys eating rice and black beans
and lists Bull Durham as his favorite
movie…describes himself as outgo-
ing, enthusiastic and optimistic.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Seton Hall under head coach Rob Shep-
pard…appeared in 32 games with the Pi-
rates, including one start…posted a 1-1
record with a 4.47 earned-run average
and 32 strikeouts in 46.1 innings
pitched…best season came as a sopho-
more when he tallied a 1.96 ERA and 14
K’s in 18.1 innings of work while com-
bining on three shutouts and notched
one save.
High School: Played for Chris Hoffman
at Sterling High School…four-year letter-
winner…captain of the baseball team his
junior and senior years…was named team
MVP as a sophomore…received First
Team All Colonial Conference, First
Team All-South Jersey and team MVP
recognition in his junior season…during
his senior year, named First Team All-
Colonial conference, played in the Cam-
den County All-Star game and collected
his third consecutive team MVP hon-
ors…threw a no-hitter against Paulsboro
HS junior year…also lettered in soccer
where he was a Second Team All-Colo-
nial Conference goalkeeper.
Personal: Born Collin M. McGowan on
August 5, 1989 in Stratford, N.J…son of
Ed and Virginia McGowan…has one sib-
ling, Kelsey…English major…lists One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest as his fa-
vorite movie and Sheppard’s Pie as his
favorite food…describes himself as confi-
dent, humorous, imaginative and com-
passionate.
Prior to Lynn: Played one season at
Broward College under Bob
Deutschman…batted .343 with eight
doubles, one home run, 27 runs
scored and 25 runs batted in…was
third on the team in average and hits
(58).
High School: Played for Ernie
Padron at Florida Christian…four-
year letterwinner…helped the Patri-
ots to consecutive Florida State titles
(2004-05)…Three-time All-Dade
County selection…was a Miami Her-
ald First Team All-Dade County re-
cipient as a senior when he batted
.385 with one home run and 15
RBIs.
Personal: Born Kyle A. Radziewski
on May 18, 1989 in Miami, Fla…son
of Paul and Lilly Radziewski…has
one younger sibling; Bryan…sports
and recreation management major…
career ambition is to become a sports
agent…enjoys Gladiator, Green Mile
and Primal Fear and likes to listen to
Eminem, Lil’ Wayne and Brad Pais-
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BATS: R THROWS: R
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
the State College of Florida under
Tim Hill…in his last season with the
Bears, batted .305 with 42 runs
scored, 11 doubles, four home runs,
29 runs batted in and 27 stolen bases
in 36 attempts…led the team in
stolen bases and hits (61), was second
in runs scored and third in doubles.
High School: Played for Jeff Perez at
Winter Springs High School…four-
year letterwinner…helped the Bears
to a Seminole Athletic Conference
championship as well as a district
title…batted .350 with four home
runs and 25 stolen bases as a senior.
Personal: Born Austin Taylor Smith
on October 16, 1989 in Orlando,
Fla…son of Mark and Julie Smith…
has one sibling; Danielle…business
administration major…spends his
free time fishing…lists 300 as his fa-
vorite movie…describes himself as
athletic, smart and caring.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Polk State College…one of the top
hitters for the Vikings, batting .339
with 25 doubles, two triples, six
home runs and 58 runs batted in dur-
ing his time there…earned All-Sun-
coast Conference honors after hitting
.359 with 14 doubles, five home
runs, 32 runs scored and 38 RBI as
a sophomore.
High School: Played for Tom
Sarpinato at Riverview High
School…four-year letterwinner…
drafted by the Baltimore Orioles in
the 50th round in 2008.
Personal: Born Westley Xavier Soto
on September 5, 1989 in Frankfurt,
Germany…son of Frank and Mayra
Soto…has two sibilings, Whitney and
Wendell…communications major…
enjoys listening to music in his free
time…describes himself as driven
and passionate.
High School: Played for Allen Tuttle
at Lake Mary High School…four-
year letterwinner with the Rams…also
played on the Orlando Scorpions
American Legion baseball squad.
Personal: Born Adam Robert Sta-
hoviak on February 14, 1992 in
Tacoma, Wash…son of Barry and
Janet Stahoviak…has two siblings,
Jack and Kelly…undecided on
major…enjoys fishing, paintballing,
swimming and working out in his
free time…lists Pink Floyd as his fa-
vorite band and Anchorman as his
top movie…describes himself as














BATS: R THROWS: R
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Hillsborough Community College
under Gary Calhoun…went 3-5 with
an 8.57 earned-run average and 62
strikeouts over 90.1 innings of work
in his time with the Hawks…in his
sophomore year, was second on the
team with 50.2 innings pitched and
37 Ks.
High School: Played for Scott Hoff-
man at Wharton High School…
earned Second Team All-Hillsbor-
ough County his senior year when he
led the staff with four wins, a 1.62
ERA and 55 Ks in 51.2 innings
pitched…he also tossed seven com-
plete games, including the school’s
first no-hitter.
Personal: Born Andrew Thomas
Virgili on January 30, 1990 in Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla…son of Tom and
Elvira Virgili…has one sibling; Tay-
lor…sports and recreation manage-
ment major…enjoys fishing and
playing ping pong and video games
in his free time…lists Pineapple Ex-
press as his favorite movie and enjoys
any type of fast food…describes him-
self as sarcastic and outgoing.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Indian River State College under
Mitch Markham…for his career,
pitched in 15 games, posting a 1-3
record with 20 strikeouts in 33 in-
nings pitched.
High School: Home schooled but
played for Jensen Beach High
School…pitched a perfect game (five
innings) as a junior…named FHSAA
All-State Honorable Mention for
Class 4A…Palm Beach Post All-Area
Honorable Mention honoree…
named first team all-county as a jun-
ior and senior…went 6-2 with a 0.93
ERA as a senior.
Personal: Born Louis Anthony Via-
montes on April 22, 1989 in Stuart,
Fla…son of Louis and Ellen Via-
montes…has one sibling; Lucs…biol-
ogy major…aspires to become an
anesthesiologist…enjoys going to the
gym, playing video games, running
and surfing in his free time…lists the
Hangover as his favorite movie and
Bob Marley as his favorite artist…
loves Cuban food…describes himself















BATS: R THROWS: R
Prior to Lynn: Played one season at
Hillsborough Community College
under Gary Calhoun…teammates with
current Fighting Knight Andrew Virgili…
appeared in 18 games, going 1-1 with a
5.92 earned-run average and 32 strike-
outs in 24.1 innings pitched…also
pitched for the Duluth Huskies in the
Northwoods league…second in the
league in saves with 11 while also record-
ing a 2.20 ERA and 19 strikeouts in 28.1
IP…also played a year at Tallahassee
Community College where appeared in
seven games, went 1-0 with a 4.50 ERA
and 10 strikeouts in eight innings
pitched.
High School: Played for Brian Joros at
West Boca High School…four-year let-
terwinner…was 5-1 with a 2.70 ERA in
earning honorable mention all-area hon-
ors.
Personal: Born Jason Charles Whalen
on December 10, 1989 in Edison, N.J…
son of William and Donna Whalen…
has one sibling, Kelsey…sports & recre-
ation management major…career ambi-
tion is to be a head coach at the Major
League level…enjoys working out and
watching NFL and NBA games…lists
The Town as his favorite movie and
chicken wings as his favorite food…en-
joys the pressure of being on the
mound…describes himself as hard
working, goal oriented, brave and hu-
morous.
Prior to Lynn: Played two seasons at
Palm Beach State College under
Alex Morales…best season came as a
sophomore when he went 6-2 with a
3.34 earned-run average and 55
strikeouts in 72.2 innings of work…
led the Panthers in innings pitched
and was second in wins, K’s and
ERA…teammates with current Fight-
ing Knight Alex Bello.
High School: Played at William T.
Dwyer.
Personal: Born Kyle Jon Wolfe on
October 18, 1989 in Palm Beach
Gardens, Fla…son of Dennis and
Marie Wolfe…undecided major…en-
joys music and going to the beach in
his free time…lists Porky’s as his fa-
vorite movie and Rage Against the
Machine as his most listened to









LOCATION: ......................................................................LIVINGSTON, ALA. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................4.888 
NICKNAME: ......................................................................................TIGERS 
COLORS: ............................................................................RED AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ..............................................GULF SOUTH CONFERENCE
HOME FIELD:............................................................................TARTT FIELD
PRESIDENT: ......................................................DR. RICHARD J. HOLLAND
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ............................................................E.J. BROPHY
BASEBALL SID: ....................................................................TAYLOR FLATT
EMAIL: ............................................................................TFLATT@UWA.EDU
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(205) 652-3719
SID FAX: ............................................................................(205) 652-3600
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ............................ATHLETICS OFFICE STATION 5
................................................................................LIVINGSTON, AL 35470
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ....................................WWW.UWAATHLETICS.COM
HEAD COACH: ....................................................................GARY RUNDLES
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ..............................................344-209 (10 YEARS) 
CAREER RECORD: ....................................................716-486 (22 YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................FIRST MEETING
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ............................................26-17 (5-9) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ....................................................................ALLENDALE, MICH. 
ENROLLMENT: ................................................................................23,295 
NICKNAME: ....................................................................................LAKERS 
COLORS: ................................................................BLUE, BLACK & WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ....................GREAT LAKES INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLEITCS
HOME FIELD: ........................................................GVSU BASEBALL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ......................................................................THOMAS J. HAAS  
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..............................................................TIM SELGO
BASEBALL SID: ............................................................................TIM NOTT
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(616) 331-3275
EMAIL: ..........................................................................NOTTT@GVSU.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(616) 331-3838
MAILING ADDRESS: .............................................. GVSU ATHLETIC DEPT.
..............................................192 FIELDHOUSE, ALLENDALE, MI., 49401
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ........................................WWW.GVSULAKERS.COM
HEAD COACH: ..........................................................................STEVE LYON
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................457-182-2 (13 YEARS) 
CAREER RECORD: ..................................................570-283-3 (17 YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................FIRST MEETING
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................37-16 (23-9) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..................................................MOUNT OLIVE COLLEGE, N.C. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................2,200 
NICKNAME: ..................................................................................TROJANS 
COLORS: ......................................................................GREEN AND BLACK 
CONFERENCE: ..................................................CONFERENCE CAROLINAS
HOME FIELD: ..........................................................SCARBOROUGH FIELD
PRESIDENT: ....................................................DR. PHILIP P. KERSTETTER 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..............................................................JEFF EISEN
BASEBALL SID: ............................................................DAVID SHULIMSON
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(919) 658-7802
EMAIL: ................................................................DSHULIMSON@MOC.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(919) 658-1753
MAILING ADDRESS: ........................................634 HENDERSON STREET
............................................................................MOUNT OLIVE, NC 28365 
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ....................................WWW.MOC.EDU/ATHLETICS
HEAD COACH: ................................................................CARL LANCASTER
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................759-372 (24 YEARS) 
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................FIRST MEETING
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................41-11 (18-6) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..........................................................WEST PALM BEACH, FLA.
ENROLLMENT: ....................................................................................3,171
NICKNAME: ..................................................................................SAILFISH 
COLORS: ................................................................NAVY BLUE AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ....................................................................INDEPENDENT
HOME FIELD: ........................DICK BROWN FIELD AT DAVE MANZO PARK
PRESIDENT: ........................................................................DR. LU HARDIN 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ............................................................BOB WHITE
BASEBALL SID: ..............................................................MICHAEL BROWN
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(561) 803-2529
EMAIL: ..........................................................MICHAEL_BROWN@PBA.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(561) 835-4329
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ........................................901 S. FLAGLER DRIVE
..................................................................WEST PALM BEACH, FL. 33416
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ........................................WWW.PBASAILFISH.COM
HEAD COACH: ......................................................................GARY CARTER
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ....................................................17-24 (ONE YEAR)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................15-22
2010 OVERALL RECORD: ..................................................................17-24 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ....................................................................GREENWOOD, S.C. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................2,800 
NICKNAME: ................................................................................BEARCATS 
COLORS: .......................................................................... BLUE AND GOLD
CONFERENCE: ........................................................................PEACH BELT
HOME FIELD: ..............................................................JEFF MAY COMPLEX
PRESIDENT: ..............................DR. DANIEL BALL ATHLETICS DIRECTOR:
......................................................................................................JEFF MAY







HEAD COACH: ......................................................................KERMIT SMITH
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ....................................................24-23 (ONE YEAR) 
CAREER RECORD: ................................................................(NINE YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................FIRST MEETING
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................24-23 (6-18) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..............................................................MIAMI GARDENS, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................2,700 
NICKNAME: ..................................................................................BOBCATS 
COLORS: ..........................................................................BLUE AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ..........................................THE SUN CONFERENCE (NAIA)
HOME FIELD: ..............................................................................STU FIELD
PRESIDENT: ............................REV. MONSIGNOR FRANKLYN M. CASALE
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ........................................LAURA COURTLEY-TODD
BASEBALL SID: ................................................................TYLER HAMPTON
EMAIL: ............................................................STUBOBCATS@GMAIL.COM
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(305) 628-6681
SID FAX: ............................................................................(305) 628-6682
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..................................16401 NW 37TH AVENUE
........................................................................MIAMI GARDENS, FL 33054
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ........................................WWW.STUBOBCATS.COM
HEAD COACH: ........................................................................JORGE PEREZ
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................ 58-63 (TWO YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ......................................................58-63 (TWO YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................................27-18











LOCATION: ..........................................................ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y.  
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................3,300 
NICKNAME: ........................................................................................LIONS 
COLORS: ..................................................................MAROON AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ........................................................................EAST COAST
HOME FIELD: ....................................................................MITCHELL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ................................................................DR. DREW BOGNER 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ............................................SUSAN CASSIDY-LYKE
BASEBALL SID: ....................................................................IAN SCHRAIER
OFFICE PHONE: ............................................(516) 256-2207, EXT. 6479
EMAIL: ..............................................................ISCHRAIER@MOLLOY.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(516) 256-2210
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................1000 HEMPSTEAD AVE.
......................................P.O. BOX 5002, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y. 11571
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..............................WWW.MOLLOY.EDU/ATHLETICS
HEAD COACH: ......................................................................JOE FUCARINO
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................133-115 (FIVE YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ................................................................................0-4
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ........................................30-24 (20-10) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ....................................................................NEW CASTLE, DEL. 
ENROLLMENT: ................................................................................13,000 
NICKNAME: ................................................................................WILDCATS 
COLORS: ......................................................................GREEN AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ........................................CENTRAL ATLANTIC COLLEGIATE
HOME FIELD: ......................................................................WILSON FIELD
PRESIDENT: ........................................................DR. JACK P. VARSALONA 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ........................................................FRANK AIELLO
BASEBALL SID: ......................................................................ERIN HARVEY
EMAIL: ..........................................................ERIN.T.HARVEY@WILMU.EDU 
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(302) 356-6755
SID FAX: ............................................................................(302) 328-7376
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..............................................................................
......................................................................................................................
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ................................WWW.WILMU.EDU/ATHLETICS 
HEAD COACH: ......................................................................BRIAN AUGUST
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ..................................................................................
CAREER RECORD: ........................................................................................
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ................................................................................0-2
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................29-18 (16-4) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ......................................................................BOCA RATON, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ................................................................................27,000 
NICKNAME: ........................................................................................OWLS 
COLORS: ................................................................BLUE, RED AND SILVER 
CONFERENCE: ....................................................SUN BELT CONFERENCE
HOME FIELD: ............................................................FAU BASEBALL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ....................................................................JOHN PRITCHETT
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ....................................................CRAIG ANGELOS
BASEBALL SID: ......................................................................JARED SMITH
EMAIL: ........................................................................JSMIT295@FAU.EDU
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(561) 702-5537
SID FAX: ............................................................................(561) 297-3963
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..............................DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS
............................................777 GLADES ROAD, BOCA RATON, FL. 33431
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..........................................WWW.FAUSPORTS.COM
HEAD COACH: ..............................................................JOHN MCCORMACK
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................67-50 (TWO YEARS) 
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ................................................................................3-1
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................37-24 (21-9) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ....................................................................................ERIE, PA.  
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................3,400
NICKNAME: ....................................................................................LAKERS 
COLORS: ................................................................GREEN, BLUE & WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ................PENNSYLVANIA STATE ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
HOME FIELD:............................................MERCYHURST BASEBALL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ............................................................DR. THOMAS GAMBLE
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..........................................................JOE KIMBALL
BASEBALL SID: ..............................................LAUREN PACKER WEBSTER
EMAIL: ....................................................LWEBSTER@MERCYHURST.EDU
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(814) 824-2525
SID FAX: ............................................................................(814) 824-2591
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................MERCYHURST COLLEGE
......................................................501 E. 38TH STREET, ERIE, PA. 16546
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..................................WWW.HURSTATHLETICS.COM
HEAD COACH: ............................................................................JOE SPANO
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................315-252-3 (11 YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..............................................................................6-18
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................26-22 (16-8) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..........................................................................WINONA, MINN. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................8,000 
NICKNAME: ................................................................................WARRIORS 
COLORS: ....................................................................PURPLE AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ..................................NORTHERN SUN INTERCOLLEGIATE
HOME FIELD: ..................................................................LOUGHREY FIELD
PRESIDENT: ........................................................DR. JUDITH A. RAMALEY
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ....................................................LARRY HOLSTAD
BASEBALL SID: ........................................................MICHAEL HERZBERG
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(507) 457-5576
EMAIL: ..........................................................MHERZBERG@WINONA.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(507) 457-5479
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ....................................WINONA ST. UNIVERSITY
..........................................................PO BOX 5838, WINONA, MN 55987
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..............................WWW.WINONA.EDU/ATHLETICS
HEAD COACH: ........................................................................KYLE POOCK
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ......................................225-159-1 (EIGHT YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ................................................................................4-2
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................36-16 (24-9)
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ......................................................................HILLSDALE, MICH. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................1,300 
NICKNAME: ..............................................................................CHARGERS 
COLORS: ..........................................................................BLUE AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ....................GREAT LAKES INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
HOME FIELD: ....................................................JOHNNY WILLIAMS FIELD
PRESIDENT: ..........................DR. LARRY P. ARNN ATHLETICS DIRECTOR:
........................................................................................DON BRUBACHER
BASEBALL SID: ............................................................BRAD MONASTIERE
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(517) 607-3172
EMAIL: ............................................BRAD.MONASTIERE@HILLSDALE.EDU
SID FAX: ........................................................................................................
MAILING ADDRESS: ................................................................201 OAK ST 
................................................................................HILLSDALE, MI., 49242
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..........................WWW.HILLSDALE.EDU/ATHLETICS
HEAD COACH: ............................................................................PAUL NOCE
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................300-265 (17 YEARS) 
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................FIRST MEETING














COLORS: ....................................................................CRIMSON AND GRAY 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE 
HOME FIELD: ........................................ANDY SEMINICK/LES HALL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ....................................................DR. ANTHONY J. CATANESE 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ........................................................BILL JURGENS
BASEBALL SID: ....................................................................REBECCA VICK
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(321) 674-7484
EMAIL: .............................................................................. RVICK@FIT.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(321) 674-7502
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..................................150 W. UNIVERSITY BLVD
............................................................................MELBOURNE, FL. 32901
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..........................WWW.FLORIDATECHSPORTS.COM
HEAD COACH: ..............................................................GREG BERKEMEIR
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ........................................106-58-1 (THREE YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................25-35 






COLORS: ..................................................................SCARLET AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE
HOME FIELD: ......................................................................HENLEY FIELD
PRESIDENT: ......................................................................DR. ANNE KERR 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..........................................................PETE MEYER
BASEBALL SID: ....................................................................BILL TURNAGE
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(863) 680-4256
EMAIL: ......................................................BTURNAGE@FLSOUTHERN.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(863) 680-3953
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ........................111 LAKE HOLLINGSWORTH DR
................................................................................LAKELAND, FL  33801
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..............................................WWW.FSCMOCS.COM
HEAD COACH: ........................................................................JIM TYRRELL
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................84-32 (TWO YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ............................................115-52-1 (THREE YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................46-19 
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ........................................41-16 (14-10) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ................................................................MIAMI SHORES, FLA.
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................8,242 
NICKNAME: ..........................................................................BUCCANEERS 
COLORS: ..............................................................RED, BLACK AND SILVER 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE
HOME FIELD: ..............................................................FEINEBLOOM FIELD
PRESIDENT: ................................SISTER LINDA BEVILACQUA, O.P., PH.D. 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..............................................MICHAEL J. COVONE
BASEBALL SID: ..................................................................JEFF LALIBERTE
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(305) 899-3553
EMAIL: ......................................................JLALIBERTE@MAIL.BARRY.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(305) 899-3556
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ............................................11300 NE 2ND AVE.
..........................................................................MIAMI SHORES, FL  33161
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ....................................WWW.GOBARRYBUCS.COM
HEAD COACH: ........................................................................MARC PAVOA
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................173-93-2 (FIVE YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ........................................................................49-38-3 






COLORS: ....................................................................CRIMSON AND GRAY 
CONFERENCE: ....................................................................NORTHEAST-10
HOME FIELD: ..........................DR. ARTHUR AND MARTHA PAPPAS FIELD
PRESIDENT: ....................................................................DR. JAMES BIRGE 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ........................................................BRUCE KIRSH
BASEBALL SID: ................................................................MATTHEW JANIK
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(603) 899-4223
EMAIL: ....................................................JANIKM@FRANKLINPIERCE.EDU
SID FAX: ............................................................................(603) 899-4328
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..............................................FRANKLIN PIERCE
..................................................40 UNIVERSITY DR., RINDGE, NH 03461 
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ............HTTP://ATHLETICS.FRANKLINPIERCE.EDU
HEAD COACH: ........................................................................JAYSON KING
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................408-208-2 (12 YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ................................................429-254-2 (14 YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ................................................................................0-4
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ....................................43-17-1 (19-6-1) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ..............................................14/22 
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ..............................................................7/2
LOCATION: ..............................................................ST. PETERSBURG, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ....................................................................................1,749 
NICKNAME: ....................................................................................TRITONS 
COLORS: ..................................................TEAL, NAVY, BLACK AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE 
HOME FIELD: ..............................................................MCARTHUR CENTER
PRESIDENT: ..................................................DR. RONALD R. EASTMAN III 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ................................................DR. BOB FORTOSIS
BASEBALL SID: ..............................................................ROB BROUSSARD
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(727) 864-8242
EMAIL: ..............................................................BROUSSRK@ECKERD.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(727) 864-8968
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................4200 54TH AVE SOUTH
....................................................................ST. PETERSBURG, FLA. 33711
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..................................WWW.ECKERDTRITONS.COM
HEAD COACH: ....................................................................BILL MATHEWS
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................428-578-2 (21 YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..................................................................16-27 2010 
OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ....................................................20-28 (3-21) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..............................................................MIAMI GARDENS, FLA.
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................2,200
NICKNAME: ........................................................................................LIONS 
COLORS: ..........................................................BLUE, ORANGE AND WHITE 
CONFERENCE: ..................................................................THE SUN (NAIA)
HOME FIELD: ........................................................HARRY T. MOORE FIELD
PRESIDENT: ....................................................DR. SANDRA T. THOMPSON 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ......................................................ROBERT SMITH
BASEBALL SID: ..........................................................DAMIAN ALEXANDER
EMAIL: ..............................................DAMIAN.ALEXANDER@FMUNIV.EDU
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(305) 626.3194
SID FAX: ............................................................................(305) 626-3169
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ........................................15800 NW 42ND AVE.
......................................................................MIAMI GARDENS, FL. 33054
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ............................HTTP://ATHLETICS.FMUNIV.EDU
HEAD COACH: ............................................................OSCAR FERNANDEZ
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ....................................................19-32 (ONE YEAR) 
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..............................................................................3-17









LOCATION: ................................................................................TAMPA, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................6,500 
NICKNAME: ................................................................................SPARTANS 
COLORS: ................................................................RED, BLACK AND GOLD 
CONFERENCE: ........................................SUNSHINE STATE CONFERENCE
HOME FIELD: ............................UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA BASEBALL FIELD
PRESIDENT: ........................................................DR. RONALD L. VAUGHN 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ....................................................LARRY MARFISE
BASEBALL SID: ........................................................................CARLI TODD
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(813) 253-6241
EMAIL: ..............................................................................CTODD@UT.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(813) 253-6288
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ..................................401 WEST KENNEDY BLVD
..........................................................................BOX I, TAMPA, FLA. 33606
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..................................WWW.TAMPASPARTANS.COM
HEAD COACH: ..............................................................................JOE URSO
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ............................................445-137-1 (10 YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................53-21
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................46-11 (21-3) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..........................................................FORT LAUDERDALE, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ....................................................................................5,413 
NICKNAME: ....................................................................................SHARKS 
COLORS: ..................................................................NAVY BLUE AND GRAY 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE
HOME FIELD: ....................................................NSU BASEBALL COMPLEX
PRESIDENT: ..................................................................RAY FERRERO, JR. 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ..............................................MICHAEL MOMINEY
BASEBALL SID: ..................................................................EUGENE CANAL
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(954) 262-8275
EMAIL: ..........................................................................EC614@NOVA.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(954) 262-3926
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................3301 COLLEGE AVENUE
..................................................................FORT LAUDERDALE, FL  33314
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ........................................WWW.NSUSHARKS.COM
HEAD COACH: ......................................................................GREG BROWN
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ..........................................................FIRST SEASON
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................48-36
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................35-21 (15-9)
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST: ........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ..........................................................................SAINT LEO, FLA. 
ENROLLMENT: ................................................................................15,041
NICKNAME: ........................................................................................LIONS
COLORS: ........................................................................GREEN AND GOLD 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE 
HOME FIELD: ........................................THOMAS B. SOUTHARD STADIUM
PRESIDENT: ..........................................................DR. ARTHUR F. KIRK JR. 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ....................................................FRANCIS X REIDY
BASEBALL SID: ........................................................................EVAN ORTIZ
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(352) 588-8506
EMAIL: ..........................................................EVAN.ORTIZ@SAINTLEO.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(352) 588-8290
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY
................................................................SPORTS INFORMATION-MC2038
..........................................P.O. BOX 6665, SAINT LEO, FLA. 33574-6665
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ....................................WWW.SAINTLEOLIONS.COM
HEAD COACH: ..................................................................RUSS MCNICKLE
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ................................................42-68 (TWO YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ..............................................................................SAME
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ..........................................................................30-20
2010 OVERALL/CONF. RECORD: ..........................................20-34 (6-18) 
LETTERWINNERS RETURNING/LOST:..........................................................
STARTERS RETURNING/LOST: ....................................................................
LOCATION: ....................................................................WINTER PARK, FLA.
ENROLLMENT: ..................................................................................1,759 
NICKNAME: ..........................................................................................TARS 
COLORS: ..........................................................................BLUE AND GOLD 
CONFERENCE: ................................................................SUNSHINE STATE 
HOME FIELD: ..................................................................ALFOND STADIUM
PRESIDENT: ................................................................DR. LEWIS DUNCAN 
ATHLETICS DIRECTOR: ......................................................PENNY PARKER
BASEBALL SID: ......................................................................ZENA DAVILA
OFFICE PHONE: ................................................................(407) 646-2663
EMAIL: ..................................................................ZDAVILA@ROLLINS.EDU 
SID FAX: ............................................................................(407) 646-1555
SID MAILING ADDRESS: ......................................1000 HOLT AVE. - 2730
............................................................................WINTER PARK, FL. 32789
ATHLETICS WEBSITE: ..................................WWW.ROLLINSSPORTS.COM
HEAD COACH: ......................................................................JON SJOGREN
RECORD AT SCHOOL: ..........................................153-124-1 (FIVE YEARS)
CAREER RECORD: ................................................521-429-3 (20 YEARS)
ALL-TIME VS. LYNN: ............................................................................35-24







FIRST-TEAM                                                                     
1B – MICHAEL DEMMA (FLORIDA TECH, SR)
2B – ERIC MCCANS (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, SR)
3B – RHYS ROBERTS (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, SR)
SS – NICK SHAW (BARRY, SR)
OF – TYLER COX (TAMPA, SR)
OF – TAYLOR FERGUSON (ROLLINS, SR)
OF – YAS GUTIERREZ (BARRY, SR)
OF – JARED SIMON (TAMPA, JR)
UT – PATRICK DONAHUE (TAMPA, JR)
DH – MIKE SCHWARTZ (TAMPA, SR)
C – MIKE BLANKE (TAMPA, JR)
SP – JONATHAN CORNELIUS (FLORIDA TECH, JR)
SP – TIM GRIFFIN (ROLLINS, SR)
SP – ISAAC HICKS (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, JR)
SP – MAX RUSSELL (FLORIDA SOUTHERN, JR)
RP – SEAN ALBURY (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, JR)
SECOND TEAM
1B – CHRIS CHAVEZ (LYNN, SR)
2B – BRAD ROBERTS (TAMPA, SR)
3B – MATT PETTY (BARRY, JR)
SS – CORREY FIGUEROA (TAMPA, SR)
OF – DYLAN BROWN (TAMPA, JR)
OF – NIKKO ECHEVARRIA (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, SO)
OF – TRAE GORE (FLORIDA SOUTHERN, SR)
OF – MINERVINO LABRADOR (ECKERD, SR)
UT – HAVEN FITZSIMMONDS (NOVA SOUTHEASTERN, JR)
DH – RYAN GARCIA (BARRY, JR)
C – BEN HEWETT (ROLLINS, SR)
SP – JOSH BOWMAN (TAMPA, JR)
SP – STEPHEN HISCOCK (ROLLINS, SR)
SP – AJ PINERA (TAMPA, SR)
SP – JOHN WIEDENBAUER (TAMPA, SR)
RP – DANIEL TILLMAN (FLORIDA SOUTHERN, JR)
HONORABLE MENTION
DH – ANDREW GRUTKA (FLORIDA SOUTHERN, SR)
SP – EDDIE SIPPLE (FLORIDA SOUTHERN, JR)
RP – EVAN STOBBS (TAMPA, JR)
PLAYER OF THE YEAR - MIKE SCHWARTZ, TAMPA
PITCHER OF THE YEAR - TIM GRIFFIN, ROLLINS
FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR - RYAN BRNOVICH, SAINT LEO
COACH OF THE YEAR - JOE URSO, TAMPA
2010 SSC Final Standings 2010 SSC Leaders
BATTING AVG
Mike Schwartz, UTB  . . . . . . . . ..415
Eric McCans, NSB  . . . . . . . . . . ..406
Patrick Donahue, UTB  . . . . . . ..406
Rhys Roberts, NSB  . . . . . . . . . ..386
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . ..379
SLUGGING PCT
Mike Schwartz, UTB  . . . . . . . . ..716
Yas Gutierrez, BUB  . . . . . . . . . ..683
Chris Chavez, LUB . . . . . . . . . . ..663
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . ..659
Minervino Labrador, ECB  . . . . ..652
ON BASE PCT
Mike Schwartz, UTB  . . . . . . . . ..596
Patrick Donahue, UTB . . . . . . . ..517
Matt Petty, BUB  . . . . . . . . . . . . ..486
Nick Shaw, BUB . . . . . . . . . . . . ..482
Ryan McChesney, FTB . . . . . . . ..476
HITS
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . . . .99
Rhys Roberts, NSB  . . . . . . . . . . . .83
Brad Roberts, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . . .80
Correy Figueroa, UTB  . . . . . . . . . .80
Tony Brunetti, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . .79
Trae Gore, FSB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .79
RUNS SCORED
Mike Schwartz, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . .78
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . . . .68
Nick Shaw, BUB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .65
Brad Roberts, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . . .64
Correy Figueroa, UTB  . . . . . . . . . .63
RUNS BATTED IN
Chris Chavez, LUB  . . . . . . . . . . . .66
Jared Simon, UTB . . . . . . . . . . . . .66
Mike Blanke, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . . . .65
Rhys Roberts, NSB  . . . . . . . . . . . .61
Tony Brunetti, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . .61
DOUBLES
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . . . .27
Rhys Roberts, NSB  . . . . . . . . . . . .23
Jared Simon, UTB . . . . . . . . . . . . .22
Mike Schwartz, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . .20
Yas Gutierrez, BUB  . . . . . . . . . . . .20
TRIPLES
Tyler Cox, UTB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5
Ryan Luker, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
JC Suarez, SLB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Chris Fox, FTB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
Johnny Broderick, LUB  . . . . . . . . . .4
Dustin Brown, SLB  . . . . . . . . . . . . .4
HOME RUNS
Chris Chavez, LUB  . . . . . . . . . . . .15
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . . . .14
Yas Gutierrez, BUB  . . . . . . . . . . . .14
Minervino Labrador, ECB  . . . . . . .14
Joaquin Valdes, BUB  . . . . . . . . . .13
TOTAL BASES
Taylor Ferguson, RCB  . . . . . . . . .172
Yas Gutierrez, BUB . . . . . . . . . . .138
Chris Chavez, LUB  . . . . . . . . . . .138
Jared Simon, UTB . . . . . . . . . . . .135
Rhys Roberts, NSB . . . . . . . . . . .135
STOLEN BASES
Justin Yount, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . . .25
Dustin Brown, SLB  . . . . . . . . . . . .19
JC Suarez, SLB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .18
Drew Dwelly, BUB  . . . . . . . . . . . . .18
Chris Clinton, ECB . . . . . . . . . . . . .17
EARNED RUN AVG
Carmine Giardina, UTB  . . . . . . .2.76
Tim Griffin, RCB . . . . . . . . . . . . .2.76
Tucker Pryor, FSB  . . . . . . . . . . .3.38
Ziemba, FTB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.65
Stephen Hiscock, RCB  . . . . . . .3.67
STRIKEOUTS
Max Russell, FSB  . . . . . . . . . . . .109
Eddie Sipple, FSB . . . . . . . . . . . . .95
Jonathan Cornelius, FTB  . . . . . . .95
Tim Griffin, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .94
Joey Cuda, ECB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .91
WINS
Max Russell, FSB  . . . . . . . . . . . . .11
Tim Griffin, RCB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .11
Isaac Hicks, NSB  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9
Five Players with  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
                             
                                    CONFERENCE            OVERALL              
STANDINGS                W      L       PCT            W      L       T   PCT
Tampa...............          21    3      .875          46    11    0 .807
Rollins.............            16    8      .667          41    19    0  683
Nova Southeastern     15    9      .625          35    21    0 .625
Fla. Southern.......       14    10    .583          41    16    0 .719
Florida Tech........        14    10    .583          39    16    0 .709
Barry...............            13    11    .542          32    19    0 .627
St. Leo.............            6      18    .250          20    34    0 .370
Lynn................            6      18    .250          16    37    1 .306
Eckerd..............           3      21    .125          20    28    0  .417




RECORD: 16-37-1   HOME: 12-20-1   AWAY: 4-17   SSC: 6-18
Player Statistics (Batting)
PLAYER                              AVG      GP    GS     AB       R       H      2B    3B    HR    RBI    TB     SLG%    BB    HBP SO      GDP OB%     SF   SH    SB    ATT    PO      A       E    FLD%
3 EINAR ATENCIO             .373     51    51     201    58     75    19    1      5       31      111   .552     29    5      34      1      .464     0     2       11    14     97      130  14   .942
10 DANE DERSTINE          .363     54    52     193    44     70    17     1      4       28      101   .523     18    7      28      2      .432     2     8       4      6       119    11     8     .942
24 CHRIS CHAVEZ             .356     53    53     208    46     74    17     1      15    66      138   .663     25    3      43      5      .429     2     0       7      8       432    31     4     .991
21 RICHIE MCVEY             .349     46    43     169    26     59    16    0      4       28      87     .515      12    3      26      1      .400     1     0       2      2       69      4       5     .936
15 MATT NOBLE                .308     48    48     169    31     52    9       1      5       20      78     .462     16    6      37      4      .387     0     1       2      3       33      81     20   .851
14 PATRICK ROEDEL         .303     47    46     178     16     54    4       0      3       29      67     .376      7       2      34      10   .337     0     0       0      0       22      10     3     .914
6 JOHNNY BRODERICK    .292     52    52     171     25     50    7       4      0       28      65     .380     14    4      39      7      .360     0     6       5      7       78      136  22   .907
25 KYLE HOLLOWAY         .253     52    51     190    19     48    18    0      4       28      78     .411      12    4      33      5      .308     2     0       0      1       257    40     10   .967
1 JACKSON HARRIS         .226     49    36     137     25     31    6       1      3       10      48     .350     7       9      28      1      .307     0     4       3      5       87      2       3     .967
8 LEO CARRILLO              .209     45    42     129    14     27    5       0      0       3        32     .248      9       2      23      3      .271     0     7       6      7       101    4       1     .991
--------------
35 EVAN ELLISON             1.000  2      0       1         1       1      1       0      0       1        2       2.000   0       1      0        0      1.000  0     0       0      0       2         7       0   1.000
20 DANNY HERZOG          .304     19    2       23       0       7      0       0      0       2        7       .304     0       1      7        0      .333     0     0       0      0       19      2       1     .955
2 GABY PEREZ                  .214     23    1       14       4       3      1       0      0       0        4       .286     0       0      2        0      .214     0     0       0      0       3         0       1     .750
41 CHRIS PIPERNO           .200     8      0       10       1       2      0       0      0       0        2       .200     0       0      4        0      .200     0     0       0      0       0         0       0     .000
5 CHRIS KOPPENHAVER  .188     16    3       16       2       3      0       0      0       0        3       .188      1       0      2        1      .235     0     3       1      1       8         17     0   1.000
28 JAZZ MACHIN               .071     10    0       14       1       1      0       0      0       0        1       .071      1       0      3        0      .133     0     0       0      0       5         5       4      .714
12 SEAN HARVEY              .057     20    6       35       1       2      1       0      0       1        3       .086     1       0      11      0      .083     0     2       0      0       5         14     2     .905
TOTALS                               .301     54    54     1858  314   559 121  9      43    275   827   .445     152  47    354   40   .367     7     33    41    54     1357  552  109 946
OPPONENTS                      .328     54    54     1879  470  616  115  12    87    424   1016 .541      256  50    317    36   .417     28   27    68    102   1368  559  77   .962
LOB - TEAM (416), OPP (413). DPS TURNED - TEAM (48), OPP (47). CI - TEAM (0), OPP (1). IBB - TEAM (4), CHAVEZ 2, MCVEY 1,
ATENCIO 1, OPP (5). PICKED OFF - ATENCIO 3, CARRILLO 2, ROEDEL 1, CHAVEZ 1, KOPPENHAVER 1.
Player Statistics (Pitching)
PLAYER                              ERA     W     L        APP    GS    CG   SHO CBO  SV  IP       H      R           ER    BB   SO     2B   3B        HR  B/AVG         WP    HBP  BK   SFA SHA
23 TOMMY KAHNLE          5.06     2      7       14       13     1      1       0        0     74.2   82     63         42    47    71      13   2          11   295  .278    5       5       2     3           6
17 DAN WRIGHT                5.54     3      7       12       12     3      0       0        0     78.0   86     58         48    19    58      19   0          17   308  .279    2       11     1     3           2
22 JOHNNY MEMBRENO  7.41     2      3       15       9       0      0       0        0     54.2   81     50         45    18    24      20   2          13   237  .342    2       4       1     4           2
34 DANIEL ROUAH            8.82     1      8       15       10     1      0       0        1     67.1   96     76         66    55    36      10   5          11   274  .350    8       13     1     6           5
--------------
57 ERIC PFEFER                5.06     1      3       8         1       0      0       0        0     21.1   33     23         12    8      14      5      0          7     97    .340    0       0       0     0           1
35 EVAN ELLISON             5.84     2      2       10       2       0      0       0        1     24.2   29     23         16    16    27      5      0          5     98    .296    2       1       3     2           1
19 SAM JONES                  5.91     3      2       31       0       0      0       0        1     35.0   44     24         23    17    36      5      2          1     139  .317    1       1       1     1           6
16 RYAN DIGIOSE              7.06     0      1       15       0       0      0       0        2     21.2   21     19         17     15    17      5      0          3     84    .250    1       3       0     1           1
40 KIP SKIBICKI                7.18     1      1       13       0       0      0       0        1     31.1   50     39         25    14    10      10   1          3     138  .362    2       2       0     2           0
36 TED QUINN                   10.80  0      0       11       0       0      0       0        0     10.0   16     20         12    6      8        2      0          4     46    .348    1       2       0     0           0
29 CHRIS CARDENAS       11.57   0      1       10       1       0      0       0        0     9.1     17     15         12    14    4        4      0          3     42    .405    2       1       0     1           0
18 CARL GORMAN            16.47   1      2       10       6       0      0       0        0     19.2   43     39         36    21    8        10   0          5     94    .457    5       4       1     2           2
26 ANDREW FABIAN         38.57   0      0       7         0       0      0       0        0     4.2     18     21         20    6      4        7      0          4     27    .667    3       3       0     3           1
TOTALS                               7.44     16    37     54       54     5      1       0        6     452.1 616   470       374   256  317    115 12        87   1879.328   34     50     10   28      27
OPPONENTS                      5.17     37    16     54       54     7      2       0        12  456.0559   314       262  152  354   121 9          43   1858.301   34     47     9     7        33
PB - TEAM (15), HOLLOWAY 14, ROEDEL 1, OPP (11). PICKOFFS - TEAM (24), HOLLOWAY 7, KAHNLE 6, ELLISON 4, ROUAH 2, MEMBRENO 2,
DIGIOSE 1, DERSTINE 1, GORMAN 1, OPP (8). SBA/ATT - HOLLOWAY (55-74), KAHNLE (18-23), ROUAH (10-18), WRIGHT (8-12), MEMBRENO
(8-12), DERSTINE (8-10), ROEDEL (5-8), JONES (5-8), ELLISON (4-8), GORMAN (6-7), DIGIOSE (4-6), PFEFER (2-4), SKIBICKI (3-3),
HERZOG (0-1), CARDENAS (0-1). 
44
2010 RESULTS
GAME DATE                    OPPOSING TEAM                                SCORE        INNS            OVERALL    SSC              PITCHER OF RECORD                        ATTEND       TIME
02/04/2010                   DELTA STATE                                         W 6-4          9                  1-0-0           0-0-0            WRIGHT (W 1-0)                                  186              2:42
02/05/2010                   DELTA STATE                                         6-6 T            (10)              1-0-1           0-0-0            NONE                                                   169              3:09
02/06/2010                   NEWBERRY                                           W 16-12      9                  2-0-1           0-0-0            MEMBRENO (W 1-0)                           0                   3:03
02/06/2010                   NEWBERRY                                           7-19 L         7                  2-1-1           0-0-0            GORMAN (L 0-1)                                  212              2:26
02/12/2010                   SOUTH CAROLINA-AIKEN                     W 9-5          9                  3-1-1           0-0-0            WRIGHT (W 2-0)                                  132              2:34
02/13/2010                   SOUTH CAROLINA-AIKEN                     W 8-7          9                  4-1-1           0-0-0            ELLISON (W 1-0)                                  187              2:59
02/14/2010                   SOUTH CAROLINA-AIKEN                     8-13 L        9                  4-2-1           0-0-0            ROUAH (L 0-1)                                     187              2:46
02/19/2010                   WEST ALABAMA                                   4-13 L         9                  4-3-1           0-0-0            WRIGHT (L 2-1)                                    132              2:44
02/20/2010                   WEST ALABAMA                                   4-5 L          9                  4-4-1           0-0-0            KAHNLE (L 0-1)                                   -                    3:04
02/20/2010                   WEST ALABAMA                                   W 4-3          7                  5-4-1           0-0-0            ELLISON (W 1-0)                                  199              2:37
02/21/2010                   WEST ALABAMA                                   6-11 L        9                  5-5-1           0-0-0            ELLISON (L 2-1)                                   164              3:13
02/23/2010                   MERCYHURST COLLEGE                      W 10-7        9                  6-5-1           0-0-0            JONES (W 1-0)                                     156              3:08
02/26/2010                   AT GEORGIA SOUTHWESTERN            W 9-6          9                  7-5-1           0-0-0            MEMBRENO (W 2-0)                           116              3:15
02/27/2010                   AT COLUMBUS STATE                           2-5 L          (12)              7-6-1           0-0-0            ELLISON (L 2-2)                                   -                    2:58
02/27/2010                   AT COLUMBUS STATE                           2-3 L          (8)                7-7-1           0-0-0            JONES (L 1-1)                                      -                     2:10
02/28/2010                   AT COLUMBUS STATE                           7-19 L        9                  7-8-1           0-0-0            ROUAH (L 0-2)                                     116              2:58
03/03/2010                   CONCORDIA (N.Y.)                                W 21-7        9                  8-8-1           0-0-0            GORMAN (W 1-1)                                 97                 2:52
03/06/2010                   WINONA STATE                                     4-10 L        9                  8-9-1           0-0-0            WRIGHT (L 2-2)                                    112               2:41
03/07/2010                   WINONA STATE                                     6-10 L        9                  8-10-1         0-0-0            MEMBRENO (L 2-1)                             113              2:48
03/09/2010                   AT PALM BEACH ATLANTIC                   7-8 L          9                  8-11-1         0-0-0            SKIBICKI (L 0-1)                                  53                 3:04
* 03/13/2010               SAINT LEO                                            7-9 L          9                  8-12-1         0-1-0            WRIGHT (L 2-3)                                    125              2:59
* 03/13/2010               SAINT LEO                                            W 7-0          7                  9-12-1         1-1-0            KAHNLE (W 1-1)                                  125              1:53
* 03/14/2010               SAINT LEO                                            11-13 L     9                  9-13-1         1-2-0            ROUAH (L 0-3)                                     194              2:57
  03/15/2010               UMASS-LOWELL                                   3-29 L        9                  9-14-1         1-2-0            CARDENAS (L 0-1)                               177               2:52
  03/17/2010               FRANKLIN PIERCE                               W 9-6          9                  10-14-1       1-2-0            JONES (W 2-1)                                     84                 3:33
  03/18/2010               MOLLOY                                                5-17 L        9                  10-15-1       1-2-0            GORMAN (L 1-2)                                  101              2:54
* 03/19/2010               UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA                        9-13 L        9                  10-16-1       1-3-0            WRIGHT (L 2-4)                                    217               3:03
* 03/20/2010               UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA                        2-10 L        9                  10-17-1       1-4-0            MEMBRENO (L 2-2)                             218              3:12
* 03/20/2010               UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA                        3-6 L          7                  10-18-1       1-5-0            KAHNLE (L 1-2)                                   103              2:16
  03/23/2010               ST. THOMAS (FLA.)                               1-3 L          9                  10-19-1       1-5-0            DIGIOSE (L 0-1)                                   67                 2:44
  03/26/2010               AT PALM BEACH ATLANTIC                   3-4 L          9                  10-20-1       1-5-0            JONES (L 2-2)                                      135              2:28
  03/27/2010               PALM BEACH ATLANTIC                       10-17 L      9                  10-21-1       1-5-0            ROUAH (L 0-4)                                     -                    2:55
  03/27/2010               PALM BEACH ATLANTIC                       5-7 L          7                  10-22-1       1-5-0            PFEFER (L 0-1)                                    177               2:26
* 04/01/2010               AT ROLLINS COLLEGE                          3-4 L          9                  10-23-1       1-6-0            WRIGHT (L 2-5)                                    301              2:26
* 04/02/2010               AT ROLLINS COLLEGE                          0-6 L          9                  10-24-1       1-7-0            ROUAH (L 0-5)                                     209              1:59
* 04/02/2010               AT ROLLINS COLLEGE                          0-5 L          7                  10-25-1       1-8-0            KAHNLE (L 1-3)                                   -                    1:59
  04/06/2010               AT PALM BEACH ATLANTIC                   W 8-4          9                  11-25-1       1-8-0            PFEFER (W 1-1)                                   64                 2:37
* 04/09/2010               AT FLORIDA SOUTHERN                       12-16 L     9                  11-26-1       1-9-0            KAHNLE (L 1-3)                                   146              3:21
* 04/10/2010               AT FLORIDA SOUTHERN                       3-4 L          9                  11-27-1       1-10-0          ROUAH (L 0-6)                                     117               2:45
* 04/10/2010               AT FLORIDA SOUTHERN                       2-3 L          (9)                11-28-1       1-11-0          WRIGHT (L 2-6)                                    -                    1:52
  04/13/2010               AT FLORIDA ATLANTIC                          4-7 L          9                  11-29-1       1-11-0          PFEFER (L 1-2)                                    297              2:38
* 04/16/2010               FLORIDA TECH                                      4-8 L          9                  11-30-1       1-12-0          KAHNLE (L 1-5)                                   101              3:18
* 04/17/2010               FLORIDA TECH                                      W 4-3          9                  12-30-1      2-12-0          ROUAH (W 1-6)                                    211              2:36
* 04/17/2010               FLORIDA TECH                                      W 8-5          7                  13-30-1       3-12-0          JONES (W 3-2)                                     -                    2:28
  04/20/2010               AT ST. THOMAS (FLA.)                          1-6 L          7                  13-31-1       3-12-0          PFEFER (L 1-3)                                    0                   2:31
* 04/23/2010               AT ECKERD                                           W 5-3          9                  14-31-1       4-12-0          KAHNLE (W 2-5)                                  125              2:42
* 04/24/2010               AT ECKERD                                           W 11-9        9                  15-31-1       5-12-0          SKIBICKI (W 1-1)                                 150              2:47
* 04/24/2010               AT ECKERD                                           1-13 L        7                  15-32-1       5-13-0          MEMBRENO (L 2-3)                             -                    2:20
* 05/01/2010               BARRY                                                   7-16 L        9                  15-33-1       5-14-0          KAHNLE (L 2-6)                                   201              2:43
* 05/02/2010               BARRY                                                   2-6 L           9                  15-34-1       5-15-0          ROUAH (L 1-7)                                     85                 2:27
* 05/02/2010               BARRY                                                   W 2-1          7                  16-34-1       6-15-0          WRIGHT (W 3-7)                                  -                     2:01
* 05/07/2010               AT NOVA SOUTHEASTERN                    7-12 L        9                  16-35-1       6-16-0          KAHNLE (L 2-7)                                   340              3:07
* 05/08/2010               AT NOVA SOUTHEASTERN                    6-16 L        9                  16-36-1       6-17-0          ROUAH (L 1-8)                                     214               3:11
* 05/08/2010               AT NOVA SOUTHEASTERN                    3-16 L        7                  16-37-1       6-18-0          WRIGHT (L 3-7)                                    -                    2:30
* = CONFERENCE GAME






Chris Chavez 5 vs. PBA  03/27/10
Jason Ten Eyck 5 vs. Rollins 04/10/09
Nicolas Bleau 5 vs. Bloomfield 03/03/08
Francisco Dinzey 5 at Tampa 02/15/04
George Branch 5 at Barry 02/07/03
Greg Brown 5 at Barry 03/22/03
Landon Thomas 5 vs. SC--Aiken 02/06/99
Brian Lee 5 vs. Barry 04/04/98
Tony Kurtz 5 at Fla. Southern 02/11/96
Jack Bade 5 at Fla. Southern 02/11/96
Seane Parker 5 at Fla. Southern 02/11/96
At Bats
Daniel Flores 7 at SC-Aiken 02/14/09
Brandon Mann 7 vs. St. Thomas 04/18/06
James Davis 7 vs. Belmont Abbey 02/11/00
Anthony Basoco 7 at Fla. Southern 02/06/97
Billy Olivieri 7 at Fla. Southern 02/06/97
Jack Bade 7 at Fla. Southern 02/11/96
Seane Parker 7 at Fla. Southern 02/11/96
Carlos Portilla 7 at Barry 02/07/03
Billy Zbacnik 7 at Barry 03/22/03
Doubles
Richie McVey 3 vs. Barry 05/01/10
Rick Davis 3 vs. Rollins 04/28/07
George Branch 3 vs. Wingate 03/08/02
Carlos Portilla 3 vs. PBA 02/12/02
Jamie Siminski 3 vs. NSU 04/25/00
Jan Ramos 3 vs. Rollins 04/10/99
many players 2
Triples
Ryan Sharman 2 vs. Rollins 04/28/07
Jason Ten Eyck 2 at PBA 04/18/07
Jimmy Bacon 2 vs. Concorida 03/01/06
Beau McMillan 2 vs. Berry 03/02/03
many players 1
Home Runs
Gabe MacDougall 3 vs. Frankin Pierce 03/18/08
Cale Crews 3 vs. Bloomfield 03/06/05
Billy Olivieri 3 at Barry 02/02/97
Ed Sisko 3 vs. Fla. Memorial 02/28/89
many players 2
Total Bases
George Branch 13 at Barry 02/07/03
Gabe MacDougall 12 vs. Franklin Pierce 03/18/08
Cale Crews 12 vs. Bloomfield 03/06/05
Billy Olivieri 12 at Barry 02/02/97
Ed Sisko 12 vs. Fla. Memorial 02/28/89
Einar Atencio 11 vs. Winona State 03/01/09
Beau McMillan 11 vs. Mercyhurst 02/24/02
Joe Silva 11 vs. Wilmington 02/29/00
11 with 10
Runs Batted In
Cale Crews 9 vs. Bloomfield 03/06/05
Chris Chavez 8 vs. Molloy 03/17/09
Felix Martinez 8 vs. Dominican 03/07/06
Joe Arminio 7 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
Nicolas Bleau 7 vs. Saint Leo 03/29/08
Gabe MacDougall 7 vs. Franklin Pierce 03/18/08
George Branch 7 at Barry 02/07/03
Jan Ramos 7 vs. Fla. Memorial 03/02/99
Steve Vizzo 7 at North Florida 05/01/97
Dan Durkin 7 vs. Fla. Memorial 02/07/89
Runs Scored
Einar Atencio 5 vs. Molloy 03/17/09
Douglas Toro 5 at SC-Aiken 02/14/09
Cale Crews 5 vs. Montevallo 02/07/04
George Branch 5 at Barry 02/07/03
Many players 4
Walks
Matt Bekoff 5 vs. Illinois State 03/10/97
Dan Rovetto 4 vs. NSU 02/07/08
Joe Arminio 4 vs. Bloomfield 03/12/07
Jason Ten Eyck 4 at Valdosta St. 02/03/07
47
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Nicolas Boisvert 4 at NSU 02/02/06
Roger Vazquez 4 at Barry 04/29/02
Beau McMillan 4 at Saint Leo 02/16/02
Roddy Barnes 4 vs. Florida Tech 03/20/00
Jan Ramos 4 vs. Mercyhurst 02/27/00
Billy Olivieri 4 at Rollins 02/26/97
Sonny Sudler 4 at North Florida 03/28/95
J.J. Blunt 4 vs. Monmouth 03/19/94
Strikeouts
Ricardo Gerena 5 at Tampa 02/10/06
12 Players with 4
Stolen Bases
Douglas Toro 4 vs. PBA 04/22/08
14 Player with 3
Stolen Base Attempts
Douglas Toro 4 vs. PBA 04/22/08
Nicolas Boisvert 4 at Eckerd 03/25/06
13 players with 3
Sacrifice Flies
Chad Crowe 2 vs. Rollins 04/10/09
Daniel Flores 2 vs. Rollins 04/10/09
Joe Arminio 2 vs. Mercyhurst 02/22/08
John Zagaria 2 vs. Barry 02/05/05
John Zagaria 2 vs. Nova 04/16/05
Raymond Perez 2 at Eckerd 04/03/04
Seane Parker 2 vs. St. Thomas 04/13/97
Brian DeFrancisco2 vs. Western Conn St03/21/95
many players 1
Sacrifice Hits
Brian Lee 3 at Rollins 02/26/97
many players 2
Hit By Pitch *
Gabe MacDougall 3 at Saint Leo 03/21/09
Daniel Flores 3 at Eckerd 03/08/08
Tommy Tickenoff 3 at NSU 02/02/06
Michael Zody 3 vs. Saint Leo 04/21/00
Anthony Basoco 3 at Barry 02/02/97
many players 2
Putouts
Mike Guerrero 19 vs. Northeastern 03/25/94
Kyle Holloway 17 at Florida Tech 04/25/09
Greg Meyer 17 vs. Barry 04/09/00
Billy Olivieri 17 at Fla. Southern 02/06/97
George Kellert 17 vs. Trenton State 03/16/95
Greg Brown 16 vs. PBA 02/17/99
Brian Lee 16 vs. Tampa 04/26/98
Billy Olivieri 16 vs. Fla. Southern 02/23/97
Brian Lee 16 vs. Slippery Rock 03/06/96
Jess Dinesen 16 vs. Monmouth 03/19/94
Billy Zbacnik 16 at Barry 03/22/03
Assists
Chad Crowe 10 vs. Bloomfield 03/03/08
Jason Chehova 10 vs. NSU 04/09/02
Jack Bade 10 vs. Lewis (2nd) 03/05/96
Ricardo Gerena 9 vs. Mercyhurst 02/25/06
Beau McMillan 9 vs. Concordia 04/12/03
Alan Pitman 9 at NSU 04/10/01
Jack Bade 9 vs. Lewis (1st) 03/05/96
Jack Bade 9 vs. Barry 04/18/95
Errors
Anthony Basoco 5 vs. NSU 04/08/97
Chad Crowe 4 vs. Valdosta St. 02/11/07
12 Players with 3
Total Chances
Brian Lee 20 vs. Tampa 04/26/98
Mike Guerrero 20 vs. Northeastern 03/25/94
Greg Meyer 18 vs. Barry 04/09/00
Greg Brown 18 vs. PBA 02/17/99
Billy Olivieri 18 vs. Fla. Southern 02/23/97
Innings Pitched
Donnie Bivins 10 at Rollins 02/26/97
Donnie Bivins 10 at Fla. Southern 02/06/97
Donnie Bivins 10 at Barry 02/01/97
Carmino Razza 10 vs. Northeastern 03/25/94





Cedric Bennett 23 vs. St. Thomas 03/29/05
Donnie Bivins 16 vs. Illinois State 03/10/97
Karl Bonawitz 15 at Fla. Southern 03/29/94
David Berger 14 at Florida Tech 03/02/97
David Berger 14 vs. North Florida 02/11/97
Runs Allowed
Donnie Bivins 14 vs. Illinois State 03/10/97
Donnie Bivins 12 vs. Tampa 02/10/97
Kevin Rickert 11 vs. Columbus State 02/07/09
Chris Snow 10 at Rollins 05/05/06
Enriques Baca 10 at Saint Leo 02/16/02
Michael Mendez 10 vs. Tampa 04/25/98
Rich Westover 10 vs. St. Thomas 04/12/96
Dan Derks 10 vs. Florida Tech 02/04/95
Earned Runs Allowed
Nick Brown 9 vs. Fla. Southern 05/05/07
Enriques Baca 9 at Saint Leo 02/16/02
Brant St. Louis 9 at Barry 04/16/99
Michael Mendez 9 vs. Tampa 04/25/98
Michael Mendez 9 at Florida Tech 04/12/98
Michael Mendez 9 vs. Rollins 03/22/98
Dan Walder 9 vs. Presbyterian 02/21/98
Donnie Bivins 9 vs. Illinois State 03/10/97
Donnie Bivins 9 vs. Tampa 02/10/97
Henry Safer 9 at NSU 02/04/97
Rich Westover 9 vs. St. Thomas 04/12/96
Rich Westover 9 vs. Wesleyan 03/18/96
Dan Derks 9 vs. Florida Tech 02/04/95
Karl Bonawitz 9 at Fla. Southern 03/29/94
Strikeouts
Dan Wright 17 at Florida Tech 04/25/09
Enriques Baca 13 at Fla. Southern 04/19/02
Travis Rios 12 vs. Barry 04/09/05
Jesse Beesley 12 vs. LaSalle 03/04/02
Enriques Baca 12 vs. Florida Tech 03/01/02
Travis Osborn 12 at Florida Tech 04/18/03
Nolan Mulligan 11 vs. Barry 03/23/07
Walks
Michael Mendez 9 at Rollins 02/07/99
Michael Mendez 8 vs. Northwood 04/07/98
Michael Mendez 8 at Eckerd 03/29/98
Michael Mendez 8 vs. Lewis 03/07/98
Everton Griffiths 8 at St. Thomas 04/25/95
many players 7
* - since 1997
Individual Season Records
Games Played
Chad Crowe 62 2009
Gabe MacDougall 62 2009
Jason Ten Eyck 62 2009
Douglas Toro 62 2009
Daniel Flores 61 2009
Chris Chavez 60 2009
Jack Bade 60 1996
Einar Atencio 59 2009
Tony Kurtz 59 1996
Seane Parker 59 1996






Chad Crowe 62 2009
Gabe MacDougall 62 2009
Douglas Toro 62 2009
Daniel Flores 61 2009
Chris Chavez 60 2009
Jason Ten Eyck 60 2009
Jack Bade 60 1996
Tony Kurtz 59 1996
Einar Atencio 58 2009
Matty Wess 58 1996
Batting Average (min. 150 at bats and over .400)
Brad Fairholm .451 (69-153) 1991
Ed Sisko .447 (67-150) 1988
Nicolas Boisvert .436 (98-225) 2007
Rich Ciufo .417 (73-175) 1988
Douglas Toro .415 (93-224) 2009
Nicolas Boisvert .402 (92-229) 2006
Brian DeFrancisco .400 (66-165) 1993
Hits
Nicolas Boisvert 98 2007
Douglas Toro 93 2009
Nicolas Boisvert 92 2006
Jack Bade 86 1996
Tony Kurtz 85 1996
Joe Arminio 84 2007
Steve Vizzo 83 1996
Daniel Flores 80 2009
Jerry Baker 80 1984
At Bats
Jack Bade 252 1996
Tony Kurtz 247 1996
Einar Atencio 234 2009
Nicolas Boisvert 229 2006
Landon Thomas 228 1999
Gabe MacDougall 225 2009
Nicolas Boisvert 225 2007
Douglas Toro 224 2009
Greg Maslar 223 1999
Seane Parker 223 1996
Doubles
Daniel Flores 28 2008
Nicolas Boisvert 23 2007
Gabe MacDougall 21 2009
Anthony Basoco 21 1997
Gabe MacDougall 20 2008
Einar Atencio 19 2010
Douglas Toro 19 2009
Steve Vizzo 19 1996
Jerry Baker 19 1984
Kyle Holloway 18 2010
Beau McMillan 18 2003
Carlos Portilla 18 2003
George Branch 18 2002
Tony Kurtz 18 1995
Tony Bellinato 18 1991
Triples
Nicolas Boisvert 7 2006
Tony Kurtz 6 1996
Max Tripodi 6 1988
Ed Sisko 6 1988
Daniel Flores 5 2009
Jess Dinesen 5 1994
Seven with 4
Home Runs
Gabe MacDougall 21 2008
Joe Arminio 19 2008
Jerry Baker 19 1984
Chris Chavez 15 2010
Nicolas Boisvert 15 2007
George Branch 15 2003
Matty Wess 14 1997
Billy Olivieri 13 1997
Chris Chavez 12 2009




Nicolas Boisvert 172 2007
Gabe MacDougall 160 2008
Jerry Baker 160 1984
Joe Arminio 148 2008
Nicolas Boisvert 147 2006
Tony Kurtz 146 1996
Chris Chavez 138 2010
Douglas Toro 137 2009
George Branch 134 2003
Anthony Basoco 133 1997
Slugging Percentage (Min. 150 at bats)
Gabe MacDougall .829 (160-193) 2008
Ed Sisko .807 (121-150) 1988
Jerry Baker .788 (160-203) 1984
Nicolas Boisvert .764 (172-225) 2007
Max Tripodi .760 (117-154) 1988
Joe Arminio .759 (148-195) 2008
Brad Fairholm .718 (109-150) 1991
Anthony Basoco .668 (133-199) 1997
Chris Chavez .663 (138-208) 2010
Runs Batted In
Joe Arminio 75 2008
Ed Sisko 69 1990
Chris Chavez 66 2010
Chris Chavez 65 2009
Gabe MacDougall 65 2008
Tony Kurtz 65 1996
Gabe MacDougall 62 2009
Ed Sisko 62 1988
Matty Wess 60 1997
Max Tripodi 57 1988
Runs Scored
Douglas Toro 73 2009
Daniel Flores 72 2009
Nicolas Boisvert 69 2007
Matt Bekoff 68 1997
Nicolas Boisvert 66 2006
Gabe MacDougall 65 2008
Tony Kurtz 61 1996
Joel Perlmutter 61 1991
Gabe MacDougall 60 2009
Jason Ten Eyck 60 2007
Jan Ramos 60 1999
Walks
Matt Bekoff 72 1997
Mark Campson 59 1984
Cliff Wisdom 51 1991
Matty Wess 49 1996
Mike Marziliano 49 1984
Douglas Toro 48 2009
Mike Berg 46 1988
Nicolas Boisvert 43 2007
Steve Swartz 43 1993
Chad Crowe 41 2009
Rich Pepio 41 1984
Intentional Walks
Chris Chavez 6 2009
Gabe MacDougall 4 2009
Joe Arminio 3 2007
Nicolas Boisvert 3 2007
Jan Ramos 3 2000
Jan Ramos 3 1999
Steve Vizzo 3 1997
14 with 2
On Base Percentage (min. 150 plate appearances) *
Nicolas Boisvert .536 2007
Douglas Toro .535 2009
Ed Sisko .530 1988
Matt Bekoff .527 1997
Mike Marzili .509 1984
Beau McMillan .495 2002
Brian DeFrancisco .492 1993
Nicolas Boisvert .491 2006
Gabe MacDougall .489 2008
Daniel Flores .484 2008
51
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Joe Arminio .484 2007
Stolen Bases
Brad Fairholm 43 1991
Jay Zier 41 1991
Nicolas Boisvert 33 2006
Beau McMillan 31 2002
Douglas Toro 30 2009
Felix Martinez 29 2006
Rich Pepio 26 1984
Douglas Toro 23 2008
Nicolas Boisvert 22 2007
David Gariepy 22 2003
Stolen Base Attempts *
Brad Fairholm 46 1991
Jay Zier 41 1991
Nicolas Boisvert 40 2006
Felix Martinez 38 2006
Beau McMillan 36 2002
Douglas Toro 35 2009
Douglas Toro 28 2008
Beau McMillan 28 2003
Tony Kurtz 27 1996
David Gariepy 26 2003
Rich Pepio 26 1984
Sacrifice Flies *
Chris Chavez 9 2009
Cliff Garlick 7 1996
Tony Di Benedetto 7 1987
Ed Sisko 7 1987
Chad Crowe 6 2009
Carlos Portilla 6 2002
James Davis 6 1998
Steve Vizzo 6 1997
Tony Di Benedetto 6 1988
13 with 5
Sacrifice Hits
Einar Atencio 12 2009
Brian DeFrancisco 12 1995
John Zagaria 10 2005
Jack Bade 9 1995
Dane Derstine 8 2010
Douglas Toro 8 2009
Matty Wess 8 1997
Seven with 7
Hit By Pitch
Tommy Tickenoff 19 2005
Michael Zody 19 2000
Gabe MacDougall 18 2009
Gabe MacDougall 17 2008
Anthony Basoco 17 1997
Daniel Flores 16 2008
Jimmy Bacon 14 2005
Juan Colon 14 2003
Paddy Matera 13 2009
Mike Scott 13 2004
Putouts *
George Kellert 505 1995
Chris Chavez 448 2009
Joe Arminio 443 2007
Brian Lee 443 1998
George Brandner 439 2006
Chris Chavez 432 2010
Brian Lee 376 1999
Roger Vazquez 369 2002
Joe Arminio 367 2008
Roger Vazquez 352 2001
Assists *
Jack Bade 201 1996
Jack Bade 185 1995
Matt Bekoff 182 1997
Jason Chehova 181 2002
Chad Crowe 173 2009
Chad Crowe 170 2007
James Davis 161 2000
52
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Beau McMillan 154 2001
Ricky Gerena 150 2006
James Davis 148 1998
James Davis 148 1999
Total Chances*
George Kellert 538 1995
Joe Arminio 495 2007
Chris Chavez 483 2009
Brian Lee 475 1998
George Brandner 469 2006
Chris Chavez 467 2010
Brian Lee 418 1999
Joe Arminio 408 2008
Roger Vazquez 394 2002
Greg Brown 385 2002
Fielding Percentage (min. 150 chances)*
Nicolas Boisvert 1.000 (144-6-0) 2006
Mike Guerrero .996 (265-14-1) 1994
George Brandner .992 (221-26-2) 2004
Brian Lee .992 (443-28-4) 1998
Chris Chavez .991 (432-31-4) 2010
Donovan O’Dowd .990 (198-16-2) 2005
Billy Olivieri .990 (283-17-3) 1996
George Brandner .989 (439-25-5) 2006
Dax Hughes .989 (248-24-3) 2000
Greg Brown .989 (326-39-4) 1999
Most Caught Stealing By
Kyle Holloway 27 2008
Kyle Holloway 24 2009
Greg Brown 21 1999
Kyle Holloway 19 2010
Greg Brown 18 2001
Donovan O’Dowd 16 2004
Greg Brown 16 2003
Kyle Holloway 13 2007
Tommy Tickenoff 13 2006
Dax Hughes 13 2000
Earned Run Average (min. 50 innings pitched)
Donnie Bivins 1.67 (108 IP) 1996
Robb Brooks 1.75 (82.1 IP) 1995
Dan Wright 2.29 (121.2 IP) 2009
Keith Elrod 2.30 1990
Keith Elrod 2.34 (61.2 IP) 1989
Mike Shea 2.54 (85 IP) 1995
Craig Sheets 2.61 (51.2 IP) 2005
Craig Sheets 2.70 (76.2 IP) 2008
Joe Cox 2.75 (91.2 IP) 2005
Cliff Garlic 2.90 (93 IP) 1993
Wins
Dan Wright 15 2009
Donnie Bivins 13 1997
Travis Osborn 12 2003
David Berger 11 1996
Al Lombardi 11 1986
Mike Thirstino 11 1985
Donnie Bivins 10 1996
Joe Cox 9 2005
Everton Griffith 9 1996
Robb Brooks 9 1994
Mike Thirstino 9 1984
Appearances *
Sam Jones 31 2010
Jesse Kapellusch 30 1998
Robb Brooks 30 1995
Mike Thirsti 30 1984
Craig Sheets 26 2006
David Berger 25 1996
Evan Ellison 24 2009
Damien Carapella 24 1998
Jesse Kappelusch 24 1997
Craig Sheets 23 2007
Brian Mahler 23 1999




Dan Wright 17 2009
Donnie Bivins 17 1997
Everton Griffiths 17 1996
Lonnie Patterson 15 2006
Travis Osborn 15 2003
David Berger 15 1997
Everton Griffiths 15 1995
Seven Players with 14
Complete Games
Donnie Bivins 10 1997
Donnie Bivins 10 1996
Cliff Garlick 9 1993
Rick Schanzle 9 1988
Dave Berger 7 1996
Dave Clark 7 1987
Rich Westove 6 1996
Joe Osche 6 1994
Carmino Mazza 6 1993
Rich Schanzle 6 1987
Shutouts (complete games only) *
Dan Wright 3 2009
David Berger 3 1996
Cliff Garlick 3 1993
Adam Lopez 2 2003
Rich Westover 2 1996
many players 1
Saves
John Schulz 10 2003
Jesse Kapellusch 10 1998
Craig Sheets 8 2006
Robb Brooks 7 1995
Jesse Beesley 6 2000
Tommy Kahnle 5 2009
Craig Sheets 5 2005
Jesse Kapellusch 5 2001
Four Players with 4
Innings Pitched
Donnie Bivins 145.1 1997
Mike Thirstino 123.0 1984
David Berger 122.2 1996
Mike Thirstino 122.0 1985
Dan Wright 121.2 2009
Eric Swenson 115.1 1984
Donnie Bivins 108.0 1996
Strikeouts
Dan Wright 119 2009
Everton Griffiths 110 1996
Mike Thirstino 109 1985
Enriques Baca 101 2002
Travis Osborn 96 2003
Brant St. Louis 96 2000
Everton Griffiths 96 1995
Individual Career Records
Games Played *
Greg Maslar 211 1998-01
Greg Brown 210 1999-03
Landon Thomas 209 1998-01
Jason Ten Eyck 207 2006-09
Adam Romer 201 1998-01
Beau McMillan 196 2001-04
Kyle Holloway 185 2007-10
Chad Crowe 184 2006-09
Brian Lee 178 1996-99
Rick Davis 175 2005-08
Games Started *
Greg Maslar 211 1998-01
Landon Thomas 208 1998-01
Greg Brown 201 1999-03
Jason Ten Eyck 196 2006-09
Beau McMillan 194 2001-04
Adam Romer 188 1998-01
Kyle Holloway 167 2007-10
Chad Crowe 165 2006-09
Matty Wess 162 1994-97
James Davis 158 1998-00
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INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
Batting Average (min. 300 at bats)
Nicolas Boisvert .419 2006-07
Brad Fairholm .404 1989-91
Douglas Toro .396 2008-09
Joe Arminio .392 2007-08
Augie Vivenzio .380 1990-91
Ed Sisko .376 1987-90
Daniel Flores .357 2008-09
George Branch .356 2002-03
Rich Ciufo .353 1986-89
John Zagaria .351 2002-05
Hits
Landon Thomas 275 1998-01
Beau McMillin 251 2001-04
Greg Maslar 245 1998-01
Adam Romer 224 1998-01
Rich Ciufo 218 1986-89
Jason Ten Eyck 217 2006-09
Greg Brown 205 1999-03
Steve Vizzo 201 1995-97
Ed Sisko 201 1987-90
Nicolas Boisvert 190 2006-07
James Davis 190 1998-00
At Bats
Landon Thomas 848 1998-01
Greg Maslar 808 1998-01
Beau McMillin 758 2001-04
Greg Brown 722 1999-03
Jason Ten Eyck 703 2006-09
Adam Romer 671 1998-01
Kyle Holloway 646 2007-10
Rich Ciufo 617 1986-89
Steve Vizzo 608 1995-97
James Davis 598 1998-00
Doubles
Gabe MacDougall 50 2007-09
Greg Brown 50 1999-03
Beau McMillin 49 2001-04
Adam Romer 42 1998-01
Steve Vizzo 42 1995-97
James Davis 41 1998-00
Daniel Flores 40 2008-09
Jason Ten Eyck 40 2006-09
Rich Ciufo 38 1986-89
Nicolas Boisvert 37 2006-07
Triples
Nicolas Boisvert 10 2006-07
Tony Kurtz 10 1995-96
Jess Dinesen 9 1993-94
Ed Sisko 9 1987-90
Beau McMillin 8 2001-04
Adam Romer 8 1998-01
Jason Ten Eyck 7 2006-09
Landon Thomas 7 1998-01
Jay Zier 7 1990-91
Four Players with 6
Home Runs (20 or More)
Gabe MacDougall 39 2007-09
Ed Sisko 32 1987-90





Chris Chavez 27 2009-10
Rich Ciufo 27 1986-89
Beau McMillan 26 2001-04
George Branch 25 2002-03
Nicolas Boisvert 24 2006-07
Kyle Holloway 22 2007-10
Matty Wess 21 1994-97
Jason Ten Eyck 20 2006-09
Total Bases *
Beau McMillan 394 2001-04
Gabe MacDougall 358 2007-09
Ed Sisko 352 1987-90
Rich Ciufo 347 1986-89
Jason Ten Eyck 331 2006-09
Landon Thomas 330 1998-01
Nicolas Boisvert 319 2006-07
Greg Maslar 317 1998-01
Adam Romer 309 1998-01
Matty Wess 290 1994-97
Steve Vizzo 287 1995-97
Slugging Percentage (Min. 300 at bats) *
Nicolas Boisvert .703 (319-454) 2006-07
Joe Arminio .675 (274-406) 2007-08
Ed Sisko .653 (352-539) 1987-90
Gabe MacDougall .652 (358-549) 2007-09
Max Tripodi .634 (194-306) 1988-89
Chris Chavez .626 (268-428) 2009-10
George Branch .602 (259-430) 2002-03
Andy Boli .597 (190-318) 1984-85
Douglas Toro .590 (249-422) 2008-09
Daniel Flores .580 (229-395) 2008-09
Runs Batted In
Ed Sisko 174 1987-90
Gabe MacDougall 167 2007-09
Rich Ciufo 147 1986-89
Greg Maslar 135 1998-01
Greg Brown 132 1999-03
Chris Chavez 131 2009-10
Joe Arminio 130 2007-08
Jason Ten Eyck 127 2006-09
Beau McMillan 119 2001-04
Kyle Holloway 118 2007-10
Runs Scored
Beau McMillan 200 2001-04
Landon Thomas 181 1998-01
Jason Ten Eyck 160 2006-09
Greg Maslar 156 1998-01
Ed Sisko 155 1987-90
Gabe MacDougall 153 2007-09
Mike Berg 147 1986-89
Rich Ciufo 146 1986-89
James Davis 142 1998-00
Nicolas Boisvert 135 2006-07
Walks
Mike Berg 123 1986-89
Beau McMillan 116 2001-04
Jason Ten Eyck 113 2006-09
Adam Romer 106 1998-01
Matt Bekoff 102 1996-97
James Davis 97 1998-00





Landon Thomas 96 1998-01
Greg Brown 96 1999-03
Chad Crowe 92 2006-09
On Base Percentage (min. 300 plate appearances) *
Nicolas Boisvert .514 2006-07
Douglas Toro .510 2008-09
Matt Bekoff .481 1996-97
Joe Arminio .476 2007-08
Daniel Flores .468 2008-09
Ed Sisko .467 1987-90
Max Tripodi .449 1988-89
Gabe MacDougall .448 2007-09
Pete Pappas .434 1984-85
Michael Zody .431 1999-01
Stolen Bases
Beau McMillan 77 2001-04
Brad Fairholm 66 1989-91
Landon Thomas 62 1998-01
Nicolas Boisvert 55 2006-07
Douglas Toro 53 2008-09
Jason Ten Eyck 52 2006-09
Jay Zier 51 1990-91
J.J. Blunt 49 1993-96
Mike Berg 42 1986-89
Three Players with 39
Stolen Base Attempts *
Beau McMillan 97 2001-04
Landon Thomas 79 1998-01
Brad Fairholm 75 1989-91
J.J. Blunt 65 1993-96
Douglas Toro 63 2008-09
Nicolas Boisvert 62 2006-07
Jay Zier 60 1990-91
Jason Ten Eyck 58 2006-09
Greg Maslar 54 1998-01
Tony Kurtz 50 1995-96
Sacrifice Flies *
Tony Di Benedetto 15 1985-88
Adam Romer 14 1998-01
Jason Ten Eyck 13 2006-09
James Davis 13 1998-00
Ed Sisko 13 1987-90
Chris Chavez 11 2009-10
Beau McMillan 10 2001-04
Steve Vizzo 10 1995-97
Kyle Holloway 9 2007-10
Carlos Portilla 9 2002-03
Greg Brown 9 1999-03
Sacrifice Hits *
Brian DeFrancisco 18 1993, 95
Matty Wess 15 1994-97
John Zagaria 14 2004-05
Greg Brown 14 1999-03
Einar Atencio 14 2009-10
Jason Ten Eyck 13 2006-09
Adam Romer 13 1998-01
Landon Thomas 13 1998-01
JJ Blunt 13 1993-96
Chad Crowe 12 2006-09
Hit By Pitch *
Gabe MacDougall 43 2007-09
Tommy Tickenoff 30 2005-06
Michael Zody 29 1999-01
Daniel Flores 27 2008-09
Greg Maslar 26 1998-01
Jimmy Bacon 25 2005-06
Brian Lee 25 1996-99
JJ Blunt 24 1993-96
Juan Colon 23 2001-03
Chad Crowe 22 2006-09
Putouts *
Greg Brown 1,247 1999-03
Brian Lee 1,092 1996-99
Kyle Holloway 998 2007-10
Chris Chavez 880 2009-10
George Brandner 874 2004-06
Joe Arminio 810 2007-08
57
Roger Vazquez 721 2001-02
Billy Olivieri 628 1995-97
George Kellert 505 1995
Landon Thomas 473 1998-01
Assists *
Chad Crowe 491 2006-09
James Davis 457 1998-00
Rob Rizzo 398 1998-01
Jack Bade 386 1995-96
Rick Davis 363 2005-08
Matt Bekoff 270 1996-97
Steve Vizzo 265 1995-97
Adam Romer 264 1998-01
Brian DeFrancisco 259 1993, 95
Total Chances *
Greg Brown 1,460 1999-03
Brian Lee 1,205 1996-99
Kyle Holloway 1,189 2007-10
Chris Chavez 950 2009-10
George Brandner 946 2004-06
Chad Crowe 906 2006-09
Joe Arminio 903 2007-08
James Davis 822 1998-00
Beau McMillan 807 2001-04
Roger Vazquez 772 2001-02
Fielding Percentage (min. 400 chances)
George Kellert .989 (505-27-3) 1995
George Brandner .989 (874-61-11) 2004-06
Jason Ten Eyck .988 (380-16-5) 2006-09
Chris Chavez .987 (880-58-12) 2009-10
Billy Olivieri .987 (628-39-9) 1995-97
Brian Lee .984 (1,092-94-19) 1996-99
Greg Brown .982 (948-150-20) 1999-02
Kyle Holloway .979 (998-166-25) 2007-10
Joe Arminio .977 (810-72-21) 2007-08
Greg Meyer .974 (394-20-11) 1999-00
Most Caught Stealing by
Kyle Holloway 83 2007-10
Greg Brown 57 1999-03
Joel Burnett 25 2004-08
Brant St. Louis 25 1998-01
Donovan O’Dowd 22 2004-05
Tommy Tickenoff 20 2005-06
Daniel Rouah 15 2006-10
Travis Osborn 15 2003-05
Rob Rizzo 15 1998-01
Steve Somers 14 2006-09
Appearances *
Craig Sheets 87 2005-08
Adam Lopez 73 2000-02
Nick Brown 71 2003-07
Jesse Kapellusch 70 1997-01
Jesse Beesley 67 2000-03
Brian Mahler 64 1998-01
Jeff Spicer 60 2000-03
Dave Clark 59 1986-89
Erik Crawford 58 2003-07
Jay Brandt 57 1996-00
Games Started *
Brant St. Louis 53 1998-01
Joel Burnett 37 2004-08
Daniel Rouah 34 2006-10
Rob Rizzo 34 1998-01
Travis Osborn 33 2003-05
Everton Griffiths 32 1995-96
Dan Wright 29 2009-10
Lonnie Patterson 29 2006-07
Donnie Bivins 29 1996-97
Tommy Kahnle 26 2009-10
David Berger 26 1996-97
Wins
Donnie Bivins 23 1996-97
Al Lombardi 21 1984-86
Brant St. Louis 20 1998-01
Mike Thirstino 20 1984-85
Rick Schanzle 19 1986-89
Dan Wright 18 2009-10
INDIVIDUAL RECORDS
58
Dave Berger 18 1996-97
Rob Rizzo 17 1998-01
Joel Burnett 16 2004-08
Brian Mahler 16 1998-01
Earned Run Average (min. 100 IP)
Robb Brooks 2.76 (163 IP) 1994-95
Donnie Bivins 2.77 (253.1 IP) 1996-97
Cliff Garlick 3.15 (100 IP) 1993-95
Craig Sheets 3.26 (201.2 IP) 2005-08
Enriques Baca 3.49 (142 IP) 2001-02
Mike Shea 3.52 (179 IP) 1993-95
Joe Osche 3.53 (145.1 IP) 1993-94
Dan Wright 3.56 (199.2 IP) 2009-10
Carmino Mazza 3.58 (100.2 IP) 1993-94
Everton Griffiths 3.65 (194.2 IP) 1995-96
Complete Games
Donnie Bivins 20 1996-97
Rick Schanzle 18 1986-89
David Berger 10 1996-97
Cliff Garlick 9 1993-94
Joe Osche 9 1993-94
Dave Clark 9 1986-89
Al Lombardi 9 1984-86
Mike Shea 8 1993-95
Dan Wright 7 2009-10
Four Players with 6
Shutouts (complete games only)
Dan Wright 3 2009-10
David Berger 3 1996-97
Cliff Garlick 3 1993-94
Tommy Kahnle 2 2009-10
Adam Lopez 2 2000-03
Rich Westover 2 1996
Joe Osche 2 1993-94
12 players with 1
Saves
Craig Sheets 19 2005-08
Jesse Kapellusch 15 1997-01
John Schulz 12 2000-03
Jesse Beesley 8 2000-02
Robb Brooks 7 1994-95
Dave Clark 7 1986-89
Tommy Kahnle 5 2009-10
Five Players with 4
Innings Pitched
Brant St. Louis 317.1 1998-01
Rich Schanzle 268.1 1986-89
Donnie Bivins 253.1 1996-97
Mike Thirstino 244.1 1984-85
Adam Lopez 241.0 2000-03
Dave Clark 232.2 1986-89
David Berger 229.2 1996-97
Al Lombardi 225.1 1984-86
Joel Burnett 222.2 2004-08
Rob Rizzo 209.2 1998-01
Strikeouts
Brant St. Louis 289 1998-01
Everton Griffiths 206 1995-96
Rick Schanzle 190 1986-89
Mike Thirstino 185 1984-85
Dan Wright 177 2009-10
Travis Osborn 176 2003-05
Rob Rizzo 176 1998-01
Craig Sheets 165 2005-08
Brian Mahler 165 1998-01
Adam Lopez 162 2000-03
K/9 Inning (Min. 100 IP)
Everton Griffiths 9.52 1995-96
Tommy Kahnle 9.23 2009-10
Enriques Baca 8.43 2001-02
Jesse Beesley 8.20 2000-03
Brant St. Louis 8.20 1998-01
Jesse Kappellusch 8.06 1997-01
Dan Wright 7.98 2009-10
Roger Kenner 7.71 1998-00
Jay Brandt 7.65 1996-00
Travis Osborn 7.55 2003-05






30 vs. Florida Memorial 03/02/99
28 vs. Florida Memorial 02/07/89
27 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
24 vs. Dominican 03/07/06
23 vs. St. Thomas 02/01/09
22 at Barry 03/22/03
22 vs. South Carolina-Aiken 02/06/99
Hits
27 vs. Florida Memorial 03/02/99
25 at Florida Southern 02/11/96
23 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
23 at North Florida (2nd) 05/01/97
22 vs. Winona State 03/01/09
22 at Barry 03/22/03
21 at Palm Beach Atlantic 04/18/07
21 vs. Dominican 03/07/06
21 vs. Mercyhurst 02/24/02
21 vs. Mercy 02/16/01
21 vs. Belmont Abbey 02/11/00
21 vs. Lewis 03/07/98
At Bats
50 at Florida Southern 02/06/97
50 at Florida Southern 02/11/96
49 at Palm Beach Atlantic 04/18/07
49 at Barry 02/07/03
48 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
48 vs. Dominican 03/07/06
47 vs. Belmont Abbey 02/11/00
Doubles
8 vs. Barry 04/10/96
7 vs. Adelphi 03/09/09
7 vs. St. Tomas 04/15/08
7 vs. Rollins 04/28/07
7 vs. Florida Memorial 03/02/99
6 at nova Southeastern 05/08/10
6 at Barry 03/21/03
6 vs. Tri-State 03/05/03
6 vs. Wingate 03/08/02
6 at Barry 02/02/97
5 many times
Triples
3 vs. Mercryhurst 02/24/02
3 vs. Drew (1st) 03/15/96
2 many times
Home Runs
6 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
6 vs. Saint Leo 03/29/08
5 vs. Winona State 03/01/09
5 vs. Columbus State 02/07/09
5 vs. Philadelphia 03/04/06
5 vs. Florida Southern 04/11/03
4 17 times
Total Bases
48 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
42 vs. Florida Memorial 03/02/99
41 vs. Winona State 03/01/09
41 vs. Mercyhurst 02/24/02
39 at Palm Beach Atlantic 04/18/07
39 at Barry 03/22/03
39 at Florida Southern 02/11/96
38 vs. Rollins 05/04/03
Runs Batted In
30 vs. Florida Memorial 03/02/99
24 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 04/15/08
21 vs. Dominican 03/07/06
20 vs. St. Thomas (Fla.) 02/01/09
20 at Barry 03/22/03
20 vs. Mercy 02/16/01
20 vs. South Carolina-Aiken 02/06/99
Walks
15 vs. Bloomfield 03/11/09
14 at Nova Southeastern 02/02/06
12 at Palm Beach Atlantic 02/19/08
60
TEAM RECORDS
12 vs. Bloomfield 03/12/07
12 at Valdosta St. 02/03/07
11 vs. Mercyhurst 02/22/08
11 at Saint Leo 05/01/99
11 vs. South Carolina-Aiken 02/06/99
11 at Nova Southeastern 04/14/98
11 vs. Montevallo 02/07/04
Strikeouts
19 at Florida Southern 02/06/97
17 vs. Rollins 02/20/04
16 at Tampa 02/10/06
14 vs. Barry 02/18/05
14 at Tampa 01/31/02
Stolen Bases
11 vs. Florida Tech (1st) 03/02/02
11 vs. Mercy 02/19/02
8 vs. Mercyhurst 02/22/02
7 vs. Tampa 05/14/09
7 vs. Bloomfield 03/12/07
7 vs. Tri-State 03/05/03
7 vs. Grinnell 03/24/96
Stolen Base Attempts
11 vs. Florida Tech (1st) 03/02/02
11 vs. Mercy 02/19/02
10 at Eckerd 03/25/06
9 vs. Mercyhurst 02/22/02
8 vs. Northwood 04/10/95
8 vs. Dowling 02/23/95
8 vs. Indiana Wesleyan 03/10/94
Hit By Pitch *
6 vs. Concordia (N.Y.) 03/03/10
6 at Satin Leo 03/21/09
6 vs. Dowling 03/03/06
6 vs. Florida Tech 03/25/05
6 vs. Lewis 03/05/99
6 vs. Florida Southern 02/23/97
6 vs. Emmanuel 05/11/95
5 at Eckerd 03/09/08
5 vs. Mercy 02/21/00
5 at Florida Tech 03/28/99
5 at Barry 02/02/97
Putouts
42 at Florida Southern 02/06/97
37 vs. Valdosta State 02/21/03
36 vs. Rollins 05/04/03
36 vs. Florida Tech 03/01/02
36 vs. Barry 04/08/01
36 vs. Tampa 04/15/00
36 vs. Lewis 03/07/00
36 vs. Eckerd 04/04/99
Assists
23 vs. Ashland 03/13/97
23 at St. Thomas 02/15/95
22 vs. Monmouth 03/19/94
21 vs. Mercyhurst 02/28/07
20 vs. Columbus State 02/08/09
20 vs. Lewis 03/04/01
20 vs. Barry 04/01/97






8 at St. Thomas 04/03/02
8 at Rollins (1st) 03/23/02
8 vs. Florida Southern 03/21/99
7 at St. Thomas 04/18/06
7 at Northwood 04/24/95
Innings Pitched
14.0 at Florida Southern 02/06/97
12.1 vs Valdosta State 02/21/03
12.0 vs. Rollins 05/04/03
12.0 vs. Florida Tech 03/01/02
12.0 vs. Barry 04/08/01
12.0 vs. Tampa 04/15/00
12.0 vs. Lewis 03/07/00
12.0 vs. Eckerd 04/04/99
Hits Allowed
32 vs. UMass-Lowell 03/15/10
32 vs. Florida Southern 05/05/07
24 vs. Saint Leo (1st) 05/05/98
23 vs. Providence 03/03/98
22 vs. Michigan State 03/06/01
22 vs. Presbyterian (1st) 02/21/98
22 vs. Wesleyan 03/18/96
22 vs. Florida Tech 02/17/96
Runs Allowed
29 vs. UMass-Lowell 03/15/10
25 vs. Florida Southern (2nd) 05/05/07
24 vs. Tampa 02/16/07
23 vs. Michigan State 03/06/01
22 at Nova Southeastern 03/31/99
21 vs. Florida Southern (1st) 05/05/07
20 at Saint Leo 03/21/09
20 at Nova Southeastern 04/08/06
20 vs. Saint Leo (1st) 05/05/98
20 vs. Providence 03/03/98
20 vs. Presbyterian (1st) 02/21/98
20 at Nova Southeastern 02/04/97
Earned Runs Allowed
24 vs. Florida Southern (2nd) 05/05/07
21 vs. Michigan State 03/06/01
19 vs. Newberry (02/06/10)
19 at Barry 03/07/09
19 vs. Tampa 02/16/07
19 vs. Presbyterian (1st) 02/21/98
18 vs. Florida Southern (1st) 05/05/07
18 at Miami 02/17/98
17 vs. UMass-Lowell 03/15/10
17 vs. Tampa 04/22/06
17 vs. Saint Leo (2nd) 05/05/98
17 at Florida Tech 04/12/98
Strikeouts
17 at Florida Tech 04/25/09
16 vs. Florida Tech 03/17/00
15 vs. Florida Tech 03/01/02
15 vs. Palm Beach Atlantic 02/17/99
15 at Palm Beach Atlantic 02/24/98
14 at Saint Leo 04/06/07
14 vs. Florida Gulf Coast 05/06/05
14 at Barry 04/29/02





14 vs. Mercy 02/19/00
14 vs. Providence 03/03/98
14 vs. Florida Memorial 02/02/96
Walks
16 at Florida Tech 04/12/98
15 at Barry 03/07/09
15 at Rollins 02/07/99
12 vs. Barry 04/03/98
12 at Eckerd 03/29/98
12 vs. Lewis 03/07/98
12 vs. Florida Memorial 04/17/96
12 vs. Dowling 02/23/95
















































































































































































































































































Frank Abatino  . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Adrian Acevedo  . . . . . . . . . . .2005-06
Ryan Additon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-08
Marcus Aldrige  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Dave Anderson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Alex Anguiano  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Chris Applegate  . . . . . . . . . . .1991-92
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-08
Einar Atencio  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-10
B
Enriques Baca  . . . . . . . . . . . .2001-02
Jimmy Bacon  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-06
Jake Bade  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995-96
James Baker  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997-98
Jerry Baker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Matt Baker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Jon Banner  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Roddy Barnes  . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-00
Adam Barnhart  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Kevin Barrett  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Anthony Basoco  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997
Robert Bedard  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Jesse Beesley  . . . . . . . . . . . .2000-03
Matt Bekoff  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Tony Bellinato  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Cedric Bennett  . . . . . . . . . . .2005-06
Kyle Bennett  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
Mike Berg  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-89
David Berger  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Rocco Bergin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Anthony Billisi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Donnie Bivins . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Nicholas Bleau  . . . . . . . . . . .2006-08
J.J. Blunt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-96
Lou Bodmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . . . . . . . .2006-07
Andy Boli  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-85
Bob Boser  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Karl Bonawitz  . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94
George Branch  . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
George Brandner . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
Jay Brandt  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-00
Johnny Broderick  . . . . . . .2010-pres
Robb Brooks  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994-95
Michael Browdy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
Deron Brown  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991-92
Gary Brown  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Greg Brown  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-03
Nick Brown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003-07
Scott Bruce  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Mark Bubeck  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-98
Kyle Buerosse  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Joel Burnett  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-08
Dave Burns  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
C
John Cagney  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
Mark Campson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Anthony Caponigro  . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Jose Caraballo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Damien Carapella  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
Chris Cardenas  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Leo Carrillo  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-pres
Matt Chadwell  . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94
Chris Chavez  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-10
Jason Chehova  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Joe Cifune  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Kevin Cincimino  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
Rich Ciufo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-89
Dave Clark  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-89
Steve Collins  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-02
Juan Colon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001-03
Joe Conely  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Chris Conklin  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Steve Connelly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Jimmy Conover  . . . . . . . . . . .2001-02
Mike Conover  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Mike Cornell . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-87
Mike Costa  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Joe Cox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-07
Eric Crawford  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003-07
Jeremiah Creech . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Cale Crews . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Chad Crowe  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-09
David Custons  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997
D
James Davis  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-00
Rick Davis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-08
Brian DeFrancisco  . . . . .1991-93, 95
Steve De La Torre  . . . . . . . . .2007-08
Dan Derks  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Dane Derstine . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Alberto Destrade  . . . . . . . . .2004-06.
Jeff Devlin  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94
Bo Diaz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001
Tony Di Benedetto  . . . . . . . . .1985-88
Ryan Digiose  . . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
John Dillon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Jess Dinesen  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94
Francisco Dinzey  . . . . . . . . . .2003-04
Dan Durkin  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988-89
E-F
Lance Egnatz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Danny Eilers  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Evan Ellison  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-10
Keith Elrod  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989-90
Andrew Fabian  . . . . . . . . . .2009-pres
Brad Fairholm  . . . . . . . . . . . .1989-92
Gordie Fairholm . . . . . . . . . . .1986-88
Bill Fannizzi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985-86
Joe Ferguson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
Joe Ferrara  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Justin Figart . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Daniel Flores  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Doug Forrester  . . . . . . . . . . .1989-92
Brad Foutch  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-09
Greg Franklin  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Glen Frantangelo . . . . . . . . . .2001-03
Brian Freivogel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Eric Fuller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Ben Fulton  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1997-98
G
Justin Garcia  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-08
David Gariepy  . . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
Cliff Garlick  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-96
Ricardo Gerena  . . . . . . . . . . .2006-07
Kevin Giaccone  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Sal Giardina . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-86
Rick Gigliotti . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-87
Carl Gorman  . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-pres
Tim Graziano  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995-96
Dan Green  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-08
Bryon Gribbons  . . . . . . . . . . .1999-02
Everton Griffiths  . . . . . . . . . .1995-96
Mike Guerrero  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Tom Guillot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94




Jackson Harris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Sean Harvey  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-10
Billy Haskell  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
Allen Hatfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
David Herrero  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Danny Herzog  . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Stephen Hobbs . . . . . . . . . . .1995, 97
Kyle Holloway . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-10
Dean Hooker  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Billy Horn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Dax Hughs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Dom Iagrossi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Don Jackson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Mike Jacobs  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Austin Johnson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Brian Jolley  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Brett Jones  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-99
Sam Jones  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-pres
K
Tommy Kahnle . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-10
Jesse Kapellusch . . . . . . . . . .1997-01
Jared Katzman  . . . . . . . . . . .2002-04
George Kellert  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Roger Kenner  . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-00
Dan Kocak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Chris Koppenhaver  . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Clint Kovach . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-99
Doug Krupit  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Karl Kuhn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Tony Kurtz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995-96
Jim Kwiatkowski  . . . . . . . . . .1986-87
L
Chris Labie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991-94
Joe Lakey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Harrison Lam  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Kevin Lane  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Bob LaRocca  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Billy Lawson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Sixto Leal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001
Brian Lee  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-99
John Letter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988-91
Tim Letter  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988-89
Joe Leo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
Tom Lewis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Raymond Leyva  . . . . . . . . . . .2002-06
Joe Licata  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Bobby Lindsay  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999
Mike Litrento  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-09
Nick Loccisano  . . . . . . . . . . .1985-86
Al Lombardi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-86
Adam Lopez . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000-03
M
Gabe MacDougall  . . . . . . . . .2007-09
Jazz Machin  . . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Brian Mahler  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Andrew Majoros . . . . . . . . . . .2006-07
Brandon Mann  . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
Mark Margolis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Nick Mariniello  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Felix Martinez  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Mike Marziliano  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Greg Maslar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Paddy Matera  . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Carmino Mazza  . . . . . . . . . . .1993-94
Ryan Melia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Johnny Membreno  . . . . . . . .2009-10
Mark Menahem . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
Tyler Mesmer . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
John McCormack  . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Jay McCoy  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Dan McDermott  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Mike McDevitt  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Rich McKnight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Beau McMillan  . . . . . . . . . . .2001-04
Richie McVey . . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Mark Menahem . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
Michael Mendez  . . . . . . . . . .1998-99
Scott Merz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985-87
Tyler Mesmer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Greg Meyer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-00
Aaron Miller  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
Brian Miller  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001
George Mills  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Rob Moon  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986
Ryan Moore . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Anier Morales  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Nolan Mulligan  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Jim Mury  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987
N-O-P
Matt Noble  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Chris Noodt  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Bobby Nunn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-07
Donovan O’Dowd . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Billy Olivieri  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995-97
Travis Osborn . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003-05
Joe Osche  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991-94
Pete Pappas  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Matt Parke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Seane Parker  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996-97
Lonnie Patterson  . . . . . . . . . .2006-07
Michael Pedersen  . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Paul Pederson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Rich Pepio  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Gabriel Perez  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-10
Raymond Perez  . . . . . . . . . . .2004-05
Joel Perlmutter  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Mike Perullo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Jeff Petak  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Donnie Peterson  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Eric Pfefer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Chris Piperno  . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Alan Pitman  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001-02
Carlos Portilla  . . . . . . . . . . . .2002-03
Q-R
Michael Quijano  . . . . . . . . . .1996-98
Ted Quinn  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-pres
Jan Ramos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-00
Bryan Ready  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Tyler Ricci  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Kevin Rickert  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Travis Rios  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Frank Rivas  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Rob Rizzo  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Mark Rizzuto  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988-89
Patrick Roedel . . . . . . . . . . .2010-pres
Michael Romeo  . . . . . . . . . . .2003-06
Adam Romer  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Joe Roselli  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-09
Daniel Rouah . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-10
Dan Rovetto  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007-08
Lee Rzepinski  . . . . . . . . . . . .1989-92
S
Billy Sabinson  . . . . . . . . . . . .1997-98




Rich Schanzle  . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-89
John Schulz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000-04
Bobby Scott  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-06
Mike Scott  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2001-04
Casey Sedley  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Alex Sender  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988
Carmen Serbio  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Rob Shalhoub  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Ryan Sharman  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Mike Shea  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-95
Craig Sheets  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-08
Joe Silva  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Jamie Siminski  . . . . . . . . . . .2000-01
Ed Sisko  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1987-90
Kip Skibicki  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2010
Darrell Smith  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Chris Snow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005-08
Sasha Snyder  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1994
Steve Somers  . . . . . . . . . . . .2006-09
Joe Somma  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-85
Brian Sommer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Jim Soricelli  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1986-89
Jeff Spicer  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000-03
Brant Spring  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2005
Brant St. Louis . . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Justin Steinbach  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2004
Rob Steinberg  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989
Bobby Stephens  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
John Stromski  . . . . . . . . . . . .1987-88
Sonny Sudler  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Andy Sullivan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Tom Sutaris  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Dan Swartz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993-95
Steve Swartz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Eric Swenson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1984
Jeremy Szpilka . . . . . . . . . . . .2004-06
T
Brandon Tegano  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Jason Ten Eyck  . . . . . . . . . . .2006-09
Brett Thaler  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2006
Mike Thirstino  . . . . . . . . . . . .1984-86
Landon Thomas . . . . . . . . . . .1998-01
Tommy Tickenoff  . . . . . . . . . .2005-06
Douglas Toro  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2008-09
Ron Travis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989-92
Max Tripodi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1988-89
Carl Trovato  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Ryan Trueblood  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Dale Tuccio  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985-87
U-V
Sandro Valencia  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995
Nic Varsi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2000
Roger Vazquez . . . . . . . . . . . .2001-02
Augie Vivenzio  . . . . . . . . . . . .1990-91
David Vizzi  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Steve Vizzo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1995-97
Don Voight  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985
Scott Vrabel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1985-86
W
Ed Wagner  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Dan Walder  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1998
William Wallis  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Mark Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990
Jeff Weigel  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1993
Matty Wess  . . . . . . . . . . .1994, 96-97
Wessendorf  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1991
Rich Westover  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1996
Trevor Wilson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Cliff Wisdom  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990-91
Dan Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009-10
Y-Z
Dennis Yunes . . . . . . . . . . . . .1989-91
John Zagaria  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003-05
Billy Zbacnik  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2003
Jay Zier  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1990-91
Michael Zody  . . . . . . . . . . . . .1999-01
Current Players in Bold




School Meet W L T Meet
Adelphi 2005 4 0 0 2009
Alabama-Huntsville 2004 0 1 0 2004
Albany St. 2006 1 0 0 2006
Ashland 1995 5 3 0 2005
Auburn-Montgomery 1996 1 2 0 1996
Barry$ 1985 38 49 3 2010
Barton 2008 3 0 0 2008
Belmont Abbey 2000 2 0 0 2009
Benedict 1996 1 0 0 1996
Berry 2003 1 0 0 2003
Bloomfield 2003 7 0 0 2009
Boston University 1994 2 0 0 1994
Bridgeport 1999 3 1 0 2001
Brown 1993 3 1 0 1997
Catawba 2006 0 1 0 2006
Columbus St. 2007 3 4 0 2010
Concordia (N.Y.) 1999 12 5 0 2010
Delta State 2010 1 0 1 2010
Detroit Mercy 1995 0 1 0 1995
Dominican 1994 4 0 0 2006
Dowling 1993 4 1 0 2009
Drew 1996 2 0 0 1996
Eckerd 1995 27 16 0 2010
Edward Waters 1993 3 0 0 1993
Embry-Riddle% 1990 6 1 0 1996
Emmanuel 1995 1 0 0 1995
Emporia State 2009 1 0 0 2009
Faulkner 1996 1 0 0 1996
Felician 2006 1 0 0 2006
Findlay 1993 5 1 0 1998
Flagler 1993 8 7 0 2009
Florida Atlantic 1993 1 3 0 2010
Florida Gulf Coast 2004 8 7 0 2007
Florida International$ 1984 1 16 0 1996
Florida Memorial 1993 17 3 0 2002
Florida Southern$ 1984 19 46 0 2010
Florida Tech 1993 33 27 0 2010
Franklin Pierce 2007 4 0 0 2010
Georgia College and State 1995 0 2 0 2003
Georgia Southwestern 2009 2 0 0 2010
Grinnell 1996 1 0 0 1996
Harvard 2005 0 2 0 2006
Illinois-Chicago 2004 1 0 0 2004
Illinois State 1997 0 1 0 1997
Indiana Wesleyan 1993 3 0 0 1994
Kean 1997 1 0 0 1997
Kent State 1999 1 0 0 2000
LaSalle 2002 1 0 0 2002
Lewis 1993 23 7 0 2007
Mansfield 2009 1 0 0 2009
Marian 1995 4 0 0 1996
Mars Hill 2004 4 0 0 2006
Mercy 1993 10 0 0 2004
Mercyhurst 2000 18 6 0 2010
Miami$ 1989 0 3 0 2000
Michigan State 1996 2 2 0 2001
Millersville 2002 1 0 0 2002
Molloy 2006 4 1 0 2010
Monmouth 1994 0 2 0 1994
First Last
School Meet W L T Meet
Montclair State 1996 2 0 0 1997
Montevallo 2001 0 2 0 2004
Newberry 2007 2 1 0 2010
Niagara 1998 0 0 1 1998
Northeastern 1994 0 1 0 1994
Northwood (FL) 1993 18 4 0 2001
Northwood (MI) 1999 1 0 0 2000
North Alabama 2001 1 0 0 2001
North Florida 1993 4 8 0 2004
Nova Southeastern$ 1984 39 45 0 2010
Paine 2009 1 0 0 2009
Palm Beach Atlantic 1993 22 15 0 2010
Philadelphia 2006 1 0 0 2006
Post 2008 1 0 0 2008
Presbyterian 1998 3 5 0 2006
Princeton 1995 1 0 0 1995
Providence 1998 0 1 0 1998
Rollins 1993 24 35 0 2010
Rowan 1993 4 5 0 1998
Saint Leo 1997 20 31 0 2010
Saint Rose 2008 1 0 0 2008
St. Andrews 1999 3 0 0 2000
St. Bonaventure 2005 0 1 0 2005
St. Joseph’s 1994 1 1 1 1996
St. Thomas 1993 19 28 0 2010
Southern Connecticut St. 2007 3 1 0 2008
SIU-Edwardsville 1998 0 1 0 1998
Slippery Rock 1993 1 1 0 1996
Southern Arkansas 2009 1 0 0 2009
Southern Maine 1993 2 1 0 1995
South Carolina-Aiken 1995 6 8 0 2010
Spring Arbor 1996 1 0 0 1996
Tampa$ 1993 21 53 0 2010
Trenton State 1995 1 0 0 1995
Trinity International 1994 5 0 0 2000
Tri-State 2003 1 0 0 2003
Tusculm College 2005 1 1 0 2006
Univ. of Sciences 2004 1 0 0 2004
Univ. of Mass.-Lowell 2007 1 1 0 2010
Valdosta State 1995 3 5 0 2007
Villanova 2000 1 0 0 2000
Warner Southern 1993 3 3 0 1994
Wayne State 2000 1 0 0 2000
Webber International 1994 3 0 0 1994
Wesleyan 1996 1 0 0 1996
West Alabama 2010 1 3 0 2010
West Chester 2009 1 0 0 2009
West Florida 1995 1 2 0 1995
Western Connecticut 1993 2 0 0 1995
William Paterson 1994 5 1 0 2003
Wilmington 2000 2 0 0 2005
Wingate 2001 2 1 0 2002
Winona State 2008 2 4 0 2010
$ -- Complete Record
% -- Complete Since 1990




SSC Record: 6-18 (8th)
Date Opponents Result
02/04 Delta State W 6-4
02/05 Delta State T 6-6
02/06 Newberry W 16-12
02/06 Newberry L 7-19
02/12 South Carolina-Aiken W 9-5
02/13 South Carolina-Aiken W 8-7
02/14 South Carolina-Aiken L 8-13
02/19 West Alabama L 4-13
02/20 West Alabama L 4-5
02/20 West Alabama W 4-3
02/21 West Alabama L 6-11
02/23 Mercyhurst W 10-7
02/26 at Georgia Southwestern W 9-6
02/27 at Columbus State L 2-5
02/27 at Columbus State L 2-3
02/28 at Columbus State L 7-19
03/03 Concordia (N.Y.) W 21-7
03/06 Winona State L 4-10
03/07 Winona State L 6-10
03/09 at Palm Beach Atlantic L 7-8
03/13 Saint Leo * L 7-9
03/13 Saint Leo * W 7-0
03/14 Saint Leo * L 11-13
03/15 UMass-Lowell L 3-29
03/17 Franklin Pierce W 9-6
03/18 Molloy L 5-17
03/19 Tampa * L 9-13
03/20 Tampa * L 2-10
03/20 Tampa * L 3-6
03/23 St. Thomas (Fla.) L 1-3
03/26 at Palm Beach Atlantic L 3-4
03/27 Palm Beach Atlantic L 10-17
03/27 Palm Beach Atlantic L 5-7
04/01 at Rollins * L 3-4
04/02 at Rollins * L 0-6
04/02 at Rollins * L 0-5
04/06 at Palm Beach Atlantic W 8-4
04/09 at Florida Southern * L 12-16
04/10 at Florida Southern * L 3-4
04/10 at Florida Southern * L 2-3
04/13 at Florida Atlantic L 4-7
04/16 Florida Tech * L 4-8
04/17 Florida Tech * W 4-3
04/17 Florida Tech * W 8-5
04/20 at St. Thomas (Fla.) L 1-6
04/23 at Eckerd * W 5-3
04/24 at Eckerd * W 11-9
04/24 at Eckerd * L 1-13
05/01 Barry * L 7-16
05/02 Barry * L 2-6
05/02 Barry * W 2-1
05/07 at Nova Southeastern * L 7-12
05/08 at Nova Southeastern * L 6-16
05/08 at Nova Southeastern * 3-16
2009
Overall Record: 46-16
SSC Record 14-10 (4th)
NCAA Division II 
National Champions
Date Opponent Result
02/01 St. Thomas (Fla.) W 23-7
02/02 @ St. Thomas (Fla.) W 4-2
02/07 Columbus State W 16-15
02/07 Columbus State W 6-3
02/08 Columbus State W 6-4
02/12 @ Georgia Southwestern W 8-5
02/13 @ South Carolina-Aiken W 12-11
02/14 @ South Carolina-Aiken W 21-13
02/15 @ South Carolina-Aiken L 1-3
02/16 @ Paine W 14-2
02/20 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 6-0
02/21 Palm Beach Atlantic W 7-2
02/26 Mercyhurst W 11-2
02/28 Mansfield W 14-0
02/28 Winona State L 4-8
03/01 Winona State W 20-8
03/01 Mercyhurst L 6-10
03/03 Concordia (N.Y.) W 12-5
03/06 @ Barry * L 0-4
03/07 @ Barry * L 2-19
03/07 @ Barry * L 3-8
03/09 Adelphi W 19-10
03/11 Bloomsfield W 20-2
03/12 Nova Southeastern * W 1-0
03/14 Nova Southeastern * W 6-5
03/14 Nova Southeastern * W 5-1
03/16 Franklin Pierce W 9-5
03/17 Molloy W 15-8
03/20 @ Saint Leo * W 10-7
03/21 @ Saint Leo * L 6-12
03/21 @ Saint Leo * L 3-7
03/25 St. Thomas (Fla.) W 7-6
03/27 @ Tampa * L 5-10
03/28 @ Tampa * L 3-10
03/28 @ Tampa * W 5-4
04/01 Florida Tech L 5-6
04/03 @ Flagler W 18-4
04/04 @ Flagler L 2-5
04/04 @ Flagler W 5-0
04/07 Palm Beach Atlantic W 10-9
04/07 Palm Beach Atlantic W 12-9
04/09 Rollins * W 10-1
04/10 Rollins * W 10-9
04/10 Rollins * W 8-2
04/14 @ St. Thomas (Fla.) L 5-6
04/17 Florida Southern * W 3-2
04/17 Florida Southern * W 13-3
04/17 Florida Southern * W 15-7
04/25 @ Florida Tech * W 8-0
04/25 @ Florida Tech * L 0-7
04/26 @ Florida Tech * L 2-3
05/01 Eckerd * W 5-0
05/02 Eckerd W 3-2
05/02 Eckerd * L 2-6
05/14 vs. Tampa # W 11-8
05/15 @ Southern Arkansas # W 5-4
05/16 vs. Florida Southern # W 7-3
05/18 vs. Florida Southern # W 19-3
05/24 vs. West Chester ! W 7-3
05/26 vs. Dowling ! W 6-5
05/28 vs. Belmont Abbey ! W 7-5
05/30 vs. Emporia State ! W 2-1
2008
Overall Record: 33-19
SSC Record 12-10 (4th)
Date Opponent Result
02/01 Barton W 6-5
02/02 Barton W 10-1
02/02 Barton W 7-0
02/05 @ St. Thomas L 8-9
02/07 Nova Southeastern W 4-1
02/09 vs. Saint Leo W 7-4
02/15 @ South Carolina-Aiken L 3-9
02/16 @ South Carolina-Aiken L 8-9
02/17 @ South Carolina-Aiken L 6-7
02/19 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 5-1
02/22 Mercyhurst L 9-10
02/23 Mercyhurst W 8-2
02/23 Mercyhurst W 13-2
02/27 @ Florida Tech L 0-3
03/01 Winona State L 8-11
03/02 Winona State W 10-3
03/02 Saint Rose W 13-2
03/03 Bloomfield W 18-5
03/08 @ Eckerd * W 13-2
03/08 @ Eckerd * W 8-1
03/09 @ Eckerd * W 14-2
03/10 Molloy W 10-3
03/11 Post W 7-2
03/12 Adelphi W 7-6
03/14 Barry * L 4-16
03/15 Barry * W 11-1
03/16 Barry * W 8-6
03/18 Franklin Pierce W 10-8
03/19 S. Connecticut State W 9-4
03/21 @ Nova Southeastern * L 4-5
03/25 @ Palm Beach Atlantic L 2-5
03/28 Saint Leo * W 4-3
03/29 Saint Leo * W 13-4
03/29 Saint Leo * W 16-2
04/04 Tampa * L 3-6
04/05 Tampa * W 8-2
04/05 Tampa * L 5-6
04/08 Palm Beach Atlantic W 12-8
04/12 Flagler W 4-1
04/12 Flagler L 7-9
04/13 Flagler W 13-4
04/15 St. Thomas W 27-11
04/18 @ Rollins * W 8-7
04/19 @ Rollins * L 3-4
04/19 @ Rollins * L 8-10
04/22 Palm Beach Atlantic W 9-1
04/25 @ Florida Southern * L 6-11
04/26 @ Florida Southern * L 4-7
04/26 @ Florida Southern * W 10-6
05/06 Florida Tech * W 11-5
05/07 Florida Tech * L 3-12
05/07 Florida Tech * L 1-4
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
72




SSC Record 13-11 (4th)
Date Opponent Result
02/02 @ Valdosta St. L 1-3
02/02 @ Valdosta St. L 1-2
02/03 @ Valdosta St. W 10-2
02/06 Palm Beach Atlantic W 10-9
02/09 Palm Beach Atlantic W 16-4
02/10 vs. Columbus St. L 1-10
02/11 Valdosta St. L 8-9
02/16 Tampa L 2-24
02/17 Tampa L 5-8
02/17 Tampa L 4-8
02/20 St. Thomas W 10-2
02/24 S. Connecticut St. W 8-4
02/24 S. Connecticut St. W 10-2
02/25 S. Connecticut St. L 9-10
02/28 Mercyhurst W 6-2
03/01 Mercyhurst W 7-4
03/03 @ Nova Southeastern L 2-4
03/04 vs. Lewis W 15-3
03/06 Concordia W 14-0
03/07 Newberry W 2-1
03/09 @ Florida Tech* L 2-6
03/10 @ Florida Tech* L 2-3
03/10 @ Florida Tech* W 7-3
03/12 Bloomfield W 13-0
03/13 UMass-Lowell W 5-2
03/14 Molloy W 6-0
03/16 Eckerd* W 11-4
03/17 Eckerd* W 9-4
03/17 Eckerd* W 3-2
03/20 Franklin Pierce W 14-6
03/23 @ Barry* W 4-0
03/24 @ Barry* W 15-3
03/24 @ Barry* W 5-4
03/28 @ Palm Beach Atlantic L 6-11
03/30 Nova Southeastern* W 11-10
03/31 Nova Southeastern* L 5-8
03/31 Nova Southeastern* W 6-2
04/06 @ Saint Leo* L 6-7
04/07 @ Saint Leo* L 9-16
04/07 @ Saint Leo* L 2-6
04/10 Florida Tech W 8-2
04/13 @ Tampa* L 3-4
04/13 @ Tampa* W 6-4
04/13 @ Tampa* W 6-1
04/18 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 16-8
04/20 Florida Gulf Coast W 6-5
04/21 Florida Gulf Coast L 4-5
04/21 Florida Gulf Coast W 8-4
04/24 @ Florida Gulf Coast L 3-4
04/27 Rollins* W 5-4
04/28 Rollins* W 10-9
04/28 Rollins* L 6-7
05/01 @ St. Thomas L 1-12
05/04 Florida Southern* L 4-9
05/05 Florida Southern* L 11-21
05/05 Florida Southern* L 6-25
2006
Overall Record: 34-23
SSC Record 11-13 (T-5th)
Date Opponent Result
02/02 @ Nova Southeastern W 14-13
02/03 Palm Beach Atlantic W 8-7
02/04 vs Presbyterian L 6-7
02/10 @ Tampa W 7-6
02/11 @ Tampa L 4-13
02/17 @ Mars Hill College W 10-5
02/17 @ Mars Hill College W 4-1
02/19 @ Tusculum W 4-3
02/21 @ Florida Tech L 5-6
02/25 Mercyhurst L 3-4
02/25 vs Mercyhurst W 9-5
03/01 Concordia L 9-12
03/01 Concordia W 10-2
03/03 Dowling W 7-6
03/04 vs. Philadelphia W 17-6
03/05 Lewis W 5-1
03/06 Felician W 13-6
03/07 Dominican W 24-3
03/10 @ Florida Southern* L 2-8
03/11 @ Florida Southern* W 9-1
03/11 @ Florida Southern* W 5-3
03/13 Bloomfield W 14-0
03/14 Molloy W 3-2
03/17 Florida Tech* W 8-4
03/18 Florida Tech* W 6-5
03/18 Florida Tech* W 11-2
03/20 Adelphia W 4-3
03/24 @ Eckerd* L 2-11
03/25 @ Eckerd* L 8-10
03/25 @ Eckerd* W 10-4
03/27 Harvard L 9-11
03/28 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 5-3
04/01 Barry* L 8-9
04/02 Barry* L 0-5
04/02 Barry* W 13-7
04/04 Palm Beach Atlantic W 5-1
04/07 @ Nova Southeastern* L 4-5
04/08 @ Nova Southeastern* L 9-20
04/08 @ Nova Southeastern* W 6-2
04/11 Florida Gulf Coast W 5-4
04/14 Saint Leo* L 4-5
04/15 Saint Leo* L 0-2
04/15 Saint Leo* W 8-4
04/18 @ St. Thomas W 11-10
04/21 Tampa* W 3-2
04/22 Tampa* L 2-19
04/22 Tampa* L 5-6
04/29 @ Florida Gulf Coast L 3-6
04/30 @ Florida Gulf Coast L 1-9
04/30 @ Florida Gulf Coast W 14-7
05/05 @ Rollins* L 7-11
05/06 @ Rollins* W 11-8
05/06 @ Rollins* L 0-8
05/18 vs Florida Gulf Coast # L 5-7
05/19 vs Albany St. # W 12-7
05/20 vs Catawba # L 8-14
2005
Overall Record: 35-21
SSC Record 14-10 (4th)
Date Opponent Result
02/04 Tusculum L 5-13
02/05 Mars Hill College W 10-2
02/05 @ Barry L 4-6
02/06 Nova Southeastern W 8-2
02/12 Tampa L 5-7
02/13 Tampa L 0-8
02/13 Tampa L 0-4
02/18 vs Barry W 13-6
02/19 @ Saint Leo W 13-3
02/19 vs. Eckerd W 6-3
02/20 @ Saint Leo W 8-6
02/22 Florida Tech W 5-3
02/25 Wilmington W 11-1
02/27 Lewis W 15-0
02/27 Mercyhurst W 6-1
02/28 St. Bonaventure L 4-6
03/02 Concordia W 3-2
03/02 Concordia W 7-0
03/06 Bloomfield W 17-4
03/06 Adelphi W 9-3
03/07 vs Ashland W 10-3
03/11 Rollins* L 2-3
03/12 Rollins* L 2-9
03/12 Rollins* W 4-3
03/18 Florida Southern* W 13-9
03/19 Florida Southern* W 10-8
03/19 Florida Southern* L 4-5
03/22 @ Nova Southeastern L 3-8
03/23 Dominican W 14-11
03/25 @ Florida Tech* W 13-2
03/26 @ Florida Tech* W 8-0
03/27 @ Florida Tech* L 6-15
03/28 vs Harvard University L 9-13
03/29 St. Thomas L 3-17
04/01 Eckerd* W 7-6
04/03 Eckerd* W 6-4
04/03 Eckerd* W 7-2
04/05 @ St. Thomas W 9-1
04/09 @ Barry* L 2-9
04/09 @ Barry* W 2-1
04/10 @ Barry* W 5-0
04/12 Florida Gulf Coast W 9-8
04/15 Nova Southeastern* L 1-9
04/16 Nova Southeastern* W 13-9
04/16 Nova Southeastern* L 2-4
04/22 @ Saint Leo* W 8-0
04/23 @ Saint Leo* L 1-4
04/23 @ Saint Leo* W 4-2
04/26 Barry L 7-8
04/29 @ Tampa* W 3-2
04/30 @ Tampa* L 0-4
04/30 @ Tampa* L 0-3
05/03 @ Nova Southeastern W 6-2
05/06 Florida Gulf Coast W 8-6
05/07 Florida Gulf Coast L 6-9
05/07 Florida Gulf Coast W 6-1
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2004
Overall Record: 23-31
SSC Record: 7-14 (6th)
Date Opponent Result
02/02 @ Barry L 3-7
02/05 @ North Florida W 8-3
02/06 vs Alabama-Huntsville L 4-12
02/07 vs Montevallo W 16-17
02/10 @ Barry L 8-9
02/15 @ Tampa W 8-5
02/15 @ Tampa L 2-12
02/16 @ Tampa L 4-11
02/17 Mercy College W 15-4
02/20 @ Rollins* L 3-6
02/21 @ Rollins* L 0-6
02/21 @ Rollins* L 1-4
02/27 Rollins W 11-9
02/28 Rollins L 6-9
02/29 Mercyhurst W 7-9
03/01 Mercyhurst W 8-6
03/02 Univ. of Sciences W 12-0
03/04 Lewis L 6-7
03/05 Lewis L 9-13
03/06 Lewis W 5-3
03/08 Bloomfield W 14-3
03/10 Concordia W 13-6
03/10 Concordia W 10-1
03/12 vs Ashland L 4-6
03/12 @ Florida Gulf Coast L 4-14
03/13 @ Florida Gulf Coast W 12-4
03/17 Mars Hill W 9-7
03/19 @ Florida Southern* L 3-4
03/20 @ Florida Southern* L 7-8
03/20 @ Florida Southern* L 1-9
03/23 Nova Southeastern L 2-8
03/24 vs Illinois-Chicago W 9-4
03/26 Florida Tech* L 3-11
03/27 Florida Tech* W 16-6
03/27 Florida Tech* W 10-4
03/30 Barry W 8-2
04/02 @ Eckerd* L 8-16
04/03 @ Eckerd* L 5-10
04/03 @ Eckerd* W 9-3
04/09 Barry* W 5-3
04/10 Barry* L 6-12
04/10 Barry* W 12-10
04/14 St Thomas W 19-7
04/16 @ Nova Southeastern* L 2-3
04/17 @ Nova Southeastern* L 1-6
04/17 @ Nova Southeastern* L 2-11
04/20 @ Barry L 5-8
04/23 Saint Leo* W 7-5
04/24 Saint Leo* L 3-7
04/24 Saint Leo* L 3-5
04/30 Tampa* L 4-9
05/01 Tampa* L 2-12
05/01 Tampa* W 7-3
05/04 Nova Southeastern W 10-8
2003
Overall Record: 35-20
SSC Record: 13-8 (3rd)
Date Opponent Result
02/01 Tampa W 6-5
02/02 Tampa L 2-4
02/02 Tampa L 3-7
02/04 @ St. Thomas W 7-6
02/07 @ Barry W 17-14
02/08 Barry W 9-8
02/08 Rollins W 9-8
02/11 Nova Southeastern W 7-4
02/14 Barry W 12-6
02/15 @ Rollins W 6-2
02/16 @ Rollins L 3-7
02/20 Mercy W 8-2
02/21 vs Valdosta State L 4-5
02/22 vs Presbyterian W 6-1
02/23 @ Florida Southern L 3-4
02/28 @ Valdosta State W 11-2
03/02 vs Georgia College L 7-8
03/02 vs Berry W 7-3
03/05 Tri State W 9-7
03/06 Lewis W 5-3
03/07 Lewis W 9-4
03/08 Lewis W 11-8
03/12 Concordia W 7-4
03/12 Concordia W 7-4
03/15 vs Ashland W 19-5
03/16 William Paterson W 9-5
03/20 Bloomfield W 11-8
03/21 @ Barry* W 14-5
03/22 @ Barry* W 22-15
03/22 @ Barry* W 2-0
03/29 @ Tampa* L 0-11
03/30 @ Tampa* L 5-10
03/30 @ Tampa* W 7-6
04/01 Nova Southeastern L 1-10
04/04 @ Saint Leo* W 4-2
04/05 @ Saint Leo* L 3-8
04/05 @ Saint Leo* W 17-1
04/09 Nova Southeastern L 0-4
04/11 Florida Southern* L 9-12
04/12 Florida Southern* W 7-4
04/12 Florida Southern* L 3-8
04/16 @ Nova Southeastern L 3-4
04/18 @ Florida Tech* W 9-0
04/19 @ Florida Tech* W 5-0
04/19 @ Florida Tech* L 1-2
04/21 Nova Southeastern L 1-12
04/22 Barry L 7-15
04/25 Eckerd* W 2-1
04/27 Eckerd* W 6-5
04/27 Eckerd* W 8-2
04/29 St. Thomas W 18-5
05/03 Rollins* W 9-2
05/04 Rollins* L 7-9
05/04 Rollins* L 4-6
05/07 @ Nova Southeastern L 1-5
2002
Overall Record: 29-26
SSC Record: 12-9 (4th)
Date Opponent Result
01/31 @ Tampa L 0-14
02/01 @ Tampa L 6-9
02/01 @ Tampa W 5-4
02/05 Florida Memorial L 6-7
02/07 @ Barry L 9-15
02/09 Florida Tech L 7-9
02/10 vs Saint Leo W 6-3
02/12 Palm Beach Atlantic L 7-11
02/16 @ Saint Leo L 10-15
02/16 @ Saint Leo L 5-6
02/17 @ Saint Leo L 6-7
02/19 Mercy W 9-1
02/20 @ Nova Southeastern W 10-1
02/22 Mercyhurst W 5-2
02/23 Mercyhurst W 7-2
02/24 Mercyhurst W 14-8
03/01 Florida Tech* W 4-3
03/02 Florida Tech* W 12-9
03/02 Florida Tech* W 5-4
03/04 Lewis W 15-3
03/04 vs LaSalle W 10-3
03/05 Lewis L 11-13
03/06 Lewis W 11-7
03/08 Wingate L 11-12
03/09 Wingate W 7-3
03/10 Concordia W 15-4
03/10 Concordia L 3-8
03/12 @ Nova Southeastern W 5-2
03/16 vs Ashland L 4-6
03/17 vs Millersville W 4-2
03/19 William Paterson W 1-0
03/22 @ Rollins* W 3-1
03/23 @ Rollins* L 3-13
03/23 @ Rollins* W 8-4
03/26 Florida Memorial W 9-7
03/29 Barry* L 4-5
03/30 Barry* L 3-6
03/30 Barry* W 8-6
04/03 @ St. Thomas L 11-16
04/05 Tampa* W 7-6
04/06 Tampa* L 8-15
04/06 Tampa* L 1-2
04/16 Nova Southeastern L 3-10
04/12 Saint Leo* W 1-0
04/13 Saint Leo* L 2-10
04/13 Saint Leo* W 4-2
04/16 @ Nova Southeastern L 2-3
04/19 @ Florida Southern* W 5-1
04/20 @ Florida Southern* L 6-6
04/20 @ Florida Southern* L 3-3
04/23 St. Thomas L 7-13
04/29 @ Barry W 6-2
05/04 @ Eckerd* W 15-2
05/05 @ Eckerd* W 6-5







SSC Record: 10-11 (5th)
Date Opponent Result
01/26 Tampa L 5-10
01/27 Tampa L 1-2
01/27 Tampa L 3-9
02/06 Northwood W 7-6
02/09 vs. Rollins L 5-6
02/10 @ Barry W 9-1
02/11 Montevallo L 4-8
02/13 St. Thomas L 5-6
02/16 vs. Mercy W 20-5
02/17 vs. Wingate W 15-10
02/18 Mercy W 11-2
02/20 @ Northwood W 12-3
02/23 Mercyhurst W 6-3
02/24 Mercyhurst W 3-1
02/24 Mercyhurst L 0-2
02/25 Mercyhurst W 6-3
02/28 Florida Memorial W 12-2
03/02 Lewis W 4-2
03/03 Lewis W 8-3
03/04 Lewis W 8-5
03/06 Michigan State L 6-23
03/09 Valdosta State W 7-6
03/10 vs .Saint Leo L 8-9
03/11 vs. North Alabama W 7-5
03/13 Bridgeport L 7-8
03/13 Bridgeport W 6-4
03/16 @ Florida Tech* W 13-4
03/17 @ Florida Tech* W 7-0
03/17 @ Florida Tech* W 7-0
03/20 Nova Southeastern L 0-4
03/23 Eckerd* W 4-3
03/24 Eckerd* W 6-3
03/24 Eckerd* L 2-3
03/27 @ Nova Southeastern W 5-3
03/30 Rollins* L 1-5
03/31 Rollins* L 3-5
03/31 Rollins* W 4-3
04/07 @ Barry* L 0-6
04/07 @ Barry* L 3-5
04/08 Barry* L 3-5
04/10 @ Nova Southeastern W 4-2
04/13 @ Tampa* L 1-10
04/14 @ Tampa* L 6-8
04/14 @ Tampa* W 11-7
04/17 @ St. Thomas L 4-8
04/20 @ Saint Leo* L 3-4
04/21 @ Saint Leo* L 3-7
04/21 @ Saint Leo* W 4-1
04/24 Nova Southeastern W 13-6
04/27 Florida Southern* W 7-4
04/28 Florida Southern* W 10-3





01/26 @ Miami L 4-5
02/01 Northwood W 4-3
02/08 Florida Memorial W 6-1
02/11 vs. Belmont Abbey W 17-1
02/12 vs. Saint Leo L 5-9
02/13 @ Barry W 9-4
02/15 @ St. Thomas L 9-13
02/18 vs. Barry L 4-11
02/19 Mercy W 7-0
02/20 St. Andrews W 12-6
02/21 Mercy W 12-7
02/22 Florida Memorial W 12-11
02/25 Mercyhurst W 14-4
02/26 Mercyhurst L 0-1
02/26 Mercyhurst W 3-2
02/27 Mercyhurst W 9-2
02/29 Wilmington W 14-1
03/01 Villanova W 11-6
03/02 @ St. Thomas W 6-5
03/06 Michigan State W 4-3
03/07 Lewis W 10-9
03/08 Lewis W 7-4
03/12 Concordia L 8-9
03/13 Concordia L 5-11
03/14 Bridgeport W 14-3
03/17 Florida Tech* W 5-3
03/18 Florida Tech* L 3-9
03/20 Florida Tech* W 7-4
03/21 St. Thomas W 4-1
03/24 @ Eckerd* L 1-2
03/25 @ Eckerd* W 9-2
03/26 @ Eckerd* L 3-11
03/28 @ Nova Southeastern W 17-8
03/31 @ Rollins* L 1-11
04/01 @ Rollins* L 5-6
04/02 @ Rollins* L 6-9
04/04 @ Trinity International W 10-4
04/07 Barry* W 9-3
04/08 @ Barry* L 3-8
04/09 Barry* W 9-5
04/11 Trinity International W 17-9
04/15 Tampa* L 5-6
04/16 Tampa* L 3-5
04/16 Tampa* L 2-9
04/20 Saint Leo* L 1-8
04/21 Saint Leo* L 8-13
04/22 Saint Leo* L 5-13
04/25 Nova Southeastern W 13-7
04/26 @ Florida Memorial W 9-0
04/28 @ Florida Southern* L 0-5
04/29 @ Florida Southern* L 9-13





02/02 St. Thomas W 6-5
02/03 Florida Memorial W 10-5
02/06 USC-Aiken W 22-6
02/07 @ Rollins L 1-10
02/09 @ Northwood W 7-4
02/12 vs. Barry W 11-9
02/13 vs. St. Andrews W 9-5
02/14 St. Andrews W 11-7
02/17 vs. Palm Beach Atlantic L 3-4
02/19 @ USC-Aiken L 3-8
02/20 @ Presbyterian W 5-1
02/20 @ Presbyterian L 1-2
02/21 @ Presbyterian W 8-2
02/23 Northwood W 19-4
02/26 Tampa L 5-8
02/27 Tampa W 7-6
02/28 Tampa W 5-4
03/02 Florida Memorial W 30-4
03/05 Lewis W 12-11
03/05 Northwood (MI) W 6-1
03/06 Lewis L 3-5
03/08 Concordia W 13-4
03/10 Concordia L 8-10
03/13 Wayne State W 9-4
03/14 vs. Bridgeport W 12-0
03/16 Nova Southeastern W 10-9
03/19 Florida Southern* L 0-8
03/20 Florida Southern* L 3-5
03/21 Florida Southern* L 2-7
03/23 Trinity International W 12-4
03/24 Palm Beach Atlantic L 8-10
03/27 @ Florida Tech* L 1-5
03/27 @ Florida Tech* L 8-9
03/28 @ Florida Tech* W 11-1
03/29 Kent State W 12-2
03/31 @ Nova Southeastern L 3-22
04/02 Eckerd* L 4-13
04/03 Eckerd* L 6-12
04/04 Eckerd* L 3-5
04/06 @ Trinity International W 8-4
04/09 Rollins* W 7-4
04/10 Rollins* W 14-7
04/11 Rollins* W 6-5
04/13 @ St. Thomas L 7-8
04/16 @ Barry* L 2-11
04/17 Barry* L 8-12
04/19 @ Barry* L 2-3
04/20 @ Nova Southeastern W 9-6
04/23 @ Tampa* L 4-9
04/24 @ Tampa* L 2-14
04/25 @ Tampa* W 17-9
04/30 @ Saint Leo* L 5-10
05/01 @ Saint Leo* L 6-8







02/02 St. Thomas L 1-9
02/05 Palm Beach Atlantic L 6-15
02/11 Florida Memorial W 5-4
02/13 @ Barry L 2-9
02/14 Barry L 9-13
02/15 @ Barry W 3-2
02/17 @ Miami L 3-18
02/18 Florida Memorial W 4-2
02/21 Presbyterian L 9-20
02/21 Presbyterian L 3-9
02/22 Presbyterian L 9-12
02/24 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 12-6
02/27 @ Tampa L 2-14
02/28 @ Tampa L 1-18
03/01 @ Tampa L 3-11
03/03 Providence L 10-20
03/04 @ Northwood W 4-3
03/06 vs. Lewis W 7-6
03/07 Lewis W 19-15
03/08 Rowan L 8-9
03/10 Rowan L 7-13
03/11 Findlay W 2-1
03/11 Findlay W 4-2
03/13 vs. SIU-Edwardsville L 0-8
03/14 vs. Niagara T 9-9
03/15 vs. Ashland L 1-8
03/17 @ St. Thomas L 3-6
03/20 Rollins* L 3-13
03/21 Rollins* L 7-16
03/22 Rollins* L 3-12
03/24 St. Thomas L 1-15
03/27 @ Eckerd* W 4-1
03/28 @ Eckerd* W 4-3
03/29 @ Eckerd* L 1-8
03/31 Palm Beach Atlantic L 2-7
04/03 Barry* L 11-14
04/04 Barry* L 6-16
04/05 Barry* L 1-13
04/07 Northwood W 8-5
04/08 Nova Southeastern W 7-6
04/10 @ Florida Tech* W 17-7
04/11 @ Florida Tech* W 3-2
04/12 @ Florida Tech* L 1-18
04/14 @ Nova Southeastern L 11-15
04/17 @ Florida Southern* W 9-8
04/18 @ Florida Southern* L 1-7
04/19 @ Florida Southern* L 2-5
04/24 Tampa* L 2-7
04/25 Tampa* L 2-16
04/26 Tampa* L 5-8
05/04 Saint Leo* L 1-2
05/05 Saint Leo* L 11-20




02/01 @ Barry W 7-3
02/02 @ Barry W 11-0
02/04 @ Nova Southeastern L 9-20
02/06 @ Florida Southern W 8-3
02/07 @ Florida Southern W 6-2
02/08 @ Florida Southern W 12-8
02/09 Tampa L 3-10
02/10 Tampa W 14-13
02/11 North Florida L 6-12
02/12 North Florida L 3-8
02/15 Rollins W 13-2
02/16 Rollins W 11-4
02/18 @ Palm Beach Atlantic L 3-9
02/21 Florida Southern L 1-6
02/22 Florida Southern L 5-16
02/23 Florida Southern L 3-8
02/25 @ Rollins L 6-7
02/26 @ Rollins W 3-2
03/01 @ Florida Tech L 1-15
03/02 @ Florida Tech L 6-7
03/05 Lewis W 7-6
03/05 Lewis W 9-2
03/06 Michigan State W 10-7
03/07 Kean W 13-2
03/08 William Paterson W 9-8
03/10 Illinois State L 3-14
03/12 Palm Beach Atlantic L 2-9
03/13 Ashland W 9-8
03/15 Montclair State W 11-7
03/16 Florida Tech W 7-4
03/17 Florida Tech L 5-8
03/20 Rowan W 10-7
03/23 Brown W 12-5
03/23 Brown W 16-4
03/25 @ St. Thomas L 9-10
03/26 Findlay W 13-1
04/01 Barry L 4-7
04/08 Nova Southeastern W 16-3
04/09 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 10-3
04/13 St. Thomas W 5-2
04/18 @ Northwood W 13-5
04/19 Northwood W 9-8
04/21 @ Nova Southeastern L 0-4
04/22 @ Eckerd W 10-4
04/29 St. Thomas L 5-9
05/01 @ North Florida L 4-7
05/01 @ North Florida L 15-16
05/03 @ Saint Leo L 7-8
05/04 @ Saint Leo W 8-3
05/04 @ Saint Leo L 8-11
05/08 Barry W 7-2
05/08 Barry L 3-5




02/02 Florida Memorial W 8-6
02/03 Florida Memorial W 15-0
02/06 @ Nova Southeastern L 1-5
02/07 Florida Tech L 1-5
02/09 @ Florida Southern L 1-7
02/10 @ Florida Southern L 3-4
02/11 @ Florida Southern W 21-5
02/13 @ Rollins L 3-4
02/14 @ Rollins W 4-1
02/17 Florida Tech L 6-15
02/19 Eckerd L 6-7
02/20 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 10-6
02/21 @ Barry W 9-4
02/24 Rollins W 2-1
02/25 Rollins W 13-4
02/27 Nova Southeastern W 7-4
02/29 @ Florida Tech L 0-1
02/29 @ Florida Tech W 5-0
03/01 Mercy W 10-4
03/03 Michigan State L 2-5
03/05 Lewis W 3-2
03/05 Lewis W 3-2
03/06 Slippery Rock W 10-3
03/08 St. Joseph’s W 7-5
03/09 William Paterson L 4-10
03/12 Marian W 5-1
03/12 Marian W 5-0
03/13 Findlay W 6-4
03/14 Ashland W 5-4
03/15 Drew W 15-6
03/15 Drew W 11-4
03/16 Montclair State W 9-7
03/18 Wesleyan W 16-11
03/19 @ Barry L 2-7
03/20 Rowan W 13-0
03/24 vs. Grinnel W 12-0
03/26 @ St. Thomas W 14-7
04/01 @ Northwood W 14-6
04/02 @ Flagler W 10-1
04/03 @ Flagler W 11-2
04/05 Spring Arbor W 3-1
04/10 Barry W 17-3
04/11 @ Nova Southeastern W 9-4
04/12 St. Thomas L 4-11
04/14 @ St. Thomas L 9-10
04/15 @ Florida International L 5-6
04/16 Florida Memorial W 15-1
04/17 Florida Memorial W 9-1
04/20 Northwood W 8-5
04/20 Northwood W 3-1
04/22 @ Northwood W 12-0
04/23 Nova Southeastern W 9-4
05/01 @ Miami W 4-12
05/08 Faulkner ^ W 14-4
05/09 Benedict ^ W 5-0
05/10 Auburn-Montgomery ^ W 6-1
05/11 Auburn-Montgomery ^ L 3-4
05/11 Auburn-Montgomery ^ L 3-4
05/15 vs. St. Thomas % L 1-2
05/16 vs. Embry-Riddle % L 7-9
YEAR-BY-YEAR RESULTS
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02/01 @ Barry W 10-2
02/03 Florida Tech W 9-2
02/04 Florida Tech L 9-12
02/07 North Florida L 2-5
02/08 North Florida W 6-4
02/09 @ Florida Atlantic L 7-8
02/10 @ Florida Southern L 1-14
02/11 @ Florida Southern L 3-5
02/12 @ Tampa L 0-2
02/12 @ Tampa W 3-2
02/14 Barry W 3-0
02/15 @ St. Thomas W 12-11
02/17 Florida Southern L 1-5
02/18 Florida Southern L 3-9
02/21 @ Eckerd L 3-7
02/22 @ Eckerd L 4-8
02/23 Dowling W 10-5
02/28 @ USC-Aiken L 1-4
03/02 @ Georgia College L 3-13
03/03 @ USC-Aiken W 4-2
03/03 @ USC-Aiken L 3-5
03/04 @ Valdosta State L 4-5
03/06 St. Joseph’s T 2-2
03/07 Lewis W 3-2
03/09 Detroit Mercy L 4-5
03/10 Lewis L 6-9
03/12 Rowan L 6-8
03/13 Princeton W 5-0
03/13 Ashland W 2-1
03/15 Marian W 6-3
03/15 Marian W 9-2
03/16 Trenton State W 14-7
03/18 @ Florida Tech W 4-1
03/19 @ Florida Tech W 7-4
03/21 Western Connecticut W 17-6
03/22 William Paterson W 8-6
03/25 Dominican W 14-3
03/28 @ North Florida L 1-3
03/29 @ North Florida L 5-8
03/31 Southern Maine W 10-1
04/03 @ Northwood L 1-5
04/04 @ Rollins : 4-8
4/10 Northwood W 8-4
4/12 Nova Southeastern W 4-2
04/13 Palm Beach Atlantic W 7-6
04/17 St. Thomas L 3-8
04/17 St. Thomas W 5-4
04/18 Barry L 6-11
04/19 @ Nova Southeastern W 12-5
04/20 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 12-0
04/24 @ Northwood L 7-17
04/25 @ St. Thomas L 2-3
05/11 vs. Emmanuel W 14-2
05/15 @ West Florida W 8-7
05/16 @ West Florida W 0-1




02/04 @ Florida Memorial L1-5
02/05 @ Florida Memorial L1-5
02/05 @ Florida Memorial W4-3
02/06 Tampa L1-7
02/08 Florida Tech W3-2
02/10 @ St. Thomas L4-9
02/11 @ St. Thomas L2-3
02/11 @ St. Thomas L3-14
02/14 Trinity International W4-3




02/26 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 6-1
02/28 @ Palm Beach Atlantic W 3-1
02/28 @ Palm Beach Atlantic L 3-4
03/04 Webber International W 11-3
03/05 Webber International W 11-1
03/05 Webber International W 5-4
03/07 Lewis L 6-8
03/08 Findlay W 11-5
03/09 Lewis W 6-5
03/10 Indiana Wesleyan W 11-6
03/11 St. Joseph’s L 7-14
03/12 Boston University W 4-3
03/12 Boston University W 7-0
03/13 Rowan W 4-1
03/13 Rowan W 4-3
03/15 William Paterson W 11-10
03/19 Monmouth L 2-4
03/19 Monmouth L 6-8
03/22 @ Barry L 3-7
03/25 Northeastern L 3-4
03/26 @ Warner Southern L 0-4
03/26 @ Warner Southern L 0-4
03/27 @ Warner Southern W 6-1
03/28 Dowling L 6-7
03/29 @ Florida Southern L 0-9
03/30 @ Tampa W 2-0
03/31 Dominican W 6-3
04/01 Southern Maine L 3-9
04/06 @ Barry L 6-7
04/08 Nova Southeastern L 0-1
04/09 Nova Southeastern L 2-3
04/09 Nova Southeastern L 1-7
04/12 @ Rollins L 1-11
04/12 @ Rollins L 5-7
04/15 Northwood W 10-7
04/16 Northwood L 0-1
04/16 Northwood L 2-4
04/17 @ Florida Atlantic L 0-6
04/19 @ Florida International L 6-7
04/24 @ Embry-Riddle L 3-5




02/06 Embry Riddle L 4-6
02/07 Embry Riddle W 5-2
02/12 @ Edward Waters W 12-5
02/12 @ Edward Waters W 22-0
02/13 @ Edward Waters W 15-1
02/14 @ Barry W 8-2
02/19 Palm Beach Atlantic W 7-3
02/20 Palm Beach Atlantic L 3-7
02/21 Palm Beach Atlantic W 6-5
02/25 @ Tampa L 0-6
02/28 Florida Tech L 6-18
02/28 @ Barry L 7-18
03/01 Indiana Weslyan W 7-0
03/01 Indiana Weslyan W 4-0
03/05 @ Flagler L 1-2
03/05 Lewis L 0-3
03/07 @ Flagler L 0-1
03/07 @ Flagler W 3-0
03/08 Finley L 0-2
03/09 Mercy W 4-0
03/10 Mercy W 12-0
03/16 Rowan L 0-1
03/16 Slippery Rock L 0-1
03/17 Rowan L 0-6
03/20 Warner Southern W 3-0
03/22 Western Connecticut W 9-0
04/01 Brown L 0-2
04/01 Brown W 8-0
04/02 Southern Maine W 10-0
04/03 Florida Memorial W 3-0
04/03 Florida Memorial W 6-0
04/04 Florida Memorial W 8-0
04/10 @ North Florida L 0-1
04/10 @ North Florida W 3-0
04/13 @ Nova Southeastern L 0-1
04/17 @ Nova Southeastern L 0-1
04/17 @ Nova Southeastern W 3-0
04/17 @ North Florida W 7-6
04/18 @ Nova Southeastern L 0-2
04/19 Warner Southern L 0-4
04/19 Warner Southern W 5-0
04/20 @ Florida Atlantic L 0-8
04/24 St. Thomas W 2-0
04/24 St. Thomas L 1-3
04/25 St. Thomas L 3-9
04/26 @ Rollins L 4-10
04/26 @ Rollins L 3-5
04/27 Dowling W 9-0
05/07 Northwood W 8-1
05/08 Northwood W 6-3
05/08 Northwood W 9-0




Chris Chavez . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
2009
Douglas Toro . . . . . . .DH  . . . . . . . .1st
Dan Wright  . . . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
2008
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
Kyle Holloway  . . . . . .C  . . . . . . . . .2nd
Nicholas Bleau  . . . . .DH  . . . . . . . .HM
Craig Sheets  . . . . . . .SP  . . . . . . . .HM
2007
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
Nolan Mulligan  . . . . .SP  . . . . . . . .2nd
2006
Jimmy Bacon  . . . . . .3B  . . . . . . . .2nd
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
Lonnie Patterson  . . .SP  . . . . . . . .HM
2005
Ray Perez  . . . . . . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
Travis Rios . . . . . . . . .SP  . . . . . . . .HM
2004
Francisco Dinzey  . . .SS  . . . . . . . .2nd
John Zagaria  . . . . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2003
George Branch  . . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Beau McMillan  . . . . .2B  . . . . . . . .1st
Billy Zbacnik  . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .1st
Juan Colon  . . . . . . . .DH . . . . . . . .2nd
Adam Lopez  . . . . . . .SP  . . . . . . . .2nd
Travis Osborn  . . . . . .SP  . . . . . . . .2nd
John Schulz . . . . . . . .RP  . . . . . . . .2nd
2002
Enriques Baca  . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
Beau McMillan  . . . . .2B  . . . . . . . .1st
George Branch  . . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2001
Landon Thomas  . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .HM
2000
Landon Thomas  . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
Sunshine State Conference 
Player of the Year
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Sunshine State Conference 
Pitcher of the Year
Dan Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Enriques Baca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Sunshine State Conference 
Male Athlete of the Year
Dan Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Sunshine State Conference 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year
Gabe MacDougall  . . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Rawlings/ABCA All-America
2009
DAN WRIGHT  . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
2008
GABE MACDOUGALL OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2007
NICOLAS BOISVERT  .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2002




Kyle Holloway  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .C
Jason Ten Eyck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .OF
Daktronics All-America
2009
Dan Wright  . . . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
Douglas Toro . . . . . . .DH  . . . . . . . .3rd
2008
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2007
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
NCBWA All-America
2009
Dan Wright  . . . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
2007
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
NAIA All-America
1996
Tony Kurtz  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2nd
1988




Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
CoSIDA/ESPN the Magazine
Academic All-American of the
Year
Gabe MacDougall  . . . . . . . . . . . .2008
Rawlings/ABCA National
Coach of the Year
Rudy Garbalosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
Rawlings/ABCA South Region
Pitcher of the Year
Enriques Baca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2002
Rawlings/ABCA South Region
Player of the Year
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . . . . . . . . . . .2007
Rawlings/ABCA South Region
Coachof the Year
Rudy Garbalosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2009
NCBWA South Region 
Pitcher of the Year





Chris Chavez . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
2009
Dan Wright  . . . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
Douglas Toro . . . . . . .DH . . . . . . . .2nd
2008
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .1st
2007
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2006
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2005
Ray Perez  . . . . . . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2003
George Branch  . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .1st
Beau McMillan  . . . . .2B  . . . . . . . .1st
Billy Zbacnik  . . . . . . .Util  . . . . . . . .1st
Travis Osborn  . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . .2nd
John Schulz . . . . . . . .RP  . . . . . . . .2nd
2002
Enriques Baca  . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
Beau McMillan  . . . . .2B  . . . . . . . .1st
1999
Jon Ramos  . . . . . . . .2B  . . . . . . . .2nd
1997
Anthony Basoco  . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
Matty Wes . . . . . . . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
Rawlings/ABCA Gold Glove 
All-South Region
2010
Chris Chavez . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .1st
2009
Kyle Holloway  . . . . . .C . . . . . . . . . .1st
Jason Ten Eyck  . . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2008
Chad Crowe  . . . . . . .SS . . . . . . . . .1st
Jason Ten Eyck  . . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Daktronics All-South Region
2010
Chris Chavez . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
2009
Douglas Toro . . . . . . .DH  . . . . . . . .1st
Dan Wright  . . . . . . . .P  . . . . . . . . . .1st
2008
Kyle Holloway  . . . . . .C . . . . . . . . . .1st
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
2007
Nicolas Boisvert  . . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
Joe Arminio  . . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
NCBWA All-South Region
2010
Chris Chavez . . . . . . .1B  . . . . . . . .2nd
2008
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF  . . . . . . . .2nd
2007
Nicholas Boisvert  . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2002




Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
2008
Nicholas Bleau  . . . . .DH  . . . . . . . .1st
Gabe MacDougall . . .OF . . . . . . . . .1st
ALL-TIME ACCOLADES











MARCH 13, 2010 (BOCA RATON, FL.)
SAINT LEO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
LYNN 0 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 x - 7 11 1
IP H R ER BB SO AB BF
TOMMY KAHNLE 7.0 0 0 0 5 7 20 26
MARCH 14, 1999 (HOMESTEAD, FL.)
BRIDGEPORT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 3
LYNN 1 1 1 9 0 0 X - 12 11 1
IP H R ER BB SO AB BF
MICHAEL MENDEZ 5.0 0 0 0 3 6 15 18
RODDY BARNES 1.0 0 0 0 3 2 3 6
BILLY HORN 1.0 0 0 0 2 2 3 6
MARCH 26, 1988 (BOCA RATON, FL.)
RAMAPO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
LYNN 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 x - 6 10 0
IP H R ER BB SO AB BF
JIM SORICELLI 9.0 0 0 0 7
NO-HITTERS/HITTING STREAK
LONGEST HITTING STREAKS (SINCE 1994)
PATRICK ROEDEL  . .23  . . . . . . . .2/14-4/2  . . . . . . . . .2010
GEORGE BRANCH  . .23  . . . . . . . .3/2-4/12  . . . . . . . . .2003
MATTY WESS  . . . . . .23  . . . . . . . .3/16-5/8  . . . . . . . . .1997
BRANDON MANN  . . .21  . . . . . . . .3/3-4/8  . . . . . . . . . .2006
ANTHONY BASOCO . .21  . . . . . . . .3/2-4/18  . . . . . . . . .1997
DANIEL FLORES  . . . .19  . . . . . . . .3/16-4/19  . . . . . . . .2008
GABE MACDOUGALL 19  . . . . . . . .3/12-4/15  . . . . . . . .2008
GREG MASLAR  . . . .18  . . . . . . . .2/17-3/16  . . . . . . . .2001
JAMES DAVIS  . . . . . .18  . . . . . . . .2/13-3/10  . . . . . . . .1998
TONY KURTZ . . . . . . .18  . . . . . . . .3/20-4/23  . . . . . . . .1996
GEORGE BRANCH  . .17  . . . . . . . .2/23-3/19  . . . . . . . .2002
GREG BROWN  . . . . .16  . . . . . . . .2/28-3/24  . . . . . . . .2001
JOE ARMINIO  . . . . . .15  . . . . . . . .3/28-4/21  . . . . . . . .2007
BEAU MCMILLAN  . . .15  . . . . . . . .2/19-3/10  . . . . . . . .2002
LANDON THOMAS  . .15  . . . . . . . .1/26-2/24  . . . . . . . .2001
LANDON THOMAS  . .15  . . . . . . . .5/4-2/20  . . . . . .1998-99
MATTY WESS  . . . . . .15  . . . . . . . .3/15-4/14  . . . . . . . .1996









Lynn University is an independent, nonprofit, higher
education institution, located in Boca Raton, Fla.,
which stresses individualized learning, innovative
approaches and an international focus among its
students and faculty.  
Founded in 1962, the university originally received
accreditation by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools in 1967 and has upheld the
high standards of the committee ever since.  Today,
more than 2,400 students from more than 80
nations and nearly every state come to receive
Lynn’s unique learning experience and educational
value.  With one-quarter of its population made up
of international students, Lynn has been at the top
of the list of “highest number of international
students” in U.S. News and World Report’s Guide
to Colleges for the last four consecutive years.
Lynn offers a nationally recognized undergraduate
program that combines innovative approaches to
liberal education with professional, career-focused
degree programs.    In addition to its colleges of
business, international communication, arts and
sciences, hospitality management and education,
the university houses specialty programs including
the Conservatory of Music, School of Aeronautics,
a Flight Academy that offers flying lessons and
pilot licenses to the general public and the
Institute for Achievement and Learning, which is
an international pioneer in developing successful
teaching strategies for students with learning
differences.  
Through the Dialogues of Learning, Lynn’s
university-wide core curriculum, students develop
the essential skills, knowledge and habits of heart
and mind that prepare them for a successful
career, personal fulfillment and engaged
citizenship in a global society. 
In Lynn’s professional degree programs, students
have the opportunity to integrate specialized
knowledge and skills with hands-on, experiential
education, a hallmark of the Lynn undergraduate
experience.
Lynn’s faculty are gifted educators dedicated to
teaching and fostering a passion for learning in
every student. With a faculty-student ratio of 17 to
1 and an average class size of between 15 and 20
students, the classroom is a learning environment
in which students are an active participant. 
Focusing on individual needs and aspirations,
Lynn University also offers students the chance to
self-design their own major as well as accelerate
their degree program and graduate within three
years.
Lynn’s mission is to inspire students to fulfill their
individual potential and achieve success in their
chosen profession and the community. As an
intentionally small, learning-centered community,
the Lynn educational experience is designed to
focus exclusively on students’ unique needs,
aspirations and goals while also celebrating the
richness that a diverse, international community
offers for personal, intellectual and professional
development.
The university’s academic programs also include
specific, specialized offerings that can further
enhance the educational experience, such as the
Honor’s Program for academically talented
students, and the Institute for Achievement and
Learning, a nationally recognized program that
provides a vast array of individualized services for
students with specific learning disabilities.
About the Campus...
Lynn University is situated on a picturesque 123-
acre campus, landscaped with indigenous flowers
and tropical trees among seven freshwater lakes.
Students thrive in the university’s state-of-the-art
contemporary facilities, which include: classroom
buildings, men’s and women’s residence halls, a
library, sports and recreation center, student center,
international academic center, Christine’s gourmet
dining facility, fitness center, auditorium, chapel
and dining hall, all of which are air conditioned. In
addition, Lynn University’s campus also features a
new tennis complex, basketball and sand volleyball
courts, an outdoor swimming pool and soccer and
baseball fields.  All of this is located only three miles
from the Atlantic Ocean. Lynn University is also
proud of its reputation as one of the safest
university campuses in the country.
About Boca Raton...
Located on Florida’s exclusive “gold coast,” Lynn
University is situated between Palm Beach and Fort
Lauderdale, in the heart of Boca Raton, which
offers a cosmopolitan atmosphere with hometown
appeal.  The fast-growing city attracts Fortune 500
companies, providing excellent internship and
employment opportunities. Transportation is also
easily accessible with Boca Raton centrally located
in close proximity to three international airports.
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r. Kevin Ross was named the fifth president of Lynn University,
succeeding his father, Dr. Donald E. Ross, who was Lynn’s president for
the past 35 years. He took office July 1, 2006.
Kevin Ross has held numerous administrative positions in educational
institutions, including Lynn. In his most recent role preceding his presidency as
chief operating officer (COO), Kevin
initiated and oversaw completion
of Lynn’s long-range strategic
plan with the aid of Dr. George
Keller, noted higher education
strategic planning expert and
author of Academic Strategy:
The Management Revolution in
American Higher Education.
The long-range plan titled,
“Lynn 2020,” provides a
blueprint for developing Lynn
University over the next 15 years
(www.lynn.edu/2020).
Kevin came to Lynn in 1999 as
associate dean of the Eugene M.
and Christine E. Lynn College
of International
Communication, where he




Kevin also served as director of
special projects, director of
development, and vice president of
institutional advancement before assuming the COO position in 2004.  Under
his guidance, the institutional advancement division has increased in size, scope
and achievements. It has embarked on ambitious plans to raise funds to support
several new campus expansion projects and academic program enhancements.
Kevin earned his A.B. degree in English in 1994 from Colgate University and
his Master of Arts in Liberal Arts in 1997 at St. John’s College in Annapolis,
Md.  He recently received his doctorate in higher education leadership and
policy from Peabody College of Vanderbilt University. His dissertation topic was
“Bridging the Gap: A Multi-Case Study of the Adoption and Implementation of
Instructional Technology in Higher Education.”
In addition to receiving in-depth leadership education from his father, Kevin
Ross has served as admissions officer and associate director of admissions at two
independent schools, The Hill School (Pottstown, Pa.), and Avon Old Farms
School (Avon, Conn.).  His first higher education post was assistant to the
president of Wilmington College (Wilmington, Del.). 
He has served on the Palm Beach Literacy Coalition board of directors, the
President’s advisory board of Pope John Paul II High School, and the founding
board of directors of Boca Raton Educational Television.  He also is currently
serving on the Boca Raton Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors and is a
member of the Economic Council of Palm Beach County.
Lynn University Sr. Vice President
GREGORY J. MALFITANO
regory J. Malfitano has been associated with Lynn
University for over a quarter of a century – 37 years
to be precise – and has been a part of its growth from
Marymount College to the College of Boca Raton to Lynn
University.  Presently, Malfitano serves as Senior Vice
President for Administration. His administrative duties cover
a wide span of responsibilities including oversight of the
intercollegiate athletic program.
Malfitano was instrumental in the Fighting Knights’ move
from the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
(NAIA) to the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division II and the Sunshine State Conference.
Under his leadership, Lynn University has won 19 national
titles and 26 conference championships.  Malfi tano is
presently a  m e m b e r  o f  t h e  S u n s h i n e  S t a t e
C o n f e r e n c e  Sportsmanship Committee.
Born to Beatrice Bradshaw Malfitano and the late Dr.
Anthony Malfitano on June 20, 1953 in Syracuse, New York,
Malfitano is one of seven siblings.  Raised in Syracuse, he
attended Bishop Ludden High School, which a short time
ago honored him as an “Outstanding Alumni of the Class of
1971.”  Malfitano went on to earn an Associate Degree from
M a r y m o u n t  C o l l e g e ,  a  B a c h e l o r ’ s  D e g r e e  f r o m
Wilmington College, and a Master’s Degree from Central
Michigan University.
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1998 University of






DR. KEVIN M. ROSS
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Kristen (Moraz) Migliano begins her fourth year
as Lynn University’s Director of Athletics.  She
is the sixth AD in school history and second
female to hold the position.  She previously
served as Associate Athletics Director and the
Senior Woman Administrator with the Blue &
White.
Under the leadership of Moraz, Lynn has re-
established itself as one of the premiere NCAA
Division II programs in the nation.  During her
time on the job, the Fighting Knights have made
18 NCAA tournament appearances, won seven
Sunshine State Conference titles and claimed
the 2007 Men’s Tennis and 2009 Baseball
national championships.  In addition, LU
jumped 54 spots in the National Association of
Collegiate Directors of Athletics All-Sports
Directors’ Cup
Her commitment goes further than the field of
play as the Blue & White have been champions
in the classroom as well.  An average of 114
student-athletes per semester have earned grade
point averages of 3.0 or better under her
guidance while over 250 student-athletes have
received SSC Commissioner’s Honor Roll
recognition.
Moraz currently sits on the NCAA Men's Soccer South Region Advisory
Committee.  She previously served as a member of the NCAA men’s Tennis
South Regional Advisory Committee, SSC Basketball Championships
Committee and chaired the 2007 SSC Men’s and Women’s Basketball
Championships, hosted by Lynn University for the first time in school
history.
During her time as Associate AD, the Columbia, Md. native handled a
myriad of duties for the 11-sport Fighting Knight program, including
overseeing budgets, supervising coaches and teams and serving as co-advisor
to Lynn’s very active Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC). She was
as also a representative on the NCAA Division II Softball South Region
Advisory Committee (2004-06).  
Moraz is well aware of what Lynn student-
athletes go through on a daily basis as she
competed on the hardwood for the Knights from
1993-97.  She was a four-year letterwinner for the
women’s basketball team and served as team
captain during her senior year.  Moraz was part
of the Knights’ 24-5 squad that advanced to the
NAIA National Tournament its inaugural
season.
She also found time to be a campus leader,
serving as Student Government Association
president during her senior year, a member of
the Knights of the Roundtable honorary society
and recipient of the Trustee’s Medal, the
university’s highest honor for a graduating senior.
Moraz earned her Bachelor of Science in
Business Administration from Lynn in 1997 and
a Master of Business Administration from Lynn
in 2000. She earned a Ph.D. in Organization
Management from Capella University's School
of Business in 2010.
Following her playing days, Moraz spent time in
the private sector and as Lynn’s student activities
coordinator from 1998-2000 before returning as
Assistant Athletic Director in the summer of
2002.  She has also served as a mentor for Lynn’s
freshman transition program, First-Year Experience.
A 1993 graduate of Hammond High School in Columbia, she played on the
Maryland Class 2A State Champion Golden Bears girl’s basketball team.
Her high school accomplishments led Lynn University to recruit Moraz for
its first women’s basketball team in 1993.  
Moraz is a member of the National Association of Collegiate Women
Athletics Administrators (NACWAA), National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics (NACDA), Division II Athletics Directors Association
(DII ADA) and volunteers with the Greater Boca Raton Chamber of
Commerce.
Kristen married Andrew Migliano in May 2010 and the couple resides in










Dr. Ralph Norcio enters his 20th year at Lynn
University and eighth year as the Faculty Athletics
Representative.  Presently a professor in the
College of Business and Management, he has
held the positions of MBA Coordinator,
Associate Dean and Dean of the business school
while at Lynn.
In his position as the Faculty Athletics
Representative, Dr. Norcio verifies academic
eligibility for all student-athletes, administers the
recruitment certification test to all coaches, chairs
the Athletic Council, serves on the Sunshine State
Conference Budget Committee and meets with
student-athletes regarding their specific athletic
programs.
During his time at Lynn, he has been named
Outstanding Professor three times by voting of
students, Outstanding Teacher by a vote of faculty
and was awarded the prestigious Fulbright
Scholarship, where he lectured in Finance at the
Academy of Economic Science in Bucharest,
Romania.
A certified public accountant, management
accountant and financial manager, Dr. Norcio
was a partner at Walden and Norcio and was co-
owner  and v ice -pres ident  o f  P .  S .  & B
Enterprises, LTD prior to returning to the
academic field.
Previously, he had held educational positions
at Northern Virginia Community College, the
University of Maryland, George Mason
University, American University, Trinity
College, Montgomery Community College and
New York Tech.
Norcio holds a Bachelors of Science and
Masters of Science in Biology, which he
received from Georgetown University, and a
Master of Business Administration from
Cornell University.  He earned his Doctorate
of Philosophy in Business Administration from
the Union Institute after presenting his
dissertation “A Study of a Non-Traditional
Population as They Participated in an
Entrepreneurial Skills Program.”
Dr. Norcio also serves on the Board of
Directors for the International Assembly for
College Business Education and the Executive
Board for the South Florida Chapter of
Fulbright Association.
The father of Jessica Norcio, Dr. Norcio can be
seen regularly in the stands of Lynn University















































































































The epicenter of the Fighting Knights Athletics Department, the Count & Countess de Hoernle
Sports and Cultural Center sits in the heart of the Lynn University campus. Completed in 1993, the
center is the home court for the Lynn University volleyball and men’s and women’s basketball
programs. Lynn’s 18 National Championship banners hang proudly from its rafters.
Housing four team locker rooms and one officials locker room, two athletic training rooms and
laundry facilities, the de Hoernle Center also contains offices for all of Lynn’s coaches and
administrators. During volleyball and basketball games fans can relax in the retractable chairback
seating on one side or sit close to the teams on the retractable bleachers. The combined seating
capacity is 1,000.
The front lobby is home to the Michael & Julie Chadwick Wall of National Champions, a space
that has plaques recognizing the Fighting Knights National Championship teams, and six trophy
cases which hold the many NAIA and NCAA individual and team honors of Lynn’s 11 programs.
The de Hoernle Center is not just used for athletics; the gym floor is converted at the start of each
academic year for Orientation and at each year's conclusion for Commencement.
A new addition was welcomed into lobby of the de Hoernle Center in 2008, the Athletic Hall of
Fame. Thirty former student-athletes and administrators are honored on the wall for their
accomplishments while with the Blue and White. 
The first basketball game held on the floor came on Dec. 28, 1993, as the LU women downed
Michigan-Dearborn 99-72. The Knights men’s team played its first game on the floor two days later,
besting Findlay 103-93 on Dec. 30, 1993. The first-ever Lynn volleyball game at de Hoernle was on
Sept. 12, 1996.
Home to the Fighting Knights’ outdoor sports, the McCusker Sports Complex is the site of the
baseball, softball, soccer and tennis teams at Lynn University and has been the host of Sunshine
State Conference and NCAA National and Regional Tournaments.
The only home Lynn soccer has ever known, the McCusker Sports Complex Field has seen its
share of shining moments in Fighting Knights soccer history. With its plush Bermuda grass playing
surface, the field is nestled on the southwest corner of Lynn’s campus. Six national championship
teams have played on the soccer field formerly known as “the graveyard.”
Team benches and accommodations for the media, game staging personnel and administrators are
located on one side of the field with two sets of covered bleachers and a concession stand on the
other side. From 1996 to 1998, the field was the place to be to witness NCAA Division II National
Finals.
The Lynn women took part in the 1996 NCAA championship game while the Fighting Knights men
took on Cal State-Bakersfield in the 1997 title tilt. The Lynn women captured the 1998 final on the
field, downing Sonoma State 3-1 on Dec. 6, 1998. Recently the men’s soccer team defeated Lander
8-0 on Nov. 10, 2005 in the NCAA Division II Quarterfinals, the second largest margin of victory
in the program’s illustrious post-season history.
Lynn’s baseball field is located on the southeast corner of campus, sharing a border with Military
Trail and Potomac Road. Long home runs can be seen crossing mid-day traffic as the Blue and
White play all of their games during the day. Recent facelifts to the field include a new scoreboard
in right field with the 2009 NCAA Division II National Championship banner, new Bermuda grass
infield and outfield and a crushed brick warning track. Dimensions are 315-right field, 355-right
center, 405-center field, 365-left center and 325-left field.
The softball field is located adjacent to the baseball field and share outfield bleachers. This field
saw a program record 88 home runs sail over its fences in 2005, which are 190 down the lines and
220 to straightaway center field. The softball field received a face lift in 2006 with the possibility of
a new stadium in the near future.
Boasting a combined seven national championships and 12 Sunshine State Conference titles, Lynn
University's men's and women's tennis programs will usher in a new era beginning in 2009 with the
Perper Tennis Complex. The state-of-the-art million-dollar complex contains a total of six courts,
covered chair-back stadium seating, an electronic scoreboard and is the first outdoor lighted facility
on the Lynn campus. 
Although not on situated on campus, the Lynn men’s and women’s golf team take advantage of
some of the best courses that Boca Raton has to offer .  The women’s program practices at three
local golf clubs, Boca Lago Country Club (www.bocalago.com), Boca Woods Country Club
(www.southfloridacountryclub.com) and Boca Delray Country Club (www.bocadelray.net) while the
men’s squad calls both Ocean Breeze Golf & Country Club (www.oceanbreezegolf.com) and Boca
Country Club (www.bocaresort.com/golf) home.
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Sunshine State Conference
Founded in March of 1975, the Sunshine State
Conference has risen from a single-sport organization to
become the NCAA Division II “Conference of
Champions.”  Started as a basketball conference, The
SSC has since grown steadily in sports played,
membership and national prominence.  A weekly check
of national rankings in nearly any Division II sport proves
the point, as SSC member institutions consistently find
themselves ranked amongst the nation’s elite.
Now with nine full members, the SSC is the proud owner
of some 74 NCAA Division II National Championships
in baseball, men’s basketball, men’s and women’s golf,
softball, men’s and women’s tennis, men’s and women’s
soccer and volleyball.  The Orlando-based league recently
added to its already full trophy case with Nova
Southeastern University’s first women’s golf title and
Lynn University claiming its first baseball national
championship.
The SSC currently crowns regular-season champions in
volleyball, men’s and women’s soccer, men’s and
women’s basketball, baseball and softball.  The league
also administers season-ending tournaments in men’s and
women’s soccer, men’s and women’s basketball, men’s
and women’s golf, men’s and women’s tennis and
women’s rowing.
Sunshine State Conference Members
BARRY UNIVERSITY (SINCE 1988)
ECKERD COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
FLORIDA SOUTHERN COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
FLORIDA TECH (SINCE 1981)
LYNN UNIVERSITY (SINCE 1997)
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY (SINCE 2002)
ROLLINS COLLEGE (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY  (CHARTER MEMBER 1975)
UNIVERSITY OF TAMPA (SINCE 1981)
Commissioner: Jay Jones
Assistant Commissioner for Internal Operations: Kelly Harrison
Assistant Commissioner for Membership Services: Maryanne Simkulak
407.248.8460 (T), 407.248.8325 (f)
2009-10 Sunshine State Conference Champions
BASEBALL: TAMPA                                                       MEN’S BASKETBALL: ROLLINS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL: LYNN                                   MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY: FLORIDA SOUTHERN
WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY: TAMPA                          MEN’S GOLF: FLORIDA SOUTHERN
WOMEN’S GOLF: NOVA SOUTHEASTERN                   WOMEN’S ROWING: BARRY
MEN’S SOCCER: ROLLINS & TAMPA                          WOMEN’S SOCCER: ROLLINS
SOFTBALL: ROLLINS                                                   MEN’S TENNIS: BARRY 
WOMEN’S TENNIS: BARRY                                         VOLLEYBALL: TAMPA & SAINT LEO
Op~nent Site Time 
Tuesday February 1 Palm Beach Atlantic Jupiter, Fla. 6pm 
Wednesday February 2 St. Thomas (Fla.) Miami Gardens, Fla. 6pm 
Tuesday February8 Florida Tech Boca Raton, Fla. 2:30 pm 
Friday February 11 Mount Olive Greenwood, S.C. 7pm 
Saturday February 12 Lander Greenwood, S.C. 3pm 
Sunday February 13 Grand Valley State Greenwood, S.C. 11 am 
Friday February 18 West Alabama Livingston, Ala. 2pm 
Saturday February 19 West Alabama (DH) Livingston, Ala. 2pm 
Sunday February 20 West Alabama Livingston, Ala. 12pm 
Thursday February 24 Mercyhurst Boca Raton, Fla. 2:30 pm 
Friday February 25 Mercyhurst Lake Worth, Fla. 6pm 
Saturday February 26 Hillsdale Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Wednesday March 2 Florida Atlantic Boca Raton, Fla. 6pm 
Friday March 4 Mercyhurst Lake Worth, Fla. 4pm 
Saturday March 5 Winona State Boca Raton, Fla. 11 am 
Sunday March 6 Winona State Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Monday March 7 Wdmington Boca Raton, Fla. 2:30pm 
Friday March 11 Saint Leo * Saint Leo, Fla. 6pm 
Saturday March 12 Saint Leo (DH) * Saint Leo, Fla. lpm 
Tuesday March 15 Molloy Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Wednesday March 16 Franklin Pierce Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Friday March 18 Tampa * Tampa, Fla. 7pm 
Saturday March 19 Tampa (DH) * Tampa, Fla. lpm 
Friday March 25 Palm Beach Atlantic Lake Worth, Fla. 6pm 
Saturday March 26 Palm Beach Atlantic fDH) Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Tuesday March 29 St. Thomas f Fla.) Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Friday April 1 Rollins* Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Saturday April 2 Rollins f DH) * Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Tuesday April 5 Florida Memorial Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Saturday April 9 Florida Southern • Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Sunday April 10 Florida Southern fDH) * Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Friday April 15 Florida Tech * Melbourne, Fla. 3pm 
Saturday April 16 Florida Tech (DH) * Melbourne, Fla. 12pm 
Friday April 22 Eckerd• Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Saturday April 23 Eckerd (DH) * Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Friday April 29 Barry* Miami Shores, Fla. 6pm 
Saturday April 30 Barry (DH) * Miami Shores, Fla. 1pm 
Friday May6 Nova Southeastern • Boca Raton, Fla. 3pm 
Saturday May7 Nova Southeastern (DH) * Boca Raton, Fla. 12pm 
Thu-Mon. May 19-23 NCAA South Regionals TBA 
Fri-Sat. May 28-June 4 NCAA National Tournament 
Home G~mes in Bold 
*SSC Game I 
